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PUBLISHERS' PREFACE 

Our Research Society has been formed to publish t 
in English all the works of our Alwars and Acharyas- .> 
Yamuna, Ramanuja and Vedanta Desika. Several 
North Indian Scholars and Ame�ents are now 
researching in various aspects of Visistaclvaita 
Philosophy. 

Last year December we puhlished an English 
Edition of Thirupavai with eighty pages of intro· 
duction and eighty pages of Swapatfesam by the late 
M. B. Srinivasa Iyengar. Five other books of this 
series of Nityanusandhanam will be published very soon. 

Though Nathamuni is our Prathama ACharya,) 
none of his works is now available. Yamuna is our 
Next Acharya, whose books formed the basis on which 
Ramanuja later on built up OUf Siddhanta which was 
perfected by Vedanta Desika,'two centuries afterwards. 

The first book of Yamina to be published was 
Githarthasamgraha in English by the late Dewan 
Bahaclur V. K. Ramanujachariar. Some years later 
Prof. M. R. Rajagopala Iyengar translated the Stotra
ratna and ChathuSloki in English. In the Annamalai 
University Series Prof. R. Ramanujachari and K. 
Srinivasachari got the English translation of all the 
three Siddhantas published some years ago. 

The only other work of Yamuna that has not so 
far been published in English was (Agarnapramanyam.' 
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Our good friend Dr. van Buitenen, Prof. of Sanskrit, 
Chicago Unil'craity, scnt us a translation of the text and 
an introduction in English of the Agamapramanyam. 
Though we started printing the books more than 
three ycars ago due to the serious illness of our 
Honorary Secretary it Was delayed, and We arc happy 
that we arc able to publish it at least now. Our 
Readers are aware that Dr. van Buitenen has already 
published 'Yedarthasamgraham' and 'Gita Bflashya' of 
Ramanuja in English, and is a well.known authority on 
Visistadvaita Philosophy. 

Our good friend Dr. K. C. Yaradachari who read 
the manuscript, undertook to write a scholarly Preface 
in his own inimitable style. But he passed away before 
the printing was completed. So we requested Prof. 
R. Ram,"ujaehari who had mastered all the works of 
Yamuna, and has acceded to our request and has 
written a Preface. 

We arc heavily indebted to Sri D. S. Krishnach.r 
ofPrabha Printing House, Bangalore, who has under
taken the arduous task of printing the book faultlessly 
from the typed manuscript. But for his hearty co
operation we could not have published t

.
his book at alL 

V. SRlNIVASA RAGHAVAN 
Honorary Secretary 

Ramarluja Research. S?ciety 



PREFACE TO liGAMAPRAMli!:,YAM 

The works of Yamuna are of special importance 
to students of vedanta not only because they are the 
earliest available visistadvaita classics, but also because 
they present an authentic ru:c-;;-;mt of this system of 
thought and belief, having been inspired and shaped 
by the rich contributions of previous acharyas including 
Nathamuni transmitted to him through an unbroken 
tradition. Agamapramal).yam is one of the most 
important among his writings; and, strangely enough, 
there has been till now no critical edition of the text. 
In this context, my esteemed friend, Dr. van Buitenen 
has rendered invaluable service by bringing out a 
critical edition of this masterpiece with a scholarly 
introduction and English translation, eminently 
readable and faithful to the original. This timely 
publication has achieved a twofold purpose, that of 
giving the text, fast becoming scarce, further lease of 
life, and of making the thought imbedded in this 
treatise available even to tllOse unacquainted with 
Sanskrit. An orientalist of great repute, he has made 
the field of vedanta, especially visistadvaita vedanta, 
his own. Already he has earned the gratitude of all 
interested in our cultural heritage by his exceJIent 
publications, such as Ramanuja"s Vedarl/zasamgraha and 
Ramanuja' 

on Bhagovat Gila. A warm welcome awa its 
this excellent publication. 

Y!:�una, more properly known as �I.avandar,l/ 
occupies a central place among the ilIustrious visista

iii 
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dvaita acharyas who, reformed and revivified this 
ancient system of thought and belief. Nathamuni set 
visistadvaita vedanta on a new and glorious phase of 
its career; Yamuna strengthened it considerably by his 
writings; and Ramanuja systematised and fortified it. 
Kuresa pays reverential homage to the illustrious 
hierarchy of acharyas commencing from Laksminatha 
(Supreme God, the Consort of Laksmi) and ending 
with his Own preceptor, Ramanuja, with Sage Natha 
and Yamuna at the centre: 

Laksminatha samarambham 
Niithay5muna madhyamam I 

asmad5.dirya paryantam vande 
guruparamparam a 

Th�g�a!1dson a!1sl_sp�rJtual.!.uccessor of �a·r \ 
mUDi, Yamuna had the unique privilege----or-1nheriting) 
fll"S- grandSIre's immeasurable spiritual wealth' and 
of passing on that legacy to Ramanuja, havjng enriched 
it by his own invaluable contributions. At an early 
age, }JC achjeved great distinction and fame for his 
erudition and dialectical skill. He easily defeated a 
court poet, 4kIqalvan, who was a terror to all Jearned 
men, far and near; and, in recognition of this victory 
he Was hailed as Alavandar (l\.-fan come to save, rule) 
and granted the gift of a territory. He ruled over this 
principality and Jed a life of pomp and luxury, 
forgetting the high traditions of his grandfather, until 
he Was WOn over to the "higher life, thanks to the great 
efforts ofR_ama!llisra, the ch�sen disciple of Pundari-

I •.. sto:}yami nah kuladhanam kull'ldaivatam tat 
Padaravindamaravinda vilocanasya II 

Stotraratna. St. 6 
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� who was himself the foremost among the disciples 
of Nathamuni, charged with the duty of instructing 
his grandson in the sacred lore. When the awakening 
came, Yamuna realised the futility of the life he had 
been leading, became a sannyasin, settled down at 
the holy spot of Srirangam, the great centre of 
Vaisnava thought and devoted the rest of his life to 
disseminating the truths handed to him by Ramamisra 
and writing treatises and in unremitting and 00£
pointed devotion to the Lord. 

In his exposition of vi sistadvai tic thought, Yamuna 
follows the lead of the ancient masters like nodhayana, 
Tanka and D!1lJJlida and NathalQuni, whose master
pieCe, Nyayatattva greatly influenced his own writings. 
He follows in the foot.steps of Nathamuni so closely 
that Vedanta Desika describes Almasiddhi of Yamuna 
as a brief version of Nyayatattva. (Nyayalallva 
pralaranam M AtmaJiddhi.) 

Though steeped in tradition, he was no blind 
follower. The following stanza shows how he insisted 
on high standards of thought and discussion: 

Hanta! brahmopadesasyam 
sraddadhiinesu sabhate I 

vayarnaSraddadhanah sma 
ye yuktim prarthayamahe II 

SamviJsiddhi, p. 191 

"'V ell, aU this dogmatic teaching may carry con
viction with (blind) believers; We are Jacking in such 
fa.ith, and we search for logical reasons to convince us." 



I:nd"\\rd wilh n .1."1' illldlrrl �nd piercing l<Y,;ic, he 
coulcl ('�\\i1)' 'ce ChfOtl�h �nphillr)', nnd w:t,1 u\'rrse to 
m.in� rrool.('d w.,)" of Ihinkinr, (l1ir;nln. jimh:l:::l SP:ln:C"J 
l.,i,oj,,"!,.,i, SI. 0). lie I'r .. cnlcd hi, view. wilh 
prrchion nnd cbrilY nul! in n manner Ih,,' \\'ould 
COl11pel :l\�('nt. ".p:\fllin� '('"ntt'" of humour is dis .. 
rrrnihk in hi'! diu:ouTSC'l. To d((" otle iIIuHtation 
''I'hill! reftllinJ,: the dt)clrine of Oib�()ItHt" idcntit)' b:t!ed 
(In tile up.'ni�3c1ic IrXI-fllfll ('\,llh'iII)';1In Ilrnhrn:t
Y;tttHII1:\ 5:\)'1 in his Sa�dh;rlJI.i: uTllt: J(:urmrnt Ithe 
pcrm;anrnt niter nf the: 0,1:1 fOtunry now rci�ning is 
""ithout n Itcond in Ihh worJd' is intended to den)' the 
n:i,tcncr. of n ruler t'1lll.11 fO him It dOH not dc-flY the: 
educncc: or srrv;mU, son,. conmrt, :tnt! so on." 

The tC:lrne(l etlicorclC'!ignntr:s Ynmuna ns n "ttmple 
pri�tU (vide infra, p. ti) nlHl includes Rnm:muja in the 
rlan or"l1u�ologians and nfficiilting priclts" (Vcd:irtha
salnJ.;rnh:l, p. 33) and stlg�eSls that the irupiration came 
to them from 

'
religion nnd theology. 111C nppclations 

'temple prie.st' and 'theologian', taLC'1t IiteraU)', do not 
imply an)' derhion, nnd may not be inappropriate 
designations of (hese eminenc thinkers and ardent 
de\'otees who considered service to God nnd god-Io\'cn 
aJ the 5uprcme goa) of life; bur C temple pde!t' js 
suggestive of one making a Ih'ing by temple sen.·ice, 
one who cares merdy for outward) formal routine of 
worship. Likewise, 'theologian' hM "ciled association 
with dogmatic. uncriticnl acceptance of beliefs. TIds 
su�pidon gets somewhat strengthened when we read 
the learned editor saying H"'hilt Pancaratra signifies 
ror him (Yamuna) is dik!}u and tfte other sacraments; 
aradhana and the various aspects of the: ritual of 
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worship of the God; puja . • • " In point offaet. they 
were not temple priests, but eminent sannyasins and 
accredited leaders and exponents of visistadvaitic 
thought and vai�nava religion. who set great store hy 
logic and sought convincing evidence he fore accepting 
any belief. It is therefore necessary to consider if 
these are fair and factual descriptions. 

In his learned introduction Dr. van Buitenen 
refers to a numher of problems that challenge 
attention and call for further study. One of these is 
'the reticence of the illustrious vai.�nava philosopher, 
Ramanuja, about the Pancaratra system.' U Ramanuja 
remains n he says, "wholly silent about the element, 
both of doctrine and of religious practice of 
Pancaratra." In his earlier publication, Ramanuja's 
Vedarthasamgraha, Dr. van Buitenen says, that 
although the orthodoxy of the Panc.ratra had been 
established, "it is not utilised as a source of knowledge 
in its own right to corroborate Ramanuja's system of 
vedanta." There is reference again to "Ramanuja's 
evident indifferenc e  towards Pancaratra." He ha.s 
himself suggested a plausible reason for Ramanuja's 
not quoting even a single pad a from the veritable 

ocean of the Pancaratra. A master of dialectics, to 
win support for his interpretation of vedic teachings, 
form vedantins of all shades of opinion, he would take 
his stand only on sruti and universally accepted smrti ; 
he would not like co jeopardise a good case by quoting 
from what may be dubbed sectarian. For an indcntical 
reaSOIl, he studiously avoided all reference to the 
Divyaprabandha, though it has been one of the shaping 
forces of bis thought. 
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As regards Ramanuja remaining .. wholly silent 
about the clements both of doctrine and ofreligious 
practice of the Pancaratra," it may be said that lIe 
presented n synthetic account of vedanta incorporating 
into it  the vedic, aga mic and prnhandha contributions. 
The genealogy of the specific items was not indicated 
because most of them are found in all the scriptures. 
Ramanuja looked upon the varied scriptures as setting 
forth identical doctrines, though their language 
and idiom vary. 

It is certainly not difficult to identify the agamic 
elements in Ramanuja's teaching. In the first place, 
the prapatti doctrine, though ancient and based on the 
Upani�ads and the Bhagavat Gita, gets special elabor
ation in the Pancaratra. The credit for having 
stressed its importance as a seJf..sufficient and inde
pendent means to mok�a and of explaining its angas 
(steps) goes to the Pancaratra. As tbis path is 
accessible to aU irrespective of caste 01' rank, it has 
a universal appeal. That everyone, whatever his 
station in life, is entitled to mok�a, and that it may be 
attained in this very birth is a characteristic Pancaratra 
teaching. Ramanuja utilised this doctrine and 
incorporated this in his exposition of the visi�tadvaita. 
Though he makes a passing mention of it in the 
Sri Bhasya and the Vedarthasamgraha, he emphasises 
it in the Gita Bhasya especially in commenting on the 
Carama sloka. More than all, in his Gatfyatraya which 
is a confession of his faith, he presents saranagati as 
hita par excellence. 

Another feature of the Pancaratra which Ramanuja 
has utilised is iti insistence on an austere life. In 
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Nityagrantha it is prescribed as part of tbe daily 
routine throughout life. The day is divided into five 
periods, each to be devoted to an appropriate duty. 
The first is abhigamana, when one is to approach God 
as soon as daily ablutions and pujii are over. The 
second is called upadana, a period to be spent in 
earning a livelihood in legitimate and appropriate 
ways. Then follows ijya (literally, sacrifices), referring 
not to vedic sacrifices but to pancamahii yagna, which 
include among others, noonday prayer, offering unto 
God the food prepared and even partaking of meal, 
which is regarded as a religious act. What pleases 
the Lord is not the sacrifice which entails much 
material and effort, but sincere, unselfish and devout 
approach. True worship is something inward, 
involving mental purity, earnestness and steadfast 
faith. Next comes the path of ,uiidhyiiya or study. 
It is a duty cast on every householder to study our 
sacred lore and to teach the Same to others (pravacana) 
where possible. The concluding part of the day is 
devoted to quiet concentration (yoga). One is to 
retire to bed with thoughts of God uppermost in one's 
mind. Without bisecting life into the sacred and the 
secular and thereby making either valueless} the 
Pancaratra invests all our acts with sanctity. Everything 
that man does, eating and sleeping not excepted, are 
worship of the Divine. In a word, man's life is to be 
a God·centred life, all day long and all through life. 
Li,fe should be cha:tat.tui-s.eU by thh peIva'Soive note. 

Yet another fruitful idea which Ramanuja selects 
from the Pancaratra for elaboration is the concept of 
disinterested action. Action performed without 

II 
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thought of personal gain and in the spirit of dedication 
to God leads progressively to self-knowledge, self
realisation and knowledge of God, which leads to 
meditation on God and flowers into live of, and 
surrender to God and final beatitude. "Siitvikatyiiga 

piirvaka karma yogyena karrnana" is a typical 
Pancaratra formula. In the Gila Bhasya Ramanuja 
explains the full implications of this concept wbile 
commenting on St. 15, Cb. IV of the Bbagavat Gita. 

"Such a person sees non�action in action; and action in 
non-action. He is the man of wisdom, worthily 
engaged; and he is the performer of all actions." 

Yamuna composed eigh� works, and they are; 
Atma-siddhi, Isvara-si ddhi, Samvit-siddhi, Gitartha
samgraha, Purusanirnaya, Stotraratna, Catussloki 
and Agamapramanya. The first three nre usually 
referred to by the collective name, Siddhitraya. 
A good part of each of these three siddhis has been 
lost due to neglect and the ravages of time; but even 
the little that remains gives us a clear idea of the 
author's views on important philosophical problems 
and or the masterly way in which he expounds them. 
Ramanuja quotes profusely from these splendid 
manuals in his Sri Bhasya. 

Gitarthasamgraha is a marvel of epitomising 
effort. The inspiration for this undertaking came 
from Ramamisra who initiated Yamuna into the 
inmost secret of the Bhagavad Gita. In thirty.two 
stanzas, it SUms up the teaching of the Lord's Song as 
understood by the school which he represented llnd 
indicates how the teaching is developed logically and 
step by step and how the Gitasastra is a consistent 
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exposition of the doctrine that it is only through bhakti 
(loving devotion) brought On by karma and jnana 
(svadharma jnana vairagyo. sadbya bbaktyaka gocarah) 
that the Lord could be reached. This work served as 
a ground-plan, as it were, for Rnmanujats luminous 
exposition of the Gita. 

Purusanirnaya is designed to show the supremacy 
of Lord Visnu. The book is not extant now. 

STOTRARATNA AND CATUSSLOKJ 

Stotra ... ratna and Catussloki are hymns in praise of 
Lord Visnu and Goddess Lakshmi respectively. They 
arc held in high esteem as portraying the author's 
fervent religious feelings and inmost longing for Divine 
communion and as expounding in an easily intelligible 
form the central philosophical doctrines ofVisi�tadvaita 
regarding tattva (God, man and nature), hila (the way) 
and purutar/ha (the nature of the supreme goal). This 
poem, as Vedanta Desika says, is the spontaneous 
overflow of the author's ecstatic religious experiences 
brought on by constant meditation on Divya Prabandha, 
especially the Tiruvoimozhi of Saint Satakopa. To him 
the Alwar was father, mother, consort, children, 
wealth, in a word, everything. 

Matapita yuvatayah tanaya vibhuti 
sarvam yadeva niyamena matanvayanam ) 
iidbyasya nah kulapateh vakulli-bhiramam 
srimad tadanghri yugalam pranamami mtlrdhna II 

Stotraratna, St. 6 
One could see that the stotra is replete with the 

ideas culled from Tiruvoimozhi; and some of the 
stanzas seem to be Sanskrit renderings of the Tamil 
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hymns. The key-note of the stotra is that prapatti is 
the only effective means of attaining transcendental 
felicity. Vedanta Desika has written a commentary 
bringing out the treasures imbedded in it; and he 
wrote a brochure On one of its stanzas under the head
ing Anjalivaibhava. Ramanuja felt moved as he heard 
Stotraratna recited; and he got there from the cue for 
his Vaikuntagadya. 

CATUSSLOKf 

Calussloki is an exceedingly brief poem singing the 
glories of Goddess Lakshmi. The four stanzas compd� 
sing it attribute to Sri the qualities of the Lord 
elaborately set forth in the four chapters of the 
Brahmasutras. The first stanza refers to the vibhutis 
of Goddess Lakshmi and shows that they are beyond 
praise; the second states that Her greatness is 
incomprehensible even to Her omniscient Consort, 
even as He cannot comprehend His own greatness; 
the third speaks of the saving power of Her grace; and 
the last describes how Her resplendent forms are 
inseparable from, and co-existent with, those of tbe 
Lord. 

AO.uIAPRAMA�AM 

Agama pramanya is devoted to vindicating the 
authority of the Pancaratra tantras. The extensive 
Pancaratra works calJed agamas or tnntras or s:l.mhitns 
and also Bhagavat Sastra, for the reason that Sriman 
Narayana is believed to have promufgated them Him
self, have always been considered canonical; but 
defractors have not been "'anting, wJw chalJcnged their 
authority. Hence Yamuna felt the need for this 
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defence of the Pancaratra. The main adversaries 
against whom he had to contend arc the }'1imamsakas 
of the Bhatta and the Prabhiikaraschool, theAdvaitins 
and the Naiyayikas. From their respective standpoints 
they directed their attacks on the Pancar.tra tantras. 
With the aid of reason and scripture, Yamuna meets 
this many-pronged attack and establishes that the 
tantras are authoritative. In Agamapramanya, more 
than in Siddhitraya, we see Yamuna at his best. A 
master dialectician, he exposes the fallacies in the argu ... 
ments of his rivals and demonstrates the correctness of 
his own views, with a wealth of incontrovertible 
evidence. In the course of the discussion, Yamuna 
indicates his views on a wide range of problems 
including those of linguistics, psychology, epistemology 
and exegesis. 

Yamuna discusses at Jength the proper interpreta ... 
don that is to be put on the Utpatyadhikatana of the 
Rrahmasutra, as this section has been taken by Sankara 
to be a refutation of the Pancaratra. With surprising 
unanimity all commentators have taken Brahmasutra 
I1-ii, 39- 22 as dealing with the Pancaratra although 
there is no word or expression directly or remotely 
specifying this theme. They differ however, in their 
interpretation of these aphorisms. Sankara interprets 
the four sutras as adducing four reasons for rejecting 
the Pancaratra; but Yamuna takes the first two as 
stating the prima facie case against it .. and the last two 
as establishing conclusively the validity of the 
Pancaratra after exposing the hollowness of the prima 
facie view. The location of this adhikarana in a pada 
devoted to the refutation of rival systems, namely, those 
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of KapiIa, Kanada, Sangaba, (Arhata) and Pasupata, 
which are either outside the pale of, or opposed to veda 
seems to lend support to Sankara's view that the 
Sutrakara meant to reject the Pancaratra along with the 
others. Against this view, it is mentioned that with the 
rejection of the Pasupata agama the impression may be 
created that the Pancaratra also is devoid of authority; 
to allay this apprehension the Sutrakara specifically 
raises the question of the Pancaratra to clinch the 
argument. 

Sankara's interpretation of the sutras :-
(i) utpattyasambhauat: "On account of the im

possibility of origination (the system tllat subscribes to 
the view that soul originates, i.e. the Pancaratra is 
unacceptable)." "There occurs in the Pancaratra the 
statement, "From Vasudeva there originates the Jiva 
known as Sankaqmna; ... " This is an instance where 

I the Pancaratra is opposed to the vedic. teaching that 
the soul is neither born, nor does it die. Hence it is 
to be rejected. 

(ii) na ca kartuh karanam: "Besides, the instru
ment cannot originate from the agent (hence the 
Pancaratra which accepts such a doctrine is to be 
discarded)". There is the Pancaratra statement ... 
from the individual sou] called Sankaq;ana manas, 
known as, Pradyumna originates; from Pradyumna 
originates Ahamkara known as Aniruddha." The Jiva 
who is an agent engages in his activity only with the 
aid of manas ; when that is so, how can the Jiva be said 
to give rise to manas? Moreover, the vedas declare 
that manas and the like proceed from Brahman alone. 
Hence the Pancaratra is to be rejected. 
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(iii) vijniiniidibhiiv,.ii tadaprartdhah ; 
" Should it be said that theY.re only Brahman, 

the objection, namely, impossibility or origination is not 
got over.n That is, even i r it be said that Sankar�ana, 
Pradyumna and Aniruddha are not Jiva, manas and 
Ah.nkara respectively, but reaUy Brahman, since they 
are aU alike Brahman there cannot be the causal rela. 
tion among them; no one of them could give rise to 
the ne..'{t in the series. It is everywhere observed that 
the cause and its effect differ from each other in some 
of their characteristics. 

(iv) vipratittdhat: HAnd because of contradiction 
(the Panearatra lacks authority)." As the Panearatra 
is self.discrepant and as it contradicts the vedic tcach
ings, it is  liable to be rejected. For example, the 
Pancaratra maintains that jnana is at once guna and 
guni. Bhagavan is of the essence of jnana for His 
attribute. Further, the Panc..'1.ratra denounces the 
veda. It is well-known, Sandilya declares, that failing 
to find the highest felicity in the veda, he learnt the 

Pancaratra and attained thereby what he could not 
get from the veda. Hence the Pancaratra contradicts 
itself and speaks disparagingly of the veda, it is to be 
rejected. 

Tnmuna's interpretation: 
Yamuna, and, following his lead, Ramanuja, 

argue that this adhika-!:ana establishes precisely the 
OPFosite conclusion, namely,. the validity of the 
Pancaratra. \Vhile there is substantial agreement 
between Sankara and Yamuna in their inter
pretation of the first two sutras, Yamuna takes the 
third and the fourth sutras as meeting the objections 
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that may be urged against the Pancaratra. The 
expression va occurring in the third sutra is indicative 
of a cbange in the direction of the argument, as in 
many an instance where this expression occurs. 

(iii) Vijlllinlibhlive va tadapratiredhall:-
"Or if they are of the nature of jnana and cause, 

i.e., Brahman, the authority of the Pancaratra is 
un assailed, i.e., there can be no valid objection to the 
Pancaratra." Either the Vyiihas (Vasudeva, San
kar�ana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha) are independent 
sovereigns 01 they are the four-fold forms, chosen 
out of His own free-will by the Supreme Lord out of 
compassion for purposes of protecting the world. 
The first alternative is ruled out, as the Pancaratra 
does not admit of a plurality of God, but is an 
uncompromising monotheism. On the other alter
native of a single Deity in fourfold forms, the question 
of origination does not arise. Sankar�ana, Pradyumna 
and Aniruddha are reaIly the highest Brahman; they 
are not jivas, manas and ahamkara respectively. If 
they arc 50 called, it is because they control these 
factors from within. Thus, in truth the Pancaratra 
does not,' as it is alleged, countenance the view that 
the soul has an origin. 'Vhoever says it does advocate 
the non-vedic doctrine of the origination of the soul is 
really ignorant of the Pancaratra teaching. 

(iv) Viprati!dhiit: 
u�forcover, on account of contradiction (the 

authority of the Pancaratra cannot be :I!!ailcd}." TIre: 
Pancaratra agamas actually deny origination to the soul 
and assert its eternity, Thus the objections raiscd 
agains t them arc not tenable. The allegation that 
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there is denunciation of the veda, is baseless, because 
the statement is not to be construed as meaning that 
the veda is no guide to transcendental felicity, but 
only as signifying the inability of Sandilya to ascertain 
the profound truths of veda and the Pancaratra helping 
him to comprehend easily the vedic teachings. Far 
from belittling the veda, it proclaims the greatness of 
Bhagavat Sastra and suggests that while the veda and 
the agamas contain nn identical teaching, the latter arc 
easier of comprehension. 

Yamuna presents quite a number of alternative 
interpretations of the third nnd fourth sutras, aU alike 
strengthening the conviction that the authority of the 
Pancaratra cannot be gainsaid. 

It passes one's understanding how Badarayana 
(Vyasa) foremost among those proficient in the veda 
who loudly proclaimed the glories of the Bhagavat 
Sastra in his Afahabharata could be taken as having 
denied it any authority in his Brahmarutra the most 
authentic exposition of vedantic teachings. 

Thus with unparalleled dialectical skill and with 
a wealth of convincing arguments Yamuna turns the 
table against bls opponents and establishes conclusively 
the orthodoxy orthe Pancaratra. 

R RAMANUJ ACUARI 



PREFACE 

The present study was undertaken to increase the 
materials for a historical study of Vedanta thought. 
Yamuna's treatise on the scriptural validity of 
Paiicaratra introduces a very significant chapter in 
Vedantamimiirp.sa, both because of its  author, who was 
the predecessor of the famous Ramanuja, and in certain 
essentials anticipated the latter's fully worked-out 
system of Visi�tiidvaita, and because of the intrinsic 
interest of the work itself, which in effect makes a plea 
for other and new authority beside the traditionally 
acknowledged authoritative scriptures. 

The translation of this relatively brief Prakaral].a 
proved to be difficult, for its language as well as its 
subject matter. No commentaries seemed to exist, 
nor has the text been translated before. I have used 
as my basis the edition of Rama .Misra Sastri, 
reprinted from the Pandit at Denares, 1937. I was 
unable to consult original manuscripts of the work, 
so that my dependence of the printed text was 
complete. The edition is good, with not too 
many misprints, though it is somewhat unreliable 
in its punctuation. There arc a number of obvious 
corruptions, whose restoration was easy and a few not 
so obvious ones, the emendation of which must 
remain doubtful. The acompanying Sanskrit Text 
is based upon the Pandit edition as well as a text in 
Telugu character, and includes my emendations which 
have been noted in the annotations when it was n less 
than obviom case of correction. 
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The work is written in a mixture of �lokas and 
prose, but the kiirikii portions form such a complete 
unity with the prose passages that, with accompanying 
Sanskrit Text, it seemed pointless to distinguish them 
in the translation. !\fore useful may prove my 
division into paragraphs for more convenient refer
ence, which has been carried through in both text 
and translation. 

I have tried to keep the English readable, as far 
as the concise and highly technical style of the author 
allowed. Although the reading of the work will 
remain difficult, I hope that thus this interesting 
treatise will be more accessible to scholars and laymen 
who lack the knowledge or the leisure to read the 
Sanskrit. To many of them it will prove to be 
rewarding. The historian of Indian thought, and 
especially of Vedanta at the start of its medieval 
development will find here a lucid exposition of the 
scope of the scriptural authority accepted by the 
tremendously influential sects of southern Vai!}I).avism. 
The cultural anthropologist alert to the historical role 
of the sects as vehicles of social and cultural change 
will be interested in tbe manner in which a leading 
exponent of Vaj�Qavism defines his sectarian position 
within the orthodox tradition of the Vedas and Smrtis. 
The historian of religions will be arrested by 

. 
the 

exceedingly wdl.reasoned apo1ogia for a valid scriptural 
basis of" Tantric" religious experience and practice. 

But for the enlightened sponsorship and most 
obliging patience of Mr. V. S. Raghavan of Park 
Town, Madras. the publication of thio:: study would 



have been long delayed, if it could have taken place 
at all. Mr. Raghavan has looked upon his venture as 
an act of Kairpk5rya, of selfless service to his Guru, 
and it is in a kindred spirit that I have continued the 
study, which was originally begun in India, during my 
stay at the University of Chicago. Illuminated 
support of studies in the history of the Indian Culture 
is urgently needed if a great tradition .of scholarship, 
both in India and the West, is to continue and to meet 
the challenges of a new world. Mr. Raghavan's 
example of generosity in promoting serious studies in 
the classical works ofVai�l).avism is a hopeful sign that 
such support will continue to be forthcoming. 

Chicago J. A. B. VAN BUITE!'IEN 



INTRODUCTION 

1. NATl[A"U�1 A�D Y.\'IU�A: The almost total 
:1isappear::mce of prior works which r,avc a systematic 
exposition of the theology of Vai�lpvism within the 
framework of Vedanta make, Yamuna the first 
Va.i�1)a\'a Vcdantin, about whose views we arc informed 
to a significant degree. Though ,ye may not be as 
welt informed as we could wish-his most important 
work, the AlmaJiddhi, is now incomplctc-, his works 
OIlIaw uo; to form a good impression of this author, 
whose significance has long been o\'cnhadowed by that 
orhis pupil t-.!ahiipiir1)a's grcat pupil Ramanuja. The 
extent to which Yamuna's works have been neglected 
is measured by the fact that his most important collec
tion, the Siddhitra)'a, has been permItted to be truncated 
and that at lean two of his treatises, the Pu,u�aniT1Joya 
and the Kiifmiriigam'Jpriimat}ya, now appear to be lost. 
�Iodern research has largely bypassed him, and only 
quitt recently English translations have become avail
able of his Siddhitraya' and Stolraralna 2 

Tradition has it that Yamuna was the grandson of 
Nathamuni with whom the line of Alagiyas or Acaryas 
begins, At the conclusion of his AgamapramiiQ.ya 
Yamuna devotes a stanza to his predecessor, and 
follows it with a stanza, closing the treatise, which 
extols the greatness of those scriptures "whose spirit 
has been increased by the glorious Nathamunindra."s 
The addition of these laudatory strophes would indeeu 
seem most appropriate at the end of a treatise which 
expounds the scriptural validity of PaficaratraAgama; 

A 
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for in writing this exposition Yamuna was acting very 
closely in Nathamuni's spirit. Just as Yamuna was to 
claim authority for a class of texts which had not 
before been given official recognition as part of the 
Vedanta literature, so Nathamuni before him claimed 
authority for the co\Iection of Tamil hymns known as 
the Prabandha. Within a few generations the canon of 
Vai-?l)ava Vedanta was thus increased enormously 
and it may be useful to enlarge on the impHcatjons. 

As so often, it would seem that the Vai-?l)ava 
hagiographers, for all the pious and at times mjracul� 
ous detail they were moved to add, translated into 
legend a core of historical fact, which remains 
recognizable. It is told that Nathamuni, after a 
pilgrimage to the ha\Iowed places of the "North-
1VIathura, Vrndavana, Haridvara, Dvarak5 and Puri-, 
became aware of the ritual use that had been given to 
the Tamil hymns of the A.lvars. The Prapannamrta, 
written one gen('ration after Ramanuja, or five genera
tions after Nathamuni, notes that at Kumbhako1)am 
the study of these hymns was considered damaging to 
Vedic orthodoxy, and that the offending texts had 
even been thrown in the Tamrapan;li river. There arc 
several, and not always consistent, accounts of the 
manner in which the scriptures were saved. It is said 
that Madhura�kaviy alvar, a pupil of Namm-a:lvar's, 
WaS instrumental in transmitting his master's work the 
Tiruviiimoli to Nathamuni, or the latter received it 
directly from Namm-filviir's hands. Perhaps the most 
interesting fact is that when Nathamuni wanted a 
second hearing of the text for purposes of stUdy, he 
was referred to a local artisan who ("by Namm-5Iviir's 
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inspiration") revealed the work to him. If wc may 
regard the details of the miraculous recovery as edify. 
ing embroidery. the fact stands out that Nathamuni 
had to go to the common people in order to collect the 

hymns of the Alvars that had been rejected by the 
orthodox authorities. Although the Tamil scriptures 
had not received official sanction for use in high temple 
worship, they were current among the people, and 
certainly also in use at their devotional worship. \Vbat 
Nathamuni in effect did wa s  to incorporate these 
scriptures, henceforth known as the Dravic.Ia Veda, in 
the temple worship at Srirangam. 

P. N. SRlNIVAShCUARt remarks that "this innova

'tion effected a silent revolution in temple worship, as 
it raised the status of the P,abandha to the level of the 
Veda, and liberalized the meaning of Revclation.4 It 
is important to recall that it waS the bhakti movement 
which produced the Alvars and made their perfervid 
exultation in the God live among the people. By 
incorporating the Tamil Prabandha among the sacred 
scriptures that served in temple worship orthodox 
tradition was enabled to ally itself to the popUlar 
movements which had a tendency to break away from 
Brahmat;tism, and to be itself revivified by them. For 
a long time to come Vl"ti�t;tavism in the South looked 
for its spiritual leadership to Srrrangam, 

Nathamuni lived to the ripe old age of 96 and 

died in 920. He was succeeded at Sriral1garn by 
PUI,lc.Iarikak�a Uyyakkor;u)ar and then by R5mamisra 
Ma�3.kkal-nambi. Ramamisra was Yamuna's teacher. 
Legend bas embroiderc.:d his early life with many 
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details, not all of them consistent. As so frequently 
in the hagiographies of great saints, Yamuna showed 
early signs of great knowledge and at the age of twclve 
defeated in dehate the learned Akkiiilviin of the Cola 
court. He was rewarded with 'half the kingdom' and 
led a life of great luxury, until u new encounter with 
his old teacher Ramamisra, who handed over to him 
his grandf.'lther's legacy of the shrine of Srirungam, 
opened his eyes to his spiritu<ll obligations. 

Like hio;; distinguished successor Ramanllja, 
Yamuna too is supposed to have lived to the age of 
oue hundred and twenty yean. From this pontificate 
at Srirangam must date a comparative1r smaJi oeuvre 
of theological and philosophical treatises. Tltey com
prise several small devotional poems, the Stotraralna 
and the COlublloki (both commented upon by Vonka!a
natha in his Rahas)'arak!ii in which he seeks to define 
the theology ofLak�mi on the basis orthe CafurNoki), 
a very brief summary in stanzas of the Bhagavadgit5 
Gitiirthasa1!lgraha (which became the programme for 
Ramanuja's Gifiiblziiv'as and was further enlarged upon 
in Vcnka�an.1it}la's GlliirlhaJtJ1!lgrnlJaro"!o), and a series 
of expositions in mixed kiirikii and prose style, the 
Atmasiddhi, Isvarasiddhi and Sa�nvilsiddhi, usually 
bundled together under the title Siddhitra)a; a lost 
work Pllru�ani"�la;'a "Argumentation for a Personal 
God"; and finally two d isquisitions on the authority 
of Agama, the .Agamapriimii�)'1'l and the Kiiimrriigama
jlriihlii!l:fa. 

Precisely what we have to understand by Kiifmir
iigama is not cleal, but Yamuna's usc of i\gama in 
the other work is abundantly evident. In this treatise, 
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Yamuna sets out to prove by scripture and logic that 
the texts of Paflcar::itra Agama have an authority 
equal to that of the Vedas, because they ATC God's 
d.irect revelation. He argues this validit�· not so much 
10 a particular school of philosophical or theological 
thought as against establisbed orthodox opinion' which 
resen·cs exclusive authority for the Vedas and the 
accepted Traditions that derive from them. Striking 
e\'en more than in the AlmaJiddlzi is Yamuna's polenti. 
cat tone and argumentative manner. Throughout his 
works the impression which he creates is that of a high 
temple priest who is not cOntent routinely to continue 
the temple services as they had grown in Srirangam, 
but is apostolic in his fervour to persuade orthodox.y 
not only of the existence, but also of the truth, of a 
complete Val.!;1I).ava philosophy and theology. He may 
rightly be called the first apologist of a Vai.gmva 
theology. 

Like his predecessor Nathamuni, who had made 
room for the Tamil Veda in the temple worship, 
Yamuna too effected d. silent revolution. Not in temple 
worshlp, to be sure, since the contents of typical 
Paflcaratra texts abundantly demonstrate that they 
bad grown out of temple service nnd rec'Ordcd practices 
that had been observed since long. The revolution 
which he effected was in Vedanta tradition, and it has 
proved to be a crucial onc. After Sankara who con
tinued an orthodox tradition of monism, and Bhaskara 
who continued a not less orthodox tradition of dualism. 
monism. traditions both which based themselves 
princip.llly on the Upani!;1ads, Yamuna gave Vedanta 
a completely new scope. Not only did he argue a 
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theistic Vedanta-as others had done before-, he 
argued it with texts that so far had had no place in 
the tradition of uttaramimii1JlJii. The significance does 

not lie principally in the fact that he accepted as cano
nical a certain class of sectarian Vaj�l)ava texts, but 
that he argued it within the aupani�ada tradition. 
Several schools had arisen which, while paying lip 
service to the Vedic scriptures, in practice ignored 
them in Ihvour of morc accessible and more popular 
texts. The interest and the importance of the )Jgama
jJriimiiuya lie in the author's intention of bringing 
within the Vedanta tradition, and thus in a way 
subjecting to thi., tradition, a body of religious litera .. 
ture that often had been denied to be part of it. 

The motivation of this attempt was in part surely 
to restore to Vedanta thought the religious inspiration 
that, one cannot help but feel, was threatened by the 
philosophical acrobatics of the monistic schools. This 
religious inspiration was for Yamuna that of the reIi .. 
gion of worship and devotion that had swept Southern 
India. As a temple prit/I, he saw this reHgion guided 
and contained in the temple worship which itself was 
guided by Paficaratra tradition. From this poinl of 
view the AgamapriimiittYa was a plea for the emancipa
tion of popular religion. 

2. EARLY PANCARATRA: The origin ofPaficaratra 
is obscure, because it has not one origin. Investigation 
into the meaning of the word paiimriitra in so far as it 
might shed light on the origin of the tradition associated 
with that name has been hampered by tIle too great 
emphasis laid by recent authors on the 'pJlHosophica]' 
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content of the tradition. It is noteworthy that 
Yamuna himself does not accent this philosophical 
content at all in the Agamaprc'mii!IJ'a, and that he 
understands Pailcaratra principally as a tradition of 
ritual worship. What Pailcaratr. signifies for him is 
dilqii and the other sacrameuts ; oriidnana and the 
various aspects of the ritual worship of the God; /lllj(l, 
devotion to the areii, function and usc of nirmcil)'a and 
naived)'ll; and rites like the palicakiilikii. A similar 
significance does it have for Venkatanatha in his 
Srlpiilicariitraral.fii. As has been pointed out by 
other scholars, the cosmological and philosophical 
content of the Pancaratra Sarphita'i are far less con
siderable than their ritual contents. 

In these ritual contents we have the cumulative 
growth of many centuries, and at the prescnt sta.gc of 
our knowledge concerning the history of non:)'tlpia 
ritual it is vain to identify the origins and early 
development of the numerous rites and ritual specula
tions. Inevitably the name palicariitra has invited 
speculation' that the tradition is historically linked with 
Vedic ceremonials, like the Paiicaratram Sattram;8 it 
is, however, impossible to find convincing arguments 
for such a construction. 

The question thus rises whether it is permissible 
to separate the cosmological super-structure from the 
ritual content, and to seck to connect the name 
paticariitra with the former. This is tempting because 
in the �lahabharata we find several references to a 
Paiicaratra system just in connection with certain 
speculative tenets. I believe that although without a 
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doubt the system referred to in the epic as Paliear-:itra 

is basically the same as the cosmological system des
cribed, or taken for granted in the later Palicaratra 
Sarnhitiis, the original meaning of the name jJalicariilra 
cannot be elicited from the epic. 

All but one of the occurrences of the term are to 
be found in the Naraya!)iya book, chapters 334-351 of 
the Santiparvan. One of the most distinctive features 
of the doctrine there set forth is the fourfold nature of  
the Supreme Being, which immediately recalls the 
Vyuha doctrine of Paficaratra. There arc two series of 
names to describe the four aspects, one of very minor 
importance, and one of ID::UOTJ and rema.ining import. 
anee MBh. 12.334 relates that the eternal Naruya!)a 
was born the son of Dharma in the Krta age during the 
Svarambhuva manvantara, as Nara, Narayana, Hari 
and Knil)a Svayambhuva.!J The devotion to Narayal',la, 
the general concern of the Niirayat;liya, which is also 
called SatvatamatalO and proclaimed by the Sun, II' is 
associated particularly with the people of Svetadvipa 
north of the Milk Sea." Although thus there i, a very 
definite identification of both doctrine and devotion 
with the name of NarayaI).a, the most common descrip
tion of the: quaternity of God is in Kf?l).aite terms, as 
Vasudeva, Sarpkan;:a1):a (Baladeva), Pradyumna and 
Aniruddha. But in these terms is also captured a 
particular doctrine of the relationship between God, 
soul and body, in terms which strongly recall the 
essentially theistic Sarpkhya of the epic. The Puru�p, 
the Supreme Being, who is the soul of all beings, h 
Vasudeva. This Purusa enters the body which is 
constituted of the five el�ments.ls The Context conveys 
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that from this contact between puru.a and body the 
jiva appears, which is the embodied soul, or the pllru�a 
as embodied. The Jiva is called Se.a," but more 
generally Sarpkar�a(m, IS by the name of Kr�l)a Va<;u. 
cleva's half-brother. Sarpkar�al)a produces the manos, IG 

which is described aho as an incarnation of Sanat
kumara,17 but specially as Pradyumna,'B Kn;l)a's Son 
by Rukmini. From the manas Pradyumna originates 
he who is the "agent, cause and instrument, from 
whom the universe of moving and unmoving entities 
derives, the God manifest in all actions,19 the Ahat!lkiira 

named Aniruddha aftcr Pradyumna's Son. 

This doctrine must have enjoyed considCTable 
currency and in many places of the epic, outside Ihe 
1Iok!?adharma, there are references to it. It is also a 
most interesting doctrine, since it combines a particular 
cosmologj(:';"ll-psychological view with a devotional 
religion concentrated on the person of Kr.;l)a The 
philosophical basis is easily recognizable; the doctrine 
is that of the eight prakrtis and Godjpuru!j:a. It differs 
from the most common descriptions of the eight 
prakrtis in that the three superior ones, Iiva, manas and 
aha1Jzkara not only deviate from the usual series buddhi. 
ahalJlkara and manas, in name as well as function, but 
that the three are put in a very dose relation to the 
puru�a-Vasudeva. a relation so close that they can be 
described as forms of the G od. Nevertheless, the three 
are different from God, as the kinship pattern in which 
they arc arranged clearly iIlUslrates. I n a way this 
part of the doctrine resembles the doctrine of the 
siik�ma/arira or liligaiarira.20 The place of monas is 
puzzling since regularly the manas appers after and 

B 
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below the ahal!ll",a. nut this may be not more than 
a particular use of the term ;  not jnfrcqucl1tJi' in oJdrr 
texts we observe that manas can be a name for that 
entity that is elsewhere known as huddhi." 

The kinship pattern in whieh the cosmology is 
{lut is quite important, because it very lucidly illus
trates how the relationship between God and the 
world iii represented and by itself refutes the later 
objection against Paficaratra that it allows the jioQ to 
"originate" from God. The fact that God is callrcl 
Vasuclcva, and that thejiva is dcsignaten br the name
of Saf!lkaT-t'31)3. proves that somt' sort of independent 
cocxi<)tcnce was: admitted of God and individual souJ, 
for V(lsudez:a was the half-brother of Kr�t)a, not the 
son. The relationships this pattern illustrates arc: 

PllfUfa jiCJa 
Manas (BuddhiJ 
Ahm!zkiira 

At this point it becomes clear that the doctrine is 
basically not nn eight prakrti doctrine, but a seven 
prakrti doctrine, which is the older form of the 
former. The jiva is the individual soul which heads 
a :;;cries of seven evolvents. That at one stage the 
rc1ation between jiva and manos was not vjcwed as a 
simple cause-effect relation may be shown by the 
fact that the Jiva is calJed SaIpkar{laJ)a, who was not 
the father of Pradyumna. 

rn the absence of evidence in the epic tIml 
Sarpkar�a1)a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha wert; in 
their own right, the objects of cult worship, the con
clusion is justified that their role was primarily that 
of providing the cosmological doctrine with an imme-
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diate1y, and popularly, comprehensible pattern. The 
puru�a of the doctrine was identified with Kpjl)3 who 
himself was equal to NarayaQa; the others illustrated 
the relations between the various orders of the cosmo
logical doctrine. Hence they have no independent 
existence from KPlI)<l Vasu deva, as for example differ
cnt flt'ntaras of one God may have a separate existence 
ofthcir own. In the form of the doctrine known from 
the SaI'flhit5s, this is formulated in the doctrine of the 
Vyfihas, which is that of the one God in a quaternity 
of forms, which should not be equated with the cos
mological orders, for they are each God. This point 
will occupy us when we consider the interpretations of 
the utPaJlJasa1f1bhat'iidhif..ara�la in the Brahmasiitras. 

It is not clear from the Narayal)iya what relatirm 
the series of Vasudeva, Sarpkanpl)a, Pradyumna and 
Aniruddha entertains with the series Nara, Nfiray<u;m, 
Hari and Knn;ta. After the latter four have been describ
ed as manifestations of the Suprerne,2,1 it is the former 
manifestations which arc described in detail when an 
account is given ofNarada's visit to Svetadvipa.13 And 
on Narada's return to the Badari hcrmitage,24 only 
Nara and Narayal)a are brought further to the �cenc. 
Perhaps we can think of regional variations in the 
developing Vai�l)avism which will be absorbed alrno�t 
without trace in the Pancara'lra systt::m. Tllis much js 
clear that Nara.N5rayat.1a (them<lelves frequently 
equated with Arjuna-Kn'I).a) were clos.ely linked to the 
doctrine of the four Kr�I).aite manifestations which 
thereupon seems to have superseded a Nara.Ndraya.Qa 
tradition. 
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The tradition in which the cosmology of fUTUfo 
jivo, manas and a/zamk(fro was formulated in the terms 
of Krog. Viisudev� and his family and certainly in. 
volved a Kr�1).a devotion, is described as Satvat a  and 
Pailcaratra. But the literal meaning of the term 
"Five Nights" does not permit of interpretation in 
this context. It is noteworthy that the NarayaI].iya 
itself seems to make an attempt to reinterpret the 
term Pm1carlilra. In the Naraya!)a l itany 12.338.4 
NarayaI)a is cal led paii.cayajiia, f'afiralalak'1T1rPate, pafica

ratrika. This series of three epithets each compounded 

with pmlea can best be interpreted as a unit and trans
lated ." follows: "(Homage to) Thee of the Five 
Offerings, Lord of those who perform the Paficakala 
ritual, Thee of the Paficaratra." Unless I am mis
taken, this points at an interpretation of Paficaratra 
as cCThe trarlition which observes the Paficakiib. ritual." 
An explicit reference to this paiJcakiila rjtual is to be 
found in a previous chapter of the �arayaQiya 12 336.!"11: 

lair i!!a{l pat7cakiilajl1at'r hadr dan/ibldr naraill I 
bkaktya paramayii yukltJir man(JrJiikkarrnabhis tada 1/ 

I f my suggestion that pm7cariitra is here connected with 
pancakala is correct, we still have to regard it as a 
reinterpret<ltion of the word, for pa17cariitra II a span of 
five nights (and five days) H cannot rcally signify 
"five time,," as a nilme ofa ritual that took place fivc 
times a day, 

The only other explicit reference to Pancatatra in 
the i\!ah;;bh5rata is not very helpful. Here (12.218. 
1'-12) in a very carly Jayer of the l\!ok�adhilrma (but 
probably interpolated) the thinker Pallca§jk11.::t js thus 
described: 
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patlrafrotasi niHliita[1 pat1�ariilraviiiirada{l I 
IJui1cajlia!1 palleakrl prdicagu!W!1 /Jatlcaiil.ha!z s11Jr/ub II 

The sloka b obviously inspired by the name of this 
thinker. Be " .. 'as �Hl early Siif!lkhya philosopher in 
whose doctrine there is no association with Vai�Qava
Kr�1)aitc Paiicaratra. 

A critical survey, then, of the cpical evidence for 
the term Paficaratra docs not produce a solution for 
the problem of the original meaning of the word. 
Therefore, there is perhaps some merit in approaching 
the question from an entirely different direction. 
Could the case be made that in Paiicariitra we have 
a specialized usc of a term that originally had a wider 
and more general use? 

The juxtaposition of Paficaratra with traditions 
like Saf!lkhya, Yoga and Pasupata,25 the references to 
the esoteric nature of the doctrine, and the intimations 
of the ascetic lift; of its followers suggest that the 
Paiicaratra way oflifc was typically that of seekers of 
wisdom and enlightenment whose beliefs and practices 
were not necessarily part of Vedic ritualist sacerdotal
ism, but who were wandering sages, and rec1uses, 
and pilgrims. Like so many of those mumuk!us who 
fwm the sixth century B.C. (and doubtJess before) 
went about teaching or settled down in semi.retirement 
from active life in a life of contemplation, the Pafica .. 
ratrikas too, whose doctrine later on remains linked 
with the innovators rather than with conservative 
rittlalists, may have been part of the same movement 
that in the first millenium B.C. largely reformed the 
ancient aryan tradition. These sages were not neceS
sarily organized in definite groupings, although the 
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very fact of the early appearance of ord�rs in Buddhism 
and Jainism must indicate that many of them observed 
similar Or comparable regulations and vows which 
could become the basis of monastic life-rules. Among 
the commonest of these vows were self-chosen home
lessness and its corollary, religious mendicancy. On 
the practice of these vows, however, nature imposed 
certain limitations. Surely the rainy months always 
forced the homeless wanderer to seek a temporary 
retreat in a village, and the normalization of this in 
early Buddhism, which ltd to the Vihara system, must 
reflect a generally ob'\crved practice. 

These observations may provide an approach to 
the explanation of the name paiicariilra. Non
doctrinaire literature knows of Pancaratrikas without 
any apparent creedal affiliation. Thus for example, 
the oldest extant Sanskrit version of the Brhatkathii, 
contained in Budhasvamin's Brhatkathaf/ukasalpgraha, 
describes a certain grhastha as a Pancaratrika who 
leda n 'ascetic' life.26 This graastha, which in this text 
generally means va iva, in the present case, specially 
a prosperous farmer, gives up his old life in quest of 
sa1vation. His complete lack of allegiance to any 
school is brought out with humorous emphasis. The 
farmer reviews the practice of pilgrimage to Avimukta 
and Benares, the philosophy of Vedanta and the 
doctrine of the Buddha, and finally decides himself in 
favDur of the last "for the doctr.ine of the Buddha has 
a reputation for efficiency.u27 

It is clear from the context that the Paficnrfitrika 
is not distinguished by any particular faith or creed, 
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but by n more or less ascetic nfe-rule. And elsewhere 

the same text tells us precisely , .. ·hat kind of life-rule is 
expressed in the term panwriilra. The setting is a. 
conversation between a cli'iguiscd P5supata and a young 
brahmin friend. He remark, (0 his friend that his 
affection has camed him to stay several months at 
Rajagrha and that he is now obliged to depart. For 
even householders have to obey certain observances for 
their own good, let alone the seekers after the highest 
good; whereupon he obs�rves :23 

tl.arii/ram vflud griime pOli(ariitrotp munib pure 1 
iii prar:riijifiiciiram eta1Jl vtda bhaviin iti If 
"The hermit should live one night in a vilIagf' for 

every five nights that he stays in town; you know tha.t 
this is the life-rule for those who have left their home .. 
as pral'riijakas." 

This. rule clearly does not apply to Pasupatas 
alom.:. It is. fal" mure likely that it i.s inspired by the 
hoary practice of homeless wandel"ers to retreat during 

the two rainy months and to go abroad during {he 
remaining ten. Towns rather than villages were the 
Scene of their preaching and mendicancy, but the 
villages werc their retreats Quite conSistently with 
the grhaJlha pmicaratrika who became a 'Buddhist' 
pilgrim, this Pasupata too thereupon departs on an 
extensive pilgrimage. The context shows also that one 

need not leave town every five n1ghts, yet the five
nights were made characteristic of a whole way of life. 

A panc:lTiitrika in this very large sense is thercrore 

an itinerant religious recluse, who follows the Five. 
Nights rule regardless of doctrinal aBegiancc. 'Vith 



the growing systematization of doctrine which identi
fied certain wanderjng saints ever more precisely with 
definite schools and traditions, Paiicariitrika became 
specialized in its meaning and was mostly, though not 
invariably, associated with the Vai�J).ava tradition since 
known by that name. Paficaratra, from which p.,ica
ratrika or piiticariitrika was formed, was reanalysed from 
the name: a pancaratrika was a piilicariitriinusiirin, and 
Paficaratra became the reinterpreted name of the 
tradition he followed. 

This explanation of the name seems on the whole 
somewhat morc plausible than that which postulates a 
relation with the paffcariiirat'fl saUram mentioned in the 
Satapatha BrahmaI,la. Paiicaratra as a system allied 
itself from the beginning more with popular devotional 
religion-bhakti is repeatedly mentioned in the same 
contexts of the epic-, than with the brahmal)aic 
ritualism that was obviously losing its hold. 

3. PANCARATRA IN THE BRAHMASU1'RAS: Accord
ing to the commentatorial tradition the concluding 
siitras of the Tarkapada 2.2 of the Brahmasiitras deal 
with the doctrine of Paficaratra. The siitras con· 
cerned are extraordinarily cryptic, and without a 
firm tradition to that effect one could hardly make out 
that its orthodoxy is at stake in sfitras 42-45. The 
four siitras read: utpalt)'asa1Jlbhaviil; na ca kartutz karorzam ; 
vijliiiniidibhiive vii tadapr"li�edlza!l; viprali�edhiic ca. 

According to Sankara, who interprets the lines as 
a condemnation of the system, the point at issue is the 
relationship in the Pancaratra doctrine between purufa 
-Supreme Brahman, thejfva (Smp.(ar:rotm)-soul, and the 
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manas (Pradyumna). This view is accepted alike by 
Bhaskara, Yamuna (who also adds alternative interpre
tations) :md Ramanuja. In Sankllra's and Bhaskara's 
view the four sijtras enumerate arguments against 
Paficaratral according to the others the first two contain 
the pl7rvapak!a, the latter two the siddhiinla. 

However unsatisfactory in most cases a prima.facie
translation of single Brahmasutras must be, it may be 
useful to make some attempt to discover how the 
Author (or as some maintain the interpolators of the 
Tarkapiida) viewed the Paficaratra. If indeed the 
Pai'icaratra is at issue in 2.2.42-45 (and this we must 
take on faith), some primary observations can be made. 
In all previous cases the traditions discussed are 
condemned. Secondly, the Brahmasutrns are not con
cerned with saving any particular tradition, e.g., Pallen
ratra from outside attack; their concern is to defend 
the aupaniFada tradition against rival traditions whose 
views are in conflict with it and which can be shown 
to be unscriptura1. 

Therefore, if we find, after the refutation of 
several heretic traditions, an adhikarallo devoted to 
Paficaralra, our first assumption is that ;he Author has 
something to refute in it. But against this, it may be 
argued that the Author was himself in favour of 
Paficaratra and wished to conclude his argumentations 
of the Tarkapiida on a positive note, asserting by way 
of siddhiinta the orthodoxy of this tradition. On the 
basis of the sutras themselves neither of the two 
assumptions can be proved. 

One more argument can be made. The fact that 
Bhaskara's commentary on the siitras follow that of 
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Bankara very closely while the aupiirlhikauiida philos
opher lets no opportunity pass to attack Ilis advaitin 
adversary when a controversial point is at issue has led 
INGALLS to conclude that both Bhaskara and Sankara 
virtually copy a pre-existing bha�ya by a Proto
commentator since Bhaskara cannot be expected to 
copy his arch-antagonist." Following this line of 
argument the hypothetical proto.commentator must 
have rejected the authority at Pancaratra and explained 
the sutras concerned as containing a condemnation of 
the system, because both Sankara and Bhliskara expJain 
them thus. Even if INGALLS' hypothesis is right� this 
does not bring us much nearer to an understanding of 
the true sense of the sutras. Moreover, thf'! hypothesis 
is unconvincing j although there are indications that 
there existed a traditional explanation of the sutras 
(the principal argument for which is tbe firmness of 
the tradition concerning (the upanj�ad passages 
explained in the sutras), there may have been several 
and they may have been minimal. Considering the 
extreme paucity of surviving comments from before 
Sankara, on which 1 have enlarged elsewhere, I find it 
easier to believe in orally transmitted school traditions, 
which might differ from place to pJace, than in a fixed 
text available to both Sankara and Bhaskara 

On the whole one is inclined a priori to expect 
that the Drahmasiitras include a discussion of the 
Paficaratra in order to refute that part of the doctrine 
that the Author considers unscriptural. Whether the 
Author, or as the case may be, the interpolator \\-<ilS 
correct in his condemnation is another matter. 

The first of the four controversial sutras rca.ds 
utpatlyasar.nbhaviit. This must be the htlu to an implied 
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proposition, on whicb all commentators-Sanbr., 
Bhaskara, Yamuna and Ramanuja-agree: "[This 
tradition is unscriptural (like the preceding ones)), 
because of the impossibility of origination." The only 
ent ity of w hich it can be said in this c ontc."<t that it 
cannot originate is the soul. 

The second sutra is clear enough : na ca kartufl 
kara!1am. Considering the previous sutra where the 
origination of the soul was in question, it is clear that 
here too w e must supply a word like utpadyatt: "And 
the instrument does not originate from the agent." 

The difficulty lies mainly in the third sutra: 
v(jJiiiniHibhiiv, vii tadapratii,dha/l T he genitive to be 
supplied is to be supplied from the previous siitras; i t 
is either "(soul) or kari1�za, or both. The commenta
tors take the last possibility, treating soul and kaT07Ja 
in Paiicaratric terms as vyz7has which in turn imply the 
other two. The translation then would be: HOr in 
case [the four vyuhas are taken] in the sense of 
vijfianadi, there is non�rejection of that ." For bhiive 
"in the senSe of ..• " one may also render "if they 
are ... ". AU commentators allow that vii introduces a 
new argument; for Sankara and Bhaskara this is 
a different ch aracterization of the vyiihas, not as entities 
in cause-effect relationships but as personifications of 
the divine properties of God, for Yamuna and 
Ramanuja the new argument is a refutation of the 
previous objection. The latter two do not take 
vijiiiiniidi to refer to the divine properties. Yamuna 
suggests no less than three different explanations: as 
dvandva: "knowledge as well as beginning," i.e., a 
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description of the s�preme brahman ;  as a tat-purUla : 
"the beginning of knowledge," in which case the gen
itive to be supplied to uij1iiiniidibliiiv, is av·. parjcariilrii
gamaV'Q : "since Paficaratra is the source of true 
knowledge"; and finally is a bahuvriJi with the same 

supplement of arya pal7cariitriigamasya : "since Palica
ratra has its origin in the true knowledge of God." Of 
these explanations Ramanuja retains the first one· 

H we may accept that the supplied genitive is 
indeed Itfii1[l vyiihiinam, the explanation of viJiiiiniidi : 
"The divine properties of knowledge, etc." would seem 
not only hermeneutically the most obvious one ( ... iidi
in the expected Sense), but also contextually the most 
relevant. Then the problem shifts to tadapratiledha{l : 
non-rejection of what ? Either of the impossibility o f  
the origination o f  the sDu1, or of the impossibility of 
the origination of instrument from agent, if we stick to 
what the sGtras themselves have supplied. What 
happens i f  Sarpkar�aI).a is not taken as jiva, nor 
Pradyumna as manas, literally, but as aspects of the 
deity which each represent certain divine properties ? 
These aspects are all equally God, and cause-effect 
relationships simply do not obtain. I f this is indeed 
the correct interpretation-and Sankara's and 
Bhaskara's contrary ones are far-fctched-, this would 
in effect mean that the Author reverses himself. 

The discussion closes -with a last argument in htlu 
form VJptatiJtdhiic ta Cland because of conflict," which 
is such a general ground that it can be interpreted any 
,,,:a},, depending On how one interprets the previous 
sutra. Brief and general though it is, the sutra offers 
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a problem of its own : ca. The commentators in 
general ignore the syntactical patterns of the siitras 
and, as here, treat helus in the ablative and proposi
tions like na co karlU!1 karallam as being on the samc 

level, with no apparent reason for the difference of 
syntactical formulation, But what does fa join ? 
Accordi�g to Sankara's and Bhaskara's explication the 
htlu viprati!edhiit with both the he'u utpatl) aSf11!lMaviit'and 
the htiu analysed r;om na &a karl1J[l kaTD!Hlm, according 

to Yamuna and Ramanuja vipralisetlhiil with the helu 
analysed from vijliUniidibhiive vii tatlaprati,tdha{l. Perhaps 
it is possible to link directly utpattyasa1J1bhaviil .... 
viprati!cdhiic ca. These two htlflS are interrupted by a 
parenthetical discussion na ea kaTC"!, karatlam, vijiiiinadi
bhiive vii tadapratifcdhall. This is a kind of construction 
well represented in philosophical style of which this 
satra style is a severe abbreviation. A possible inter
pretation then would be � U •• because of impossibility of 
origination (also the instrument does not derive from 
the agent ; or, if these entities are taken in the sense of 
knowledge, etc. , we need not reject this part of the 
doctrine), and because of conflict." Under this inter
pretation the final conclusion would be against 
Paficaratra. 

It is obvious that the above attempt at a philologi� 
cal interpretation must remain inconclusive. It may, 
however, have its use by showing how completely 
dependent we are on the commentators, and how 
completely absent our criteria are to judge between one 
and the other. I am not without hope that a com_ 
prehensive study of the style and syntax of the siitra 
coUections eventually may provide criteria or judg
ment ; in the absence of such a study we must for the 



time being resign ourselves to the fact that we cannot 
utilize the Brahmasiitras in specific detail for the 
history of Vedanta and of Indian Philosophy generally. 
because we cannot independently make Sense of them, 

4. SANKARA AND BIIASKARA ON PAi'lCARATRA 

Hereunder, I add new transla.tions from the 
commentaries on the ulpallJ'oJalflbfitmidhi/:ara(lO by 
Sankara and Bhaskara which are our earliest evidence 
of the attitude which at least one tradition in Vedanta 
took to the orthodoxy of Paiicamtra. As botll pJlilos. 
ophcrs point out, it is not the general orthodoxy of 
Paiicariitra as a system of religious practice which is at 
issue, but the orthodoxy, or conformity of specific 
points or theological doctrine. Somewhat in contradic� 
tion with this view of the matter is the interpretation 
by both commentators of the last siitras which clearly 
implies that Paiicaratra is DonM Vedic in orientation ; 
but neither thinker gives much weight to this paint, 
though it must be noted that for Yamuna this was the 
fundamental objection raised against Paficaratra. 

1. SANKARA, BRAHMASUTRADIIASYA (2.2.42-45) 

utpatryasG1!lbhaviit (2.2.4:?) 

The views of tho�e who maintain that the operator 
is not the material cause, that the Lord is only the 
operative cause, have now been refuted. Presently the 
view of those who hold that the Lord is the cause in 
both ways, material as well as operative, is confuted. 

OBJECTION. But in previous siltrasJ30 it has been 
decided on scriptural au.thority that the Lord is in fact 
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both operative and material causc. Why thcn should 
the Author nOw wish to rcfute this poin t ?  

REPLY. Even though a certain part o r a  doctrine 
may not be open to disagreement, because it conformc; 
and holds the same view, nevertheless other clements 
of doctrine may give rise to disagreement ; and i.t i" 
\,..-ith this point in view that the Author now embarks 
on his refutation. 

The Bhagavatas maintain concerning the question 
the following doctrine : the venerable Lord, the unique 
Vasudeva, whose essence is unaffected knowledge, is 
the supreme reality. He exists in four forms, into 
which He has divided Himself, as Vasudeva, 
Sarp.kar�at}-a, Pradyumna and Anirllddha. Vasudeva is 
called the Supreme Soul. Sarpkar�;lI:\a the individual 
soul, Pradyumna the mind, Aniruddha the ego.factor. 
Vasudeva is the supreme cause, Satp.kar�aI,1a and the 
others arc effects. 'Vhen one has worshipped this 
Supreme God for a hundred years with the rites of 
preparing the way, preparing the gifts, offt;ring them, 
a.nd studying, and when all one's sins have been 
c1ean�ed, one will attain to the venr.rable Lord. 

That part of the doctrine which states that 
Nfirayn1).a) who is weU.known to he transcendent Over 
the Q'l!J'akta, who is the Supreme Soul and the soul of 
the Universe, divides himself into marc than one being 
and exists in this condition, is not rejected ;  for it is 
found from such texts as "He exists as One, he becomes 
three, etc., H that the Supreme Soul exists in a plurality 
of forms. Nor is it denied that propitiation of this 
venerable Lord with rites of preparing the way, etc. is 
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to be constantly obselVed with exclusive concentration, 
for religious devotions to the Lord arc quite well-known 
in both 8ruti and smrti. But as to the contention that 
Sa'l1kar�aI)a originates from Vasudeva and Pradyumna 
from Sa'l1kar�aI)a, and Aniruddha from Pradyumna, 
we maintain that this origination of the individual 
soul, called Sa'l1kar�m!a, from the Supreme Soul, called 
Vasudeva, is  impossible, because it entails the defect of 
non.eternality. For if the individual soul has an origin, 
such defects as its non-eternality follow. Consequently, 
its attainment of the Lord cannot mean salvation, for 
if an effect returns to its cause it is completely merged 
with it. Also, the Author denies the origin of the 
individual soul in the sutra : "Nol th� soul, because there 
is no lrutt 10 Ilrat if/tct, afld btcaust, its d(fnality follow! 

from the frutis.31 Therefore, the assumption is not con· 
sistcnt with the truth. 

na ca kartllfl karatzam-43. 

Besides the assumption is inconsistent, because 
experience shows that an instrument, e.g., an axe, does 
not originate from an agent, e.g., Devadatta. The 
Bhagavatas however maintain that the instrument, se. 
the mind called Pradyumna, originates for the agent, 
sc. the soul called Samkarsana. Out of this mind, 
itself born of the soul, the ego:f:'lctor called Aniruddha 
originates. Without an example we cannot ascertain 
that such is indeed the case ; nor do 'we find a sruti 
to this effect. 

viji'iiiniidibhiive vii tadapTatijedha/z-44. 

Or else it may be that these three beings SaJpkar
�aQ.a, etc. are not really meant to be identical with 
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soul, etc. But then what are they? They are all to be 
accepted as Gods who possess the divine properties of 
knowledge, sovereignty, po\ver, strengtllt heroism and 
splendour. They are all Vumdevas, defcctlcss, cause
less, immaculate. Consequently the afore-mentioned 
defect, namel)", the impossibility of origination docs not 
obtain. 

. 

REPLV. Even so, there is no refutation or it, that 
is to say, non-refutation of the impossibility of origina
tion still obtains ; that means that the same defect, sc. 
impossibiHty of origination, obtains in a different 
manner. How ? First, if the meaning is this that these 
four, Vasudeva, etc., are mutually distinct and are aU 
four co-equal Gods, and that they are not Identical in 
essence, then the assumption of a plurality of Gods is 
senseless, because the functions of God can be 
accounted for by one single God. Also this violates 
their own doctrine, because they hold that only the 
venerable Lord Vasudeva, is the supreme reality. 
Secondly, if the meaning is this that these four are the 
co-equal divisions of this one venerable Lord, still the 
impossibility of origination obtains under this condi_ 
tion. For Saf!1kar�al)a, cannot originate from Vasudeva, 
nor Pradyumna from Sarpka�ar:la, nor Aniruddha from 
Pradyumna, because no one exceeds any other one. 
For it is necessary that the cause exceeds the effect, as 
in the case of the clay and the pot j for without such 
eKcession, the effect can be regarded as the cause. 
And those who follow the Paficaratra doctrine do not 
accept any difference in degree of the properties of 
knowledge, sovereignty, etc. between anyone of the 
four divisions, or between all four of them, for they 

p 
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hold that all the divisions are Vasudevas, without any 
differentiation. Nor are the divisions orlhe venerable 
Lord limited to four, since we find that all things in 
the Universe, from Brahm. to a blade of grass, are 
divisions of the venerable Lord. 

I 

viprali;edhiic ca-45. 
A variety of conflicts are observed in this system, 

like, for example, the assumption that property is 
substance : for we find that knowledge, sovereignlY, 
power, strength, heroism and splendour are properties, 
yet they themselves are all Lord Vasudevas. Also 
there is conflict with the Veda. For we find that the 
Veda is being censored in statements llke this : "Failing 
10 find Ihe supreme good in Ihe four Vedas, Sii!,¢ilya [,arnt 
this system," Therefore, it is established that the 
Paficaratra theory does not conform. 

2. BHA:sRARA, SARiRAKAMIMA.!USABHA.!fl."A, 2.2.42-45.S2 

utpattyasQ/!,bhaviit-2.2.42 

Now the doctrine of Paiicaratra is examined. The 
objection is raised that there is no justification for 
doubting3S its validity, because it does not militate 
against revelation.M Why ? They maintain that 
Vasudeva is the material as well as the operative cause 
of the Universe ;  and a djscip1ine of ritual acts is the 
means of attaining Him. It is taught that when one 
has propitiated the venerable Lord Vasudeva with 
ritual discipHnes Hke preparing the way," preparing 
the gifts, the offering of them, and studying, one will 
attain to Him. All this is quite weH·known from 
revelation too. Therefore, we find nothing in it that 
is to be condemned. 
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REPLY. The ritual acts, characterised as worship, 
meditation and contemplation of the God, as well as 
the knowledge concerning such acts,36 arc considered 
valid. However, if some part37 is found among 
acceptable elements that is in conflict, that part must 
be rejected. 

According to the doctrine of the Bhagavatas 
Vasudeva is the Supreme Material Cause, and the 
Supreme Soul. From him the individual soul called 
Salflkar�al).a originates, from Sarpkar�aI.1a the mind 
called Pradyumna,31l and from him the ego--factor called 
Aniruddha. Against this view this sutra is bid down : 
"because of the impossibility of the origination of the 
individual soul from the Supreme Soul Vasudeva." 
Why this impossibility? Because this entails the defects 
of non-etemality,'9 etc. In the absence40 of beings 
which are involved in heaven, hell, or release, the 
authority of the Veda is vitiated, and the ordinary 
practice of the world is brought to a stand-still. There
fore this assumption is unjustified. 
na ca kartu{l kararam-43. 

It is also unproven that the mind called Pradyumna, 
which is the inner organ, originates from the agent, 
namely, Satpkar�al).a the individual soul. For the axe 
docs not originate from Devadatta. 

vij,i.iinliJihhiioe vii larlaprati�edha!l-44. 

The particle va in the sense of indicating an alter
native meaning. All these beings are indeed Lord 
Vasudevas and as such without cause and defectless, 
possessed of the divine properties of knowledge, 
sovereignty, power, strength, heroism and splendour. 
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Tlie reply to this is as follows : even if these are 
knowledge, etc., this docs not invalidate the argument, 
that is to say, there would not be refutation of the 
defect of impossibility of origination :" the same defect 
obtains. If all four are equal, there is impossibility of 
origination because no one exceeds the others ; or if 
they are unequal, the impossibility mentioned above 
obtains nonetheless. 

vipralif,dhac co" -45. 
In stating tbat the mind is called Pradyumna and 

tbat Aniruddha is the ego· factor, it is stated that they 
arc instrument and ego-factor respectively. Thus the 
postulation that they are all  souls in the above assertion 
"all these souls .... " is self contradictory. And there is 
conflict with sruti : "Failing to find the way to the 
supreme good in the four Vedas,43 Sat;lgilya composed 
this system." 

5. RAMANuJA ON PANCARATRA 

In view of his predecessor Yamuna's concern with 
Paficaratra, the reticence of the illustrious Vaiglavu 
philosopher Ramanuja about the same system is some
what pUZZling. Except for his commentary on the 
utpatt;'aSal]lMuvadhi!"ar6!la, in which he follows Yamuna, 
Ramanuja remains wholly silent about the elements 
both of doctrine and of religious practice of Paiicaratra. 
Elsewhere, I have suggestedH that Ramanuja was 
motivated by a desire to reac1l all Vedantins and did 
not wish to limit his appeal, which he based on sruti 
and universally recognized smrtis, by emphasizing his 
allegiance to any particular school and by quoting as 
decisive authority, sactarian texts that others would 
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refuse to accept. Also the cosmogonical doctrine in 
which most of the philosophic superstructure of 
Pancaratra. consists was of no immediate concern to 
Ramanuja's ontological preoccupations. Still it remains 
curious 'hat even in his introduction to the GiJahhaY'Q, 
where Ramanuja enlarges upon the m�nifestations of 
God in their different gradations, no room whatever is 
given to even a passing mention of, for example, the 
VyiihaJ. Rarely, moreover, will one find him use the 
appellation Vasudeva. \Vhen it occurs in the texts, he 
comments upon, it is translated into Nflrayal)a, which 
is his favourite name for God. 

Therefore it may be useful to include here the full 
translation of Rarnanuja's commentary on the ulpatIJa. 
sat.nhhaviidhikara1)a, both for its own sake and for its 
relationship to Yamuna's discourse. In the numbering 
of the Sribha�ya this adhikaraf).a comprises Brahma .. 
siitras, 2.2.39-42. 
ufpaf!J"'''!lbhaviil-39. 

Another doubt that may arise, viz., that the 
Paficaratra system-which being promulgated by the 
Venerable Lord Himself actually sets forth the means 
of attaining the summum bonum-has also no authority 
because it  would be in the same class with Siitp.khya 
and other systems, is presently disposed of. 

'Vith regard to this system the objectiou is raised : 
The individual soul, Sal'flkar�al].a by name, originates 
from Vasudeva, who stands for the Supreme Brahman, 
the ultimate cause. From Sarpkar�al)a orginates the 
manas called Pradyumna. From that again originates 
the subjectifying organ called Aniruddha : Thus is, as 
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is well-known, the doctrine of the Bhiigavatas. So it is 
held that the individual soul has an origin ; but this is 
contrary to tbe sruti : for the 8rutis maintain that the 
soul has no beginning : " The intelligent being is not born 
nor does it die. "45 

na ca k.rlu!1 k.ral'am-4D. 
u From 8arp.kaq;ar;m originates the manaS caned 

Pradyumna " means that the instrument manas has its 
origin in the agent soul- which is impossible because 
the sruti declares that the manas, too, has its origin in 
none but the Suprtme Brahman : " From Him spring 
breath, mind and all Stnses. U.f6 Consequently, this system 
is also denied authority since its teachings ac(! in 
conflict with the sruti. 

At this point we propound :  

vij,iiiniidibhiiv, vii tadapratif,dha[.-41. 

With vii this view is exchanged for the opposite 
one. Vi},7iiniidi, i.e., vijliiina "knowledge" as well as 
iidi-"beginning " -refers to tbe Supreme Brahman. 
Where Saf!1ka�aI;:ta, Pradyumna and Aniruddha are of 
the Supreme Brahman's being, the doctrine which 
declares this very fact cannot be denied authority. In 
other words : that the origination of the soul is 
promulgated in contradiction with the sruti is an 
objection raised by people who do not really know the 
doctrine of the Bhagava/ol. Actually this doctrine is 
that the Supreme Brahman-called Vasudeva-, moved 
by affection for those who take refuge in Him, exists 
Himself and by His own will in a quadruple form in 
order to serve as a refuge for His votaries. So in 
Pau�karasarp.hita: "Agama is that in which the Brahmins 
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who adh", 10 Ih, tradition m.kt a dilly oj worshipping Ih, 

qualtrniry undtr ils different names/ ' ctc. That this 
cc worship of the quaternity" is the worship of the 
Supreme Brahman under the name of Vasudeva is 
declared in the SiitvatasalJlhita : " Tht great upani�ada 
oj Brahman is the most imporlant siistra as it imparls dimi
mination to the Brahmins who worship the real Brahman 
under Vasudeva's name:" This Supreme Brahman caUed 
Vasudeva, whose personality is constituted by the six 
qualities in fuU measure, the votaries will attain when 
they have worshipped Him through acts following on 
knowledge, and each will attain Him in proportion 
that he is qualified: in His subtle form, or as Vyiiha, 
or as Vibhav3, in which He is differentiated Through 
worship of the Vibhava he will attain the Vyiiha, and 
through worship of the Vyiiha he will attain the 
Supreme Brahman in His Subtle form in which He is 
called Vasudeva. This is their view. Vibhava is 
defined as the sum-total of the manifestations Rama, 
Kn-I).a, etc. ; the Vyuha has the four forms ofVasudeva, 
Sarp.kar�aI].a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha; the Suhtle is 
the Supreme Brahman called Vasudeva whose person
ality is constituted by the six qualities alone. So in 
Pa�karasarphita: " That fiistra by means of which one 
attains the Supreme Brahman called Vasudeva completely 
through acts following on knowledge," etc. 

Therefore, Sarpkar�aIJa, etc. also constitute the 
voluntarily assumed personality of the Supreme 
Brahman who, according to the sruti, H is horn in many 
wa)'s without b�ing horn : "i8 so, since it is declared that 
Brahman has births in the form of voluntary assump_ 
tions of individuality occasioned by His affection for 
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His votaries, the siistra that declared the same cannot 
therefore be denied authority. SaIJlkar�m.la, Pra
dyumna and Aniruddha are in that system, the oper
ators of the categories of soul, manas and sUbjectifying 
organ, 50 that there is no conttadiction if they are 
denoted by the words for soul, etc., just as Brahman is 
denoted by the words space, etc. 

vipratif,dhac ca-42. 

Besides, in that very system the origination of the 
soul is emphatically denied :  as in Pau�karasatphita : 
fC The nature of prakrti is declared to he 7lon-sJJiriftlai, 
su6servient to the otner, eternal, ever-developz'ng" gaverned by 
the three gUl'as, the jidd of experience for heings subject to 
karman. Th, ,vnjunction <if prakrti and puru;a takes plate 
through pervasion, for the purula is determined as heing in 
reality without beginning or end." Therefore, since all 
the Sarphitas declare thus that the soul is eternal, the 
origination of the proper form of the soul is denied in 
the Paiicaratra system. It will be said later on, in the 
sutra nalma frute!,/9 why in Vedic and profane usage 
the soul is said to be born, to die, etc. 

To 'conclude : the very doctrine denies the origin� 
ation of the soul, so that the objection tItat it is not 
authoritative, since it holds that the soul or;g;nates js 
absolutely rejected. 

Then there is the outcry of some who think that 
since Sal)c;lilya studied the Paficaratra doctrine because 
he could not find a proper basis in Vedas and auxiliary 
sciences, and that this signifies that no proper basis for 
man's ends in life is found in Vedas and auxiliary 
sciences, it follows that the tantra is incompatible with 
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the Vedas. But this is obviously no more than a parti. 
pris of people who have not the faintest idea about the 
purport of the Veda and not the slightest consideration 
for al\ the canons which corroborate the Veda. For 
example, in the text : « Morning aft" morning those t,1I 
lies who offer the AgTlilwfra hefore sunrise, "SIJ the censure 
with which the oblation before sunrise meets serves to 
exalt the merit of the oblation after sunrise. Or, for 

example, in the opening text of the so.called hhamavillYii 
Narada begins : " My Lord, 1 have studied the �gveda, 
the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, and fourthly, the 
Atharvan, and fifthly, epic and puraQ.a,"SI continues to 
sum up all the branches of knowledge and concludes : 
U but, My Lord, here I am knowing the mantras but 
not the soul." That he thus declares to have found no 
knowledge of the soul in al\ the branches of knowledge 
except the hhilmavidyii means that he exalts the value of 
the bhilmavidyii, which he is about to set forth-or else, 
the contention of this Narada is occasioned by the fact 
that he was unable to find out the Supreme Reality 
that is set forth in Vedas and auxiliaries. Similarly 

Sat:lg.ilya's contention, as may be gathered from his 
exposition later on of the Supreme Reality Brahman 
called Vasudeva, who is to be known from the Vedanta. 
So it is said in the Paramasaf!lhita that in view of the 
difficulty of understanding the meaning of the Veda, 
the sastra has commenced in order to facilitate this 
understanding : U Afy Lord, I have studied in great detail 
all the Vedas with the auxiliary and su�sidiary scienca, and 
I have listened to tfle au:dliaries togtllttr with the disputations. 
But nawhere in all thost texts have I found te)'ond a.ll dau6t 
the road to bliss by which the end is at/ained/' and "  the 

E 
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Lord Hari, who *nows, has laktn the essence from tn, 
Vedanla and summarized it in an easy farm 10 S!IOW His 
mer� to His devotees." 

Therefore, it is beyond reproach that the Lord 
Vasudeva who is identical with the Supreme Brahman 
and who is known from the Vedanta-absolutely 
opposed to all imperfection, solely comprising per fee- . 

tion and ocean of immeasurable perfect qualities like 
infinite knowledge, bliss, etc. and whose every wm is 
realized-has gazed upon His devotees, distinguished 
according to the system of the four stations and four 
stages of life and conformably pursuing the four ends 
of man's life. dharma, artha, kama and mok�a ; and 
shoreless sea of compassion, clemency, and affection, 
He considered tbat the Vedas wbich teach true know
ledge of His proper form, His supernal manifestation, 
the means of His propitiation and the fruit thereof, 
were difficult to grasp for all gods and men different 
from Himself, as they are divided in �g> Yaju(t Silman 
and Atharvan, with numberless branches and consist .. 
ing in injunction exegesis and formulaJ and therefore 
He Himself composed the Paiicaratra �astra to teach 
tbe true purport of the Vedas. 

Moreover, if others interpret the fOllr Lessons of 
the Sutras in such a way that they deny the authority 
of an incompatible component part, this interpretation 
rUn!; counter to the very letter of the Sutras and to the 
intention of the Author of the Siitras. For the Author 
of the Satras, after having promulgated the Satras that 
set forth the canons of Vedanta, composed in support 
of tbe Veda tbe bundred thousand slokas of the 
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Bh1iratasarphita, in the jJiiinakiiJJfJa of which, the 

Mok�adharma, he declared: "Wh,n a hous,holder or an 
initialed, or {l hermit, or a wandering mendicant wants 10 
allain th, final aim, wflich deity is h, to worship then ?"" and 
so on and proceeds to propound the doctrine of the 

panC<'lratra sastra in a long disquisition! " This has bun 
exfrac/td from th, Bhiirata ,pic in its full /,ngfh of on' 
hundred thousand 'lokas after it has heen churned with thl 
stick of thought : liki buller is extracted from curds, and 
curds from milk, the Brahmill from the hipeds, the Ara�J'aka 
from the Vedas, the AI,nrta from th' herbs" this Mahopa
ni!ada which is consislwl with the four V,dllS and th, 
demonstrations of Siil.nkf9'a and Yoga is tailed the Pallea .. 
riitra.54 This is hliss, this is Brahman, this is a�so!utely 
salutary.$S Consislmt with �g, roj!l� and Siiman and the 
Atharviingirasas.5G This discipline will of a terta£nty he 
authoritatirJe.H57 The words sal!lkhyQ and J'oga above 
denote jnanayoga and karmayoga, compare Hthe 
Siil!lkh)'as through jiiiinayoga and the yogins through karma� 

]oga.1J5B Further in the Blli�maparvan : "Briihma1,.las, 
kjatriyas, vailjoas a'ld itidras as describtd are aU 10 worship, 
to seroe and to honour A1iidkat'a according to tke salvato ,itual 
that has hem promllIgat�d by SOI.nkar!o1)a. "59 Now, how 
would it be possible that the foremost of Vedic scholars 
Badarayal}a, who has said this Himself, would say that 
the satvata sastra, which sets forth the ways of wor� 
shipping and propitiating Vasudeva, the Supreme 
Brabman, the One known from tbe Vedanta has 
really no authority whatever ? 

However I i.n te.."tts like : •• Art Sa1Jlf..hya, Toga, pQ17ca
raira, Vedas and Piiiupoia 0.1/ founded OIL tIle same principle 
or hat'! they differenlfoundatiolls," 0 Sagt .M and 60 ou, it 
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is said that Sarpkhya, etc. do also deserve our respect, 
whereas they are refuted in the Sariraka. Hence it 

would be the same with this system too.-No, for in 
the Mababhiirata the same argumentation is embodied 
as in the Sariraka. The meaning of the question : 
"Are they founded on the same principle or not" is this : Do 
Satpkhyn, Yoga, Pasupata, Vedas and Paficaratra set 
forth the same fundamental or different ones ? And if 
they set forth one and the same fundamental, what is 
i t ?  But when they set forth different fundamentals, 
their teachings are incompatible and since we have no 
option in matters of reality, it follows that only one can 
be admitted :  what is that one ?" To this question he 
replies : "Know what these different theories oj knowledge 
reallY are, 0 Royal Sage. The jOllnder oj S;;1pkf[ya is 
Kapila, "61 etc. and he declares that Sarpkhya, Yoga and 
Pasupata have their origins in persons because they are 
creat ions of Kapila, HiraI).yagarbha and Pasupati ; 
then in " the teacher of the Vedas is held to be Aviintara
tapas, "62 he states the impersonal origin of the Vedas, 
and finally he says in "founder of tIle l!ntire PaJicariitra is 
Niiriiya�ta Himselj,"63 that no one but Narayal)a has 
promulgated the Paficaratra system. What the author 
here intends to say is this; Inasmuch as the personal 
systems hold mutually irreconcilable views on reality 

jud maintain tenets that arc incompatible with the 
,.,�cality as we know it from the Veda without the 

slightest possibility of such errors as inaccuracies, ctc. 
since its origin is impersonal, they can hardly be deemed 
to carry any authority on reality sud] as it is. And 
Narayat;la, the Supreme Brahman, is the One known 
from the Veda. Therefore, we may accept the funda
mentals of pradfulna, ptirufJJ palupali, etc. as propounded 
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by these various systems only in so r.,r as they are 
ensouled by Narayana the Supreme Brahman, who 
is the One known from the Veda. So he says : "I" 
all thm diffmnt syslems oj kn,w/u/g<, emilunl princt, we 
m Ihat according 10 Iradilion and 'ogie/h, sovmign Niiriiya�a 
is the onry basis :"61 i.e., he who ponders over reality 
)'athfigamal!l yalhiinyii)"am, sc. as propounded by these 
different traditions and corroborated by arguments 
sees clearly that Naraya1).3. alone is the basis of all 
reality. That is to say : as the fundamentals are not 
declared in these systems to be en souled by Brahman, 
tlte one who, on the authority of srutis "all thir is verilY 
Brahman/'6� "Niirii)'a!Ja is all, etc."� realizes that every_ 
thing in fact is ensQuted by Brahman, understands that 
Narayat)-a alone is the basis. 

Consequently, considering that Narayal).a, the 
Supreme Brahman, the One known from the Vedanta, 

is Himself the founder of the entire Pancaratra, and 
that this system sets forth His proper form and the 
means of worshipping Him, it is evident that no One 
can seriously maintain that this system is on a par with 
the other systems. Hence, it is declared in the same 
epic : c�Thu! it is said that samkhyayoga and vedaraQ.-yaka 
-which are mutually complementav'-conJtitule the one 
Paficariitra :" 67 siiT!zkhyayfJga is HSarpkhya and Yoga :" 
vediira!ryaka "the Vedas and the AraI).yakas" :  these are 
said to be mutually consistent and to constitute the one 
Paficaratta because they form a whole inasmuch as 
they all propound one truth. In other words :  the 
AraI)yakas accept the 25 fundamentals of the Sarpkbya, 
the discipline of yama, nbama, etc. of the Yoga and 
declare that these fundamentals arc cruoulcd by 
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Brahman, that this discipline is a form of worshipping 
Brahman, and that the acts of the Vedas are propitia
tions of Him, so that they hereby propound the proper 
form of Brahman : it is precisely tbis that the Supreme 
Brahman Narayal.la Himself elucidates in the Pallca
ratra Tantra. And what is rejected in the SanTaRa is 
not the fundamentals as such of the SiiIJ1khya, but the 
tenet that they arc not ensouled by Brahman ; and 
what is rejected of Yoga and Piisupata is not the dis
cipline and Pasupati as such but the tenet that the Lord 
is only the operative cause, the fallacious opinions on 
major and minor fundamentals and certain unorthodox 
practices. Therefore, the text : "Siil!zkhya1' roga, Pat7ca� 
Tiilra, Vedas and PiiSupata are all in essence authorilatiue and 
are flot to be invalidated by argrlmentations,"6S which means 
that their fundamentals as propounded in these systems 
arc to be accepted and the systems are not to be 
anathematized in their entirety 1ike the fundamental 
doctrines of Jainism a�d Buddhism : for this is in 
agreement with the statement that "according to t,adi� 
firm and logic Ihe sovereign .Nii'iiya�za if Ihe onlJ hOJis. Jl6!) 
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F 
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He is proved by Scripture. 

35. Scriptural testimony is informative of fact as 
well as 0 f karya, and Vedic statements on God 
therefore have full authority. 
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SECOND MINOR COUNTER OPPOSITION: 

THE PUBHAKARA VIEW 36-41 

36. Only injunctive Vedic statements are denotative. 

37. Factual statements are denotative only if con
nected with injunctions. 

38. Generally denotation belongs to words in so far 
as they are connected in an injunctive sentence. 

39. Otherwise indicative statements with injunctive 
sense are impossible. 

40. Thus the Upani�ads are informative only in so 
far as they are construed as subordinate to an 
injunction, which even then does not prove the 
existence of its content. 

41 .  Consequently Scripture cannot prove the exist .. 
ence of God. 

42. Continuation of the Bhatta opposition. Even if 
God existed, he could not be omniscient, since all 
knowledge derives from sense perception. 

43. The omniscient Gods claimed by different sects 
cancel one another. 

44. Objfction. Vasudeva, the omniscient promuJgator 
of Paficaratra, is proved by Scripture and must 
therefore not be compared with the Gods of 
other systems. 

45. Scriptural statements concerning the omniscience 
of Pa�upati are figurative. 

46. Refutation. If Viisudeva is indeed proved by 
Scripture, the promulgator must either be a 
deceiver or Vasudeva in his role of illusionist. 
Consequently Paiicaratra has no validity. 

47. Pai'icaratra Tradition cannot be compared with 
Manu's Tradition, since that would make the 
promulgator dependent. 
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48. Pailcaratra is traditionally known as a heresy. 

49. And it is also heretical because of its unscriptural 
doctrine that the soul has a beginning. 

50. Pancaratra cannot be eternal. 

51. Arguments against the Piisupata and other such 
Traditions apply equally to Pailearatra. 

52. Final ConclUJion: Paficaratra is not a valid means 
of knowledge. 

PART Two : MAJOR ARGUMENTATION 53-139. 

53. SYLLOGISM. "Palicaratra is valid, because it produces 
faultlm knowledge, lik< the Vedic Sta/tments". 

54-55. The thesis is not disproved by Perception and 
Inference. 

56-57. It cannot be shown logically that Paiicaratra is 
outside the Veda. 

58. The thesis is not disproved by the Veda. 
59. The ground of the syllogism is not defective. 

60. It cannot be shown that Pancaratta as language 
statement is defective because it derives from 
a person. 

61-62. Nor can the Prabhakara view be admitted that 
all non�injunctive statements are non-denotative. 

63. The Prabhakara view should be restated as 
"denotation of connected meanings generally .. ' 

64. Karyn. is but one of several factors which decide 
denotarjon� 

65. Kurya statements can only be understood if the 
words constituting them are already known. 

66. It is inadmisstble to assume different denoting 
powers for different kinds of statements. 
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67 . . It cannot be shown that a Karya statement proves 
that Karya itself is instrumental in bringing 
about the fruit. 

68-69. Not Karya but heaven is tbe Sadhya. 

70. Objection. A fruit is not essential to a Karya. 
71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 
77. 

78. 

Refutation. It must be, or all acts are fruitless. 
Conclusion : Factual statements can produce 
knowledge of their contents. 

Objection. But tbis knowledge arises from 
Inference, not from the verbal statement itself. 

Refutation. No, since a word naturally com� 
municates its meaning. 

General Conclusion : The substantive statements of 
the Upani�ads concerning God arc authoritatjve. 
The fact that the content of a statement may be 
known through other means of knowledge does 
not render this statement non-authoritative. 

Omniscience is not acquired through the senses. 

The scriptural statements to this effect cannot be 
disproved. 
The: view that statements are onh' denotative 
if they prompt to action is incorrect. 

79. The person celebrated in the Upani.�ads is ViglU. 

BO. 

Bl.  

82. 

B3. 

It is not stated that this Person is Siva. 
Visnu's supremacy, and consequently the 
acceptability of His composition, are not 
sectarian assertions but are proved by orthodox 
scriptures. 

The necessity or Paficariitra. 

The same cannot be proved of other 
.
Tantras. 

The K1ipalika and Kalamukha doctrines are 
heretical. 
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84-85. The Pasupata and Saiva doctrines are in part 
heretical. 

86. These doctrines have been promulgated hy Siva 
in order to deceive the world. 

87. Since the other Tantras are not based on 
Scripture they cannot compare with Paficaratra. 

as. Even if Pailcaratra is based on Scdpture this 
does not mean that its author was not 
independent. 

139. Paficaratra is a digest of the Vedic tradition. 
90-91. Paiicaralra does not cenSure the Veda. 

92. The fact that Pailcarntta enjoins additional 
sacraments does not render it non·Vedic. 

9:i. The fact that Paficaratra is not included among 
the founeen sciences does not render it non
authoritative. 

94. Radar2ya1)a-Dvaipayana does not reject Pan ca· 
ratra. 

95-U6. On the understanding of Brahmasiitras, 
2 . 2. 42-45. 

95. Against the condemning interpretation of BrS. 
2. 2. 42-. 

96. O f BrS. 2 . 2 . 43. 

97. OfB,S. 2 . 2 . 44. 

98. Or BrS. 2. 2. 45. 

99. The correct interpretation of BrS. 2. 2. 42. 

100. Of BrS. 2. 2. 43. 

1 0 1 .  Of BrS. 2. 2. 44. 

102. Of BrS. 2. 2. 45. 

103. An alternative explanation of BrS. 2 . 2 . 44. 
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104. Of BrS. 2. 2. 45. 

105. An alternative explanation of BrS. 2. 2. 42. 

106. O f BrS. 2. 2. 43. 

107·116. On the optionality of Paficaratra and Veda. 

107. Second alternative for BrS. 2. 2. 44. 
lOB. Objection. Paficaratra cannot be optional vis·a· 

vis the Veda. 

109. Rifutation. It can, since it is based on the 
independent perception of its author, God. 

1 10·1 1 1. On self-validity and defectlessness. 

1 12. The defectlessness of Veda and Paficar.tra. 

1 13. On invalidation. 

1 14. The living tradition of Vi�\lu's authorship of 
Paficara.tra. 

1 15. Second alternative far BrS. 2. 2. 45. 

1 1 6. OnJaimini's rule of the invalidity of statements 
conflicting with the Veda. 

1 17. The fact that Paiicaratra is 'accepted' by those 
who are outside the Veda cannot render Paftca .. 
ratra invalid. 

1 1 8. On the distinction between those qualified and 
those unqualified far the Veda. 

I l9. Patlcaratra is accepted by the Vedic sages. 

120. Bhagavatas afe Brahmins. 
121. On the distinction between Brahmin and non .. 

Bra:hmin. 
122. The Bhagavatas have traditions of Brahminic 

gotras. 

123. Brahminhood allows of proof. 
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1U. Objection. None of the means of knowledge can 
prove: it. 

125. R'futation. It can be proved by Perception. 

1 26.127. On the supposed lowly origin of the 
Bbagavatas. 

128. On cODventional and etymological meaning. 

129. Bhagavatas do not observe vratya occupations. 

130. On rathakara and the meaning ofbhagavataand 
salvata. 

131. Bhagavata does not exclude the connotation of 
'Brahmin.' 

132. On the professional priesthood of the Bhiigavatas. 
133. The professional worship of Vi�t)u is not coo

demned. 
134. On naivedya and nirmiilya. 
135. The explanation of Paiicaratra condemnation of 

naivedya and nirmalya use. 
136. The nirmalya of V�t;lu is supremely purifying. 
137. Naivedya as means afthe praJ)agnihotra. 
138 Bhagavatas do Dot reject the Vedic sacraments; 

!�:i:���
n
v���l�h��' but on the authority of 

139. Concluding benedictions of Nathamuni and the 
Vai�J]ava sacred texts. 



























































































































































AGAMA PRAMAl:<YANr 

, 1. Homage to Vi�J}1J, the sole cause of the origin, 
subsistence and annihilation of the world, the sole cause 
of perfect, bliss, for whom everything is as instantly 
evident' as a myrobalal:t in the hand. ' ;  

2. Those of my contemporaries who are' pro
foundly dishonest and will condemn a penetrating 
treatise, however great its merits, because they are 
envious, (may condemn it.) There arc many others, 
who have an excellent judgment of what is essential 
and what is not-honest students who do not cavil; 
and they w iII praise my work. 

3. Even erudite scholars may erf when their 
critical a�umen is dominated by partisan views; yet, 
let the sagacious without envy study the Bhagavata 
doctrine as I shall present it here. 

4. There arc certain people whose minds are 
confused by the noise of multitudes of sophisms and 
falsehoods which are borrowed from anyone that 
comes: and claiming superiority for their own studies 
and learning, and pretending to protect the Way of the 
Veda,2 they refuse to accept the authority of Pai\caratra 
Tantra which, being composed by the Supreme Per
son Himself, leads to unparalleled beatitude� 

And they contend: 
It has been decided that Verbal Testimony3 is 

J a 'means of knowledge in two ways: dependent 
testimony which depends on other authority, 

, and independent testimony. 
These two kinds are thus distinguished: 

No verbal assertion can be a means of valid 
knowledge if it has been formulated by a person; J 



for a verbal assertion to be authoritative, it must 
by definition be independent. 

,.
' That is to say: verbal evidence which originates 

from a person carries authority only then when it i, 
used to corroborate a fact which has already been truly 
established by other means of knowledge,' and which 
enables the speaker to take this fact for granted. Now, 
Perception and the other means of knowledge which 
involve Perception, cannot produce the. knowledge 
that the Paficaratra Tantra does indeed set forth that 
the desired heaven, release and other supernatural ends 
can be attained by meanS of such ritual acts as Con
secration and such d.evotional acts as worship of the 
Bhagavan etc. , for this relation of means and ends is 
not of the order of Perception. For if we consider 
Consecration, worship etc. merely with the aid of 
Ferception, we cannot say that they are meaDS to realize 
the summum bonum. ' 

Not only, therefore, is Perception of an ordinary 
kind unavailing, but there is also nO way to know that 
there have been recently(:ertain persons of superhuman 
sensibility who would have had perceptual evidence 
that such acts really are means of attaining the desired 
ends; for the sense-organs of such persons, too, cannot 
surpass the boundaries of sensitiveness as we know it 
commonly . 

. 5. An objection may be raised here: 
However, perception of a superior kind h 

possible. depending on its percipient. Perception, 
therefore, may become perfect if the percipient is 
perfect. 
That is to :say: it. finit<c thing may be found to 

become infinite; for instance,lcxtent become! infinite 



in space, which is infinitely extended. Similarly, we 
find that finite Perception is considerably widened in 
air .. borne creatures, like crows, owls, vultures erc., 
so that Perception might conceivably become infinite 
in some being. This indeed is lhe uppermost limit of 
knowledge where it encompasses every knowable thing; 
for we know from experience' that knowledges exceed 
one another as their contents exceed one another. 

That is why the wise can say· that ther e is 
Someone in \Vhom such finite qualities as 
supremacy, dispassionateness, power etc. subsist in 
an infinite and unequalled condition. 
Consequently, tbis Person whose immediate 

perception encompas.ses the entire range of things that 
are present in the world is hereby explained to be the 
Bhagaviin who has immediate perceptual knowledge 
that Consecration, worship and so forth are dharma. 
So what remains unproved? (is improper). 

6. This objection is thus refuted: 
The supreme perceptual knowledge which 

you assume is just a fancy. Perceptual knowledge 
can never go beyond its own spbere and trespass 
on another. 
For instance: 

A superior kind of visual perception, as well 
as a superior perceptible object, must necessarily 
occur in loci where inherent relations of one kind� 
as between colour and coloured, obtain in one 
object. 

No knowledge: that is received through one of 
the senses can encompass all that is knowable 
through all senses. So how can perceptual 



knowledge hy itself make all things known, i.e. 
" : also things known only through other means of 

knowledge? 
- 7. The objector resumes: . 

However, the sensitivity which we attribute 
to Perception is directed toward the perceiving of 
what exists al pre"nl. . . 

Of course, if Perception did not have this function 
of perceiving what exists at present as its natural 
function, it would cease to be Perception at

' all. 
Therefore, it is not reasonable to say that a superior 
kind of Perception, defined as encompassing all 'objects, 
is a priori impossible because it is limited to being 
Perception! 

8. The objection is refuted: 
. If from finite Perception you conclude to 'infinite 

Perc�ption, then 1 ask you to explain: can a finite 
quantity ever attain to such t:xp'ansion that it cannot be 
further expanded? You insist, as it were, on full 
maturity in a little b oy81 'even as a boy, after attaining 
the full growth, cannot grow physically further?' 
There are two possibilities: either the infinite 
exists in the finite, or the finite gradually becomes 
infinite. 

The former cann�t stand, for there is no 
Perception to s upport it: we have never seen a 
bowl or a,}jrnjlar �nlte object which had the same 
expansion as spa<:e. . 
And suppO!�e ,3 finite qun.ntity could asSume 

inconceivable infinitude! why, tben any single jar or 
pitcllcr could fiJI up tlJC entire ,spacc with;o tllc Egg of 



Brahm;;, so that all other Ihings would be pushed oul 
and perish accordingly! 

. If you take space itself as the subject,' you 
merely prove the proved.' In the alternative you 
cannot avoid the illogicality we have pointed out: 
as a matter of fact) never before has anybody 'se�n 
a finite pillar which was pervaded by an infinite 
pillar l' Consequently, there Iemains the defect of 
mutual exdusi<>n. 
Let us also consider your illustration, namely that 

in space we have an example of a finite extent 
becom ing infinite. Extent is· by definition a limited 
extension of space, a relative quantity, something tbat 
can be entirely circumscribed. Extent in th is 
definition does not subsist in space as Buch, so how can 
you adduce it as an example? Besides, if one were to 
infer extent in space, one would simultaneously infer 
the possibility that space might be surpassed in extent 
by anothe r quantity. And so the illustration again 
falls sbort of the thesis. 

Nor is there any evidence for the thesis that a 
superior, perception reveals that Consecration, worship 
etc. are actua11y dharma . 

. To sum up: For all these reasons it would appear 
to us that the supposition that some, otherwise un� 
perceived, 5upremespiritual being e xists with a superior 
sensibility is very weak; and this being so, we conclude 
that Perception offers. no authority for the postulated 
relation of means to eudsv; and since tILe authority of 
Pai'icaratra is based upon the Perception of this sup_ 
p<lsed Ielation, its authority is entirely non·cx.istent. 



9., Not only is there, no Perception, but there 
cannot possibly be an Inference to support the thesis in 
question,J?r it,;s wholly suprasensible: and Inference, 
of course, can only take place after an invariable can. 
comitance"has been observed by means of Perception. 
If no fires have ever been observed before, they cannot 
prove that smoke is invariably concomitant with them." 

10. Nor do we,lind scriptural evidence which sets 
forth that the performance of all the, rites which are 
established in the Satvata II ,doctrine is mandatory ; such 
evidence would have proved that the Paiicaratra 
TIad�tion, ,,?eing base�. upon this mandate,12 carried 
authority. 

Nor is it possible, in the absence of explicit 
revelation, to injer such evidence from Scripture: For' 
just as the reIi:ttion of means to'certain ends 'which' are 
their fruits, e.g., he'aven, as Pru1cariitra maintains 
Consecration, worship etc. to be, does not allow of 
being inferred bec�use no such relation can b� verified 
by Perception, just so no scriptural authority to furnish 
the basis of such a relation can be inferred from 

, Scripture. 
I " Nor i. any verbal testimony capable of 

providing valid knowledge tllut Scripture is the 
basis of the Tradition concerned. Verbal 
testimony is of two kinds, originating from a 
person or not originating from a person. IS 

Pers onal speech cannot be proof of it, (or 
persons may He jn order to deceive their hearers. 
For eVen today. we find philosophers wbo pretend 
to be scripturnl and yet expound an interpretation 
which is wholly unscriptural. . 
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So we have our doubts whether the claim made 

by the authon of the PaBcariitra texts that their own 
compositions are founded in the Veda is really the 
result of an honest conviction that such is indeed the 
case, or nothing but the self-glorification of authors 
who write as their fancy takes them! ,I 

This argumentation by· itself ' suffices to 
disprove the contended authorjty of Paiicaratra, 
for there is no eternal Scripture" to support the 
claim. 

Nor can Analogy prove that Scripture is its 
basis, for this criterion cannot be properly applied; 
for how could the proof we need, which cannot be 
found by the other means of knowledge, be within 
the scope of the mere knowledge of similitude ? 
Nor can it be argued that, since the Tradition 

cannot be proved by other means, Implication'5 proves 
that Scripture is its basis. The argument is as follows, 
circumstantial Implication must prove the tradition, 
as it cannot be proved otherwise; the authors of the 
Paiicaratra, clearly have this tradition that Consecration, 
worship, etc. are dharma and this tradition is 
comparable to the tradition of Manu and others that 
certain non-Vedic rites, as the CZ!laka etc., are dharma; 
now there can be no tradition of a fact unless that fact 
has been cognized before; but here we have the 
tradition of a fact that cannot be proved by Perception, 
Inference, Verbal Testimony or Analogy; therefore the 
cognition of the fact can only have originated from 
Scripture., . 

However, this argument would only provc"its! 
point if there were any authority for the assumption 
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of the three e,tates do not accept the doctrines of 
Traditions of this kind. 

13. OBJECTION: 

Nevertheless, tlie fact that Bhiigavata Brahmins, 
who wear the hair-tuft, the sacred thread etc. 
prescribed in Scripture, perform daily the rites of 
Paficaratra should then justify the presumption that 
these rites likewise ultimately derive from the Veda. 
On what grounds, then, are we to assume that this 
same Paiicaratra Tradition really has its origins in 
error, deceit and the like, the very negation of vaJid 
authority? . 

14. REFUTATION: 
We reply: Well! So you really argue tli;' the 

Bhagavatas, who are hated by the three estates, are 
exemplary and hence authoritative? ! 

Objection: 
But they are Brahmins, and Brahmins are 

considered to be the I.lighest estate: why should they 
not be exemplary ? 

Refutation: 
Brahmins? Far from it! We do not regard 

Brahmins as a distinct species, different from the 
species man, with specific characteristics which mere 
sensory perception permits us to recognize as present 
in some specific bodies and absent in others. Hajr.t�n, 
sacred thread etc. which are prescribed for Drahmms 
and the other two estates, do not make a man .

a 
Brahmin! Nor do they demonstrate that n man IS 
a Brahmin, for we sec thent worn illegally by 
blackguards, outcastcs and the like. Therefore, the 
sole criterion by which (we can tell whether a mnn 
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is indeed a Brahmin is acceptance of undisputed 
expressions by older persons, which give us irrefutable 
proof. Nor do ordinary people, use without hesitation 
the term Brahmin to describe Bhagavatas. There is 
also a distinct difference in the'two appellations: here 
Brahmins, there Bhiigavatas. 

, 15. OBJECTION: 

, The people do not use the ... "ord C Brahmin' to 
refer to Bhiigavatas. The reference is only difference 
as this much Brahmins and this much Bhagavatas. Be 
that as it may, still, the appeUations Satvata, Bhiigavata 
etc. ' are also used to name Brahmins, by some sort of 
transference of properties, just as tbe word pan'vriijaka 
is used to designate a Brahmin1O. 

REFUTATION: The argument is false. 
Persons of ceItain inferior castes are commonly 

I referred to as Satvatas ; the name is wed to denote 
these castes, and not anything else. The gram
marians have the rule that it is improper to use a 
certain word in its ety mological sense if it can also 
be taken in a customary seDse which is more 

. commOD, e.g., rathakiira 21, 
If there were no such rule, how could the word 

rathakiira give up its etymological meaning of "chariot
maker" to become the name of a particular cas te, even 
to the extent of cancelling all connotations which we 
have learnt22? Similarly, Satvata refers to a person who 
h8S been born from a urtflya vaiSya and bolangs to the 
lowest castes, and is thus excluded from the sacraments 
of initiationll, etc. �fanu says; "The issue of a 
vaisya vratya extra!=tion is called Sudhanva or Bhar�a 
or ·Nijafigba . or Maitra Of Salvala':4." It cannot 



that cognitions are invariably true. But ,vhen certain 
no;ions which are produced by the false cognitions of 
people whose, judgement is clouded by hatred, 
prejudice and obstinacy, cause such "traditions" to be 
written in accordance wHh these false cognitjons, could 
these traditions possibly be true? 

11. Here an objection may be raised: 
However,. the. same arguments may be advanced 

against the authority of the traditions of Manu etc. 
The observation of the ""taka rite does not produce any 
perceptual knowledge that this rite is indee d a means 
to realize the postulated end. Nor can it be inferred, 
because no .relationJS is perceptually given. Nor is there 
any scriptural evidence for it, for it cannot be found. 
Nor again can such evidence be inferred from Scripture 
where it is not found explicitly, because no relation is 
perceptually given. Nor can It be proved, through 
Analogy, as there is no apparent analogue. Nor 
through circumstantial Implication, because of the 
reasons given above against the argument that it i! 
otht:rwise unprovable. Now, if it is legitimate in one 
case to presume scriptural authority in support of it 
because there happens to be a welI.established tradition 
about it among Vedic experts,-well, in Pancaratt'n, 
too, great sages are traditionally known as the founders 
of the sacred transmission, sages mee Narnda., S.i.Q(1Hy,,· 
and·othen. The same objections and tIle same justifi
cation'S can be advanced about both the tradition �of 
l\,{anu etc. and the tradition of Paftcaratra. Either 
both are iluthoritativc or neither is. There nre no 
grounds tt> show that the two frndjtjon, djlTe"T in lOme 
essential respect. Either we mwt reject the authority 
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of Manu's tradition as well, or we must indeed shOw in 
which respect the Paftcar.!ra tradition is different from 
Manu's. 

12. This objection is refuted: 
,. The author of the Siitras, by making the Sutra: 

"Tradition is also valid, because it has the same 
agent as Scripturet7 " , has clearly indicated that i� 
his opinion no essential difference exists between 
Scriptural and Traditional validity. 
Accordingly, we find that those who are qualified 

for the three Vedas perform equally for purpo,es .of 
higher benefits both the ritual acts which are 
enjoined by Scripture (e.g., agnihotra, piif1}adarsamiira, 
jyoli!!oma \S,etc.) and the ritual acts enjoined by Tradi .. 
tion (e.g.) aftakii, iicamana, SQf[Jdhyii worship 19, etc.), 
because they have been instructed in both varieties of 
acts by their fathers or preceptors. The firmness with 
whi.ch so highly qualified exemplary pasons have 
adopted these traditional rites as incumbent upon the 
three higher estates goes to show that the knowledge 
that rites of this kind) aFtakii etc., obviousiy found to 
exist, are mandatory ultimately derives from Scripture 
itself. On the other hand, we find that those who observe 
the scriptural rites of agnihotra etc. do not observe the 
Tantric customs in the same manner as they observe 

such traditional customs as iicamana investiture with 
the sacred thread etc. On the contrary, the Vedi� 
ex.perts condemn those who do. It follows that the 
validity which we attribute to different 

�
Tradition;' 

"because", as the Satra says, "they have the sa�e 
agent as Scripture", cannot well. apply to heterodo'; 
Traditions as the Paiicaratra; for exemplary exponents 

2 
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lie: disputed 'that Bhagavata is another name for 
Satva!a; Srnrti has it that "the fifth called' Siitvat. 
woi:sh�ps the temples and sanctuaries �f ViglU by}oyal 
decree ; I he is also called Bhiigavata."" . ' .  ' 

;",!The 'Srnrti, thus describes' which profession tlie 
descendants of the said vra!,)avaisy

'
a pursue......and '''ith 

our own eyes we indeed see them' pursue this· profes� 
sion .. Thus Usanas : "They all live by'the plough aod 
the sword, the Acaryas and the Satvatas live on' the 
worship of the ·Dcity.U26 Similarly,' in the Brahma 
Pural).a-uHe.worships the sanctuaries of!'V�I,lu' by 
royal decree." , Elsewhere ,the .same is stated . thus: 
"The profession of the Satvatas is to clean up the 
sanctuaries of the Deity and the eatables offered to the 
idol, as well as to guard it.1721 And, to dispel the last 
doubt about the sort of people they are, Manu declares: 
"Whether disguised or not, they can be known by their 
deeds," , 

'16,' Their conduct, moreover, proves that they 

cannot be Brahmins. FOT a Hving they perform puja 
to the Deity, ,undergo their Consecration, eat tbern. 
selves the food whi�h is offered to the idolsl1, observe 
deviating sacraments-from the prenatal garhhadhana 

rite to the funerary rituals-, omit to perform the 
Iraula ritual and avoid contact with Brahmins. These 
and other habits show conclusively that they cannot be 
Brahmins. 

Smrtu declare that the r�a3(}n o{thdrdisqu:t1jfjc:t. 
don {or· Vedic rites is thi!! that they perform pfiji to 
the Deity in oTder to e�rn a Hying !  uTllose who from 
generation to generation h ave �\'orshippcd the Deity 
professionally arcdisqua1ifkd for the stud}' of the Veda, 
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for participation in the sacrifice3 and for officiating 
in sacrifices."rJ Their own Parama Sarphita states the 
same prohibition: "\Vhether in disaster or emergency, 
in terror or in straits , one must never worship the God 
of gods for a living."" Such habits as wearing the 
garl ands that are offered to the God and -eating the 
food that is presented to the idol and other practices 
orthat kind, which are condemned by all right-think
ing people, shows plainly that they are not Brahmins. 

Furthermore, we ,,,onder how it 'can be presumed 
that the authority of these people proves that Scripture 
is ·the basi, of their way of life: at the mere sight 
of them all respectable men perform expiatory 
rites such as Candfii)'ana I Smrti declares that if one sets 
eyes on a devalaka, it is necessary to perform an 
expiation. A devalaka is s omeone who lives on temple 
treasure and worships the idol for a livelihood. Thus 
Devala: "One who lives on temple treasure. is called a 
devalaka."31 Likewise: c, A Brahmin who has worshipped 
the deity for three years in order to make a living is 
called a deva/aka and he is held to be unworthy to 
partake in any ritua1.m1 Those who have been known 
to worship the God a!; a hereditary profession are 
automatically regarded as deva/akas. The rite of 
expiation is set forth in the plecept � H A Brahmin who' 
is taking his mej,l should not look at ordure, a pig, a 
eunuch, a sacrificial pole, a dellalalia or a corpse j if he 
does he must observe the ctlndTayano:m Atri, too, very 
explicitly declares that they are not Brahmins: uThe 
Av5lukas, Devalakas, KalpadevalakasJ Gar:tabhoga_ 
devalakas and fourthly those of the Bhagavata profes. 
sion are corrupt Brahmins."'" Also the venerable Vyasa : 
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"The Ahvayakas, Devalakas, Na�atragrilmayiijakas 
and Mabapathikas are outcaste Brahmins. "'� 

Therefore, the fact that Paiicaratra recognizes the 
authority of the Bhligavatas who by birth and by deeds 
have deviated from the Way of the Veda is sufficient 
ground to deny authority to the PancarJitra Scriptures. 

17. Furthermore,' the class of texts with which 
we are here concerned are not valid means of knowing 
which acts are good and which are evil inaSmuch as 
they are accepted by heretics, and thus are of the same 
kind as the lluddhist statements on siupa worship. 

Besides, their own texts relate that tbe instcuction 
in all their dharmas presupposes the a bandoning of the 
Way ofthe Veda; "having failed to find the supreme 
good in the four Vedas, S��ilya learnt this doct
rine .... "36. But how can we presume that a certain text 
can teach that a certain object, which is known from 
the four Vedas, is man's supreme goal in life if he 
rejects at the Qutset the very authority of the Vedas ilS 
sources of knowledge about the means which lead to 
bliss? On the contrary, we find that Manu and other 
authors of Traditions declare that their works which 
expound as their teaching the means of attaining all 
kinds of desirable ends derive ioldy from Scripture:: 
HThe Veda in its entirety is the basis of the Law, 8! 
well as of the traditions and customs of those wlJO are 
expert in Law"; "the Law is enjoined by Scripture and 
Tradition"; "it is entirely expressed in the Veda; for 
the Veda contains all knowledge," 

FUI1her, the assertion that those who have nlready 
been consecrated by the sacraments of Investiture etc. 
and are thereby qualified for all the Vedic ritu.ls, 
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agnihiilra etc., must yet  undergo another sacrament, 
called Consecration," in order to be qualified for the 
worship of the Bhagaviin, demonstrates that the system 
is non-Vedic; for if it were Vedic, they would be 
qualified for Tantric ritual by the regular sacraments. 

Again, another indication of its non-Vedic 

character is the £'lct that the system is not included 
among the fourteen sources of knowledge, which all 
orthodox people recognize as giving authoritative 
information on the'Law.33 If it were authoritative, then 
it would have been recognized as such by tradition; 
but as it is not sO recognized, this proves that the 
Paficariitra tradition is non-Vedic. For this renson the 
venerable BadarayaQa, when he has occasion to refute 
the heterodox doctrines of KaJ.lada, Ak�apiida, the 
Buddha etc. as inimical to the Way of the Veda, also 
refutes the Paficaratra in his Sutra: "Because of the 
impossibility of origin.tlM Therefore, as the Vedic 
experts regard the Paiicaratra doctrine as non-Vedic 
since it i! not included among the Vedic systems and 
because of other reasons which wiII be advanced in the 
sequel, it cannot be compared with the Tradition of 
Manu etc. 

In vi.ew of all this it is our opinion that such 
infrequent good rites-e.g., the worship of the Bhagavan 
-which are described by the Paficaratricas (who teach 
a good many others, mostly black arts of exciting 
batred, haunting a person out of his occupation, 
envoutement etc.) arc merely added to deceive people 
about their J"eal attentions and do not deserve our faith 
or consideration: they are like milk that is put in a 
dog', bladder I 
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,To 'sum up, it is not proper to assume' that 
Pailcariitra is based on the Veda and therefore equally 
authoritative as the doctrinal works of Manu' and 
others_ 

, DISCURSUS :,1 
, 18, At this point s;meone inte;jects ;;, If you 

please, by all means assume that the Vedas constitute 
the cause of the delegated and indirect authority of the 
T��dition of Manu etc, But is I there �my' reason why. 
we flhould have to depend exclusively on the Veda as 
the basis of the Paiicaratra tradition too? Th� same 
direct knowledge which is the very foundation ofthe 
authority of the Vedas themselves is also the foundaHon 
�f the authority of the '

Pancaratra doctrine;' the 
authority of the latter lS nbt based upon the relation 
of supporting authority and supported authority which 
characterizes typical smiirla injunctions, e.g., a�!akii and 
dcamana which have their common ba�is 

'
in the Veda. 

In fact, the two traditions of the Illtoka rite and 
the Cicamana orite are not interdependent, .but I they 
are equally and independently authoritative, Similarly, 
Paficaratra and Scripture are not interdependent. �f 
Paficaratra collapses as soon as it is denied the support 
of the Veda, why then .should the Veda not collapse 
when the support ,of �aficaratra is taken away from it? 

19. The Vedas derive their' authority from 
direct knowledge which originates from a person and 
must therefore naturally derive from a pcrson" , I\Vho 
can doubt it? For we perceive that words, from their 
very nature, depend for their compositjon 'on some 
entity that is different from themsch'es. How else 
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could they e�ist at all? If it is objected that the 
significance of the Book called Veda just consists in 
this that it does in fact exist as Word though nobody 
has composed it, then we reply ; why, if this were true, 
then the significance of smoke on a mountain c�nsists 
in this that it  whirls irrepressibly sl-y-high without fire! 
It is. utterly out of the quest ion;·' 

20. OBJECTION. But since the applicability" of 
the dharma cannot be shown by any of the means of 
.knowledge, how can a book on it be composed? 

, REPLY. Don't argue like that: for the Bhagaviin 
who, of course, has an immediate intuition of dharma 
and adharma through the knowledge which is nntural 
to Him has had this Book called Veda composed out of 
compassion for the world. 

21. OBJECTION. But does this intuition or per
ception also encompass dharma and at/harma ? 

REPLY. Certainly. How else would the Bhagavan 
be able to give rise to such effects as body, world etc.? 
For the maker of such effects must be one who is 
capable of perceiving their material and instrumental 
causes. Now, dharma and adharma are the instrumental 
causes of the worldu; this is also the consensus of the 
tvlimamsakas. Consequently we must postulate a cer
tain person who has this perceptual knowledge; and 
that person must also be the one who created the Veda 
at the beginning. 

22. If one contends that such entltIes as 
mountains, earth and the like are not effects, the 

-answer is as follows: 

3 

The entities in question, earth ctc., an:: effects, 
because they ha.ve a complex construction. like a 
king's palace.« 
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Similarly, from the fact that they are made 
up of parts we conclude that they are subject to 
destruction. 

Entities that can be destroyed are destroyed 
by someOne who knows the means by which they 
can be destroyed) jU3t as we can dcstroyc1ay vessels 
etc. when we knoW' by what means to destroy 
them. 
In the case of entitles that are shattered, for 

instance, by a falling tree, that is without perceptible 
intelligent agency, the cause of their destruction 
remains dubious : but because of this very dubiety there 
can also be not positive certainty that the cause of 
their destruction h entirely occasional. 

Motion, when there is mass, is sufficient ground to 
infer in this world that an entity which has mass and 
can move is subject to origination and to destruction, 

It being thus established that earth etc. are indeed 
effects, on the grounds adduced above, it (cHows that 
the Bhagaviin has knowledge of dharma and adharma 
which are the instrumental causes of origination and 
annihilation . .f5 

Consequently, the entities here in question, earth, 
mountains and the Hke, have been created by a maker 
who possesses the des�ribed knowledge. 

Everything that has origin and end is, in Ollf 
experience, created by such a maker) just because jt is 
subject to orjgination and annihilation, like a house. 

23. Let it not be argued that there is nO inter
mediate production of effects like body, world etc, 
between acts that bring about the desires of the person 
who undertakes them,"o for these acts are unable to 
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produce anything unless they are used as an instrument 
by a spiritual being, since they are non-spiritual them
selves, like an adze,: without the operation of a 
spiritual being-the carpenter-an adze is incapable of 
effecting by itself such objects as a sacrificial pole. 

And we are not able to create through the instru
mentality of apfirva factors ;4r for before the actual 
fruition of the ritual act we cannot know their instru
m entality, and it has been said that only a person who 
has actual knowledge of the material and instrumental 
causes can be a maker with respect to these causes • .f1 And 
there is no embodied soul which is known, or claimed, 
to be capable of having the required actual knowledge 
of the apiirva that is to arise froUl the act. 

Therefore we must admit a Person of absolute 
omnipotence who is able to take in at a glance the 
entire Universe with dharma and adharma of a ll em
bodied souls, their experiencing of karmic results etc., 
and in whose nature such properties as unrestricted 
knowledge etc. subsist. As they say; "The unobstructed 
knowledge, perfect impartiality, omnipotence of a 
universal lord and dharma are all four established 
together ."19 

Mantras, arthava:das,60 epic and puraI}a corroborate 
this point; e.g. "The one god, Prajapati, creating 
heaven and earth, created the Vedas,"51 etc. At the 
moment of inception the great Grace of this Person 
wbo is tbe '\\nagavIm h evoked by a glance at the 
aggregate of individual souls who afe almost in a state 
of non-spiritual stupor, their instruments for tile 
experiencing ofkal"mic results-body, senses and other 
!,lrgans-being completely di.ssolved. His Grace 'evoked� 
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he originates the entire universe and simultaneously 
He creates the triple Veda which states pellucidly tbe 
means by which the souls in transmigration can realize 
the objects of their desires. Then again, perceiving 
that they arc in a pitiable condition, being immersed in 
tbe ocean of existence which is perturbed by wave upon 
wave of all manner of iniquities, His heart burns with 
supreme compassion and He promulga tes, through 
Sanatkumara, Nar.da etc., the Pailc.ratra SambitJis 
wbich constitute the sources of knowledge about the 
manner in which He should be propitiated to attain to 
perfect bliss. Forasmuch as the Tantras are therefore 
based upon an immediate cognition of the Lord and 
are consequently self-sufficient ]ike the Vedas, can they 
belong in the company of any Tradition, thatorManu 
of anyone ? 

REFUTATION.51 
24. If this is true, then on what authority is such 

a creator of the Vedas known to exist? He is pot 
directly perceived. . 

Nor can we infer from the fact that the Veda is 
word that it therefore must have an author, for that 
would entail the total reversion of your special 
contentions. 

For an utterauce that is perceived to depend for 
its composition on the agency of some be:ing is aJso 
perceived to be uttered by no one but an embodied 
being. 

Now for all embodied beings the body is the 
instrument for good and for evil; so the assumption 
that the Veda i!; utt�ance would occasion the inference 
that it has been created by an embodied being

' 
whose 
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bappiness and unhappiness resulted from his good and 
.,vil karman, and who therefore cannot be God. 

Moreover, in that case it would be impossible to 
establish the authority of the Vedas themselves;  for if 
aharma-the Law-is not independent of other means 
{)f knowledge, there is no exclusive authority of the 
Vedas." 

25. OnreanON. But why should dharma be in_ 
dependent of other means of knowledge ? For we have 
asserted that He has actual knowledge of dharma and 
adharma : how else could He produce the world of 
which dharma and adharma are tbe instrumental causes? 

REPLY. That has indeed been asserted, but the 
assertion is fallacious : for no creator of the entire uni

verse can be found of whom this can be assumed. 
To your argument that the world must he effected 

because it has a complex construction can be objected 
that empiricists distinguish three kinds of entities : 

Those whose makers are evident to perception, c.g. 
pots and the like ; those VI hieh are not found to be 
made at all;M and those whose creation remained 
doubtful, like the earth etc. 

In the two first-mentioned cases there is no room 
for God·s activity. As to the third, the carth etc. are 
-not involved in a total origination or disintegrations, 
but merely, as now1 subject tu varying degrees of 
increase and decrease which are adventitious. To say 
that the Mimamsakas accept origination and annihila_ 
tion in this sense is to prove the proved.� 

In our opinion, too, these intelligent agents bring 
about various results by means of sacrifices and other 
.acts, in order to enjoy these results themselves ;  and 
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the assumption that they are indeed, aS'is proved for 
both of.us, instrumental therein is quite correct, for we 
can have direct knowledge of these acts, sacrifices, 
donations and the like. However, the special power 
described with terms like apurv. Can never be open to 
perception. How then can we have use for a supervis. 
ing God?�ti 

26. Certainly, it is not true that an agent, for 
instance a potter, when he wishes to produce a certain 
product-pots-must first llave direct knowledge of the 
power of their material causc-clay-and instrumental 
cause-stick-to produce these products before he can 
actually undertake their production. .Else people who 
arc unaware of the power of the requisite causes would 
never be able to employ these causes in order to pro .. 
duce the results they want. In the case under discussion 
the persons concerned do indeed know which causes. 
are required to bring about the results they want, for 
they know these causes, such as sacrifices etc., through 
the knowledge they have obtained from eternal Scrip· 
ture. Thus, aided by these causes, they render mani
fest such products as ea.rth etc. 

Also, there is no invariable rule that only an agent 
to whom the material and instrumental causes are fully 
known is capable of undertaking an action and nobody 
else. A man can still be an agent in the action of 
knowing without perceiving in Ms own mind the 
material and instrumental causes that go into the 
making of this action of knowing. \Vhy, then, contend 
that the causes must be known first ? . 

27. The contention that the 'entire Universe is 
subje�t to annihilation b ecause \t �as Pilrts is incorrect. 
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Such a conclusion is cancelled by stronger · perceptual 
-evidence against it. For the knowledge that does arise 
in the world or here and now is plainly this : 'Here is 
the meru ; here is the sun ; here is the earth,' 

Recognition conveys to us the knowledge that these 
entiti.es are related to different times ; and certainly 
'both in former and later ages there arise similar per
'Sons who have the same notion of these entities' present 
existence. To put it in syllogistic form : 

The past has persons who recognize earth, sun and 
mountain, because the past is time, 1ike the present. 

The same syllogism can be constructed with regard 
to the future. This reasoning does not entail the 
fallacious conclusion that pots etc. arc eternal, for in 
-their case origination and annihilation are directly 
evident. 

It does not follow that, when a certain fact cannot 
be proved on the strength of a certain ground, since 

. this ground involves a contradiction, this same ground 
cannot prove the same fact when it does not involve a 
contradiction.51 

The other inference that has been given to prove 
that the world is subject to origination and annihila_ 
ti.on, namely on the ground of motion when there is 
mass, is likewise incorrect ; for this ground, too, is 
-cancelled by the greater cogency of recognition. Con
sequently, inference cannot provide positive proof that 
the world is subject to origination and annihilation. 

28. Further, you contend that there is a God, on 
the ground that the world is a product ; but this ground 
precludes a specially qualified producer. For a product 
generally implies on the part of its producer a number 
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indispensahle for the precise knowledge of the con
comitance hetween him and his product. Properties 
like being in possession of a body, having something 
left to desire, being deprived of omnipotence and 
omniscience� etc. How, then, can the fact that the 
world is a product convey to us the knowledge that the 
producer proposed for it possesses the postulated pro
perties, of being bodiless .. eternally satisfiedl omniscient 
etc., properties, that is, which are the opposite of what 
would naturally follow? The production of. a product 

,requires the activation ofthe body, which requires on 
the producer�s part an effort whose inherent cause is 
his relation with a body and is impossible of any but 
just such a producer. It follows that under no condi
tion bodiless p�rson can be an agent. 

Or if, in order to remove this fault from the argu
ment, it is assumed that the producer indeed possesses 
a body, then the question arises, Is that body itself 
subject to origination or not ? If it be subject to 
origination, there is infinite regress. If it be eternal, 
then your contention that whatever has parts must 
come to an end is not universally tru�. The solution 
of others, namely that God's special properties can be 
demonstrated by an ad .. ho(; concIusioD)68 does not hold 
good either. For that rule holds only of a case where 
a conflict follows from a means of knOWledge but does 
not actuaUy exist. In our case, however, the conBict 
is p1ain enough. 

29. OBJECTION. But if even "a welI .. considered 
invariable concomitance can'not demonstrate that the 
cause of the earth etc. is an intelligent being, then all 
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logical process of deduction is done with. But if deduc
tion can indeed convey true knowledge, ' that it must 
also convey that there is a producer capable of creating 
the entire universe. . '  

REPLY. We do not say that your deduction fails 
to demonstrate that there is such a producer, but that 
it also demonstrates without discrimination as I many 
properties in this producer as, at the moment of grasp
ing the concomitance, arc known to obtain in any 
producer. 

Nor do we carry our point too far. In a caSe 
where the term which we seek to establish through 
deduction can :lIso be known through another means 
of knowledge, then this other means aCknowledge may 
exclude from our term certain contrary properties 
which would have applied on the strength of our 
inferential mark alone. In the present instance, how
ever, we are seeking to demonstrate God whose agency 
falls completely outside the scope of other means of 
knowledge; in his case therefore all the properties that 
participate in an invariable concomitance elicited 
through positive and negative consideration are in� 
discriminately established by the deduction. 

A similarly occasional relationship between pro. 
dueer and product occurs, for instance, with grass that 
has grown just outside a house.garden. \Ve cannot be 
positive that this grass has sprung from a person's 
action. In this instance, too, the assumption that a 
person, beyond the ken of our senses, has in fact been 
instrumentnl to the creation etc. of the world 'must 
remain entirely conjectural. J ,I ,I r 
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30. Another question to be considered is from 
what point in space, at what point in time, and to 
what purpose a person who i. satisfied in all eternity 
would produce the universe. Every agent, e.g. ,a potter, 
produces a product by means of certain instruments, 
while Occupying a. certain space at a �c�tain time and 
aiming at a certain result which he wants. If the 
production of the world is purely sport and without 
ulterior motivation, since God docs not want anything, 
beware, for this states clearly that the Lord is by nature 
independent from anything beside Himself. Yet willy
nilly, without regard for anything He might wish, He 
shoulders the vast task of creating, sustaining and 
destroying the world. Is He in creating the creatures 

prompted by Hil compassion ? But why, then, does He 
not create them happy ? If you reply, because God 
takes harman into account, ' then you deny his complete 
independence. Desides, if their harman provides 
sufficient causes for these creatures' variety, why 
assume God at all ? r, I 

Therefore, there cannot be such a person who js 
capable of crea.ting the universe, of perceiving 
immediately dharma and adharma, and of composing 
the Vedas. 

' 

, 
31. Moreover, if the > Vedas were created by 

someone) this creator would be remembered ; ,  'He is 
the one who bas composed them. I It j,s not proper to 
assume that he has been forgotten, just as the digger of 
an exhausted well is forgotten. The latter is justifiable 
because the well no longer serves a purpose. But in 
the case of the Vedas, who, without remembering that 
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the author was reliable; would give credence to all the 
Vedic rites which are to be performed at the expense 
of great trouble involving the loss of various properties? 
Consequently, if it cannot be proved of lhe Vedas that 
they have been composed by a person, because this 
person, however worthy of remembrance, is not rc:' 
membered, they can no morc prove that God was their 
author than the Mahabharata and similar books can. 
Therefore the Vedas do not originate from a person. 
In consequence, the contention that tHe validity o f  
Pai'icar:itI1l i s  based upon the same immediate cogni
tion which is the basis of the validity of the Veda itself 
is the contention of those whose discrimination has 
been warped by their bias in favour of their own 
conclusions. 

32. ODJECTION. But in what does this 'preter
personal' character of the Veda consist ? If it consists 
in this that the Vedas arc composed of eternal words, 
the same holds true of the Paficaratra Tantra.&9 Or if 
it is the eternity of the words that constitute it, again 
the same is true. It could not be the eternity of the 
word-sequence, for sequence cannot be natural to 
eternal entities/I} If it is said that it is the sequence of 
the sounds in so far as these sounds are pronounced in 
one. particular sequence, then we reply that since a 
sequence of pronunciation is non.eternal, the sequence 
of the sounds pronounced cannot be eternal. So where 
does the difference lie between Paticaratra and Vedic 
revelation? 

REPLY. The difference lies herein that in the 
case of the Paiicaratra the sequence is created by an � 
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independent person, whereas in the ease of the Veda, a 
dependent person invariably wishes to repeat the exact 
sequence which had been laid down before him by 
students who preceded him. A category of a different 
degree" which is established on the strength of recog
nition should not be denied. And with this we con
clude our lengthy disquisition. 

33. The preceding has proved that the proposi
tion that the Paficaratra is authoritative because it is 
based upon an immediate cognition of a person cate�' 
goricaUy different from other personsJ is not viable at 
ail. Since there is no means of knowledge by which the 
existence of a person who has immediate knowledge of 
good and evil can be proved, it follows that this Tantt. 

must have been promulgated by some human being 
with the purpose of deceiving the world. 

34. OBJECTION.6f < This would be true ifproofof 
the existence of the Lord could onJy be sought on the 
strength of logical argumentation. As it is.1 this is a 
fallacy, for the great Lord is known on the authority of 
the upani�ads. When we hear the multitudinous 
statements of the eternal Scriptures which set forth the 
ex.istence of an omniscient and omnipotent supreme 
Personality who is capable of creating the entire uni
verse, how then can we refuse to accept the authority 
of a tradition whi�h derives from His immediate 
cognition ?  

35. To continue this topic,6!I these scriptural 
statements do not exceed the bounds of their authority 
just because they are concerned with facts ; for similar 
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statements made by persons concerning facts that are 
extremely remote from a connection with other means 
of knowledge cannot be denied the authority wbich is 
afforded tbem naturally. 

Nor do statements concerning a fact lack authority 
because of the consideration that since either a proving 
or disproving factor may unexpectedly turn up there 
remains the possibility that this fact is thus repeated or 
reversed64 ; for the sanle may equally well happen to a 
statement concerning, not a fact, but a kiir;'a. A kiirya, 
too, may be known from other means of knowledge, for 
it must be admitted that ordinary kiiryar, like 'fetch 
firewood' arc also known through other means of 
knowledge, as in the case of the cooking of the oaana.65 

Or if it be claimed that, inasmuch as a kiirya con
cerning a categorically different thing like 'the agnihotra 
etc. cannot conceivably find any other authority, there
fore the verbal testimony which sets forth such a thing 
must needs be its authority,-well, then we may say 
that there is not a ghost of another authority for the 
Bhagavan whose form consists in unsurpassed 
knowledge, supremacy and beatitude ; so that it should 
follow that everything is entirely the same in both 
cases, depending on one's particuJar partisan views. 

Moreover, the theory is that since another means 
of knowledge can apply to a fact, a verbal statement 
concerning this fact cannot validly prove it: but Why 
should not this other means of knowledge itself be the 
repetitious one since verbal testimony concerning its 
fact may conceivably turn up?5ti or, Why should other 
means of knowledge which themselves are liable to 
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vnrious deficiencies entail the negation of n notion that 
arises from eternal Scripture untouched by all defects 
inherent in persons, merely because it is deduced that 
its validity is cancelled by a prior means of knowledge ?  
This is ahsurd. 

. 

Thus, therefore, the imperfections that necessarily 
foHow from the induction, c.g. absence of omni. 
scicnec6'J, possession of:\ body etc., find no room in the 
Dhagavan whose supernal manifestation of miraculous 
knowledge, supremacy and so forth is known from 
hundreds of sruits, just as cold can find no place in 
fire. 

And, in consequcI!ce, 
How can our tongue end eavour to state that the 

Tantra is false, while it is composed by the Omniscient 
One Himself who is; known through the U pani�ads? 
Alas for the fool's grand exhibition of labour in 
Mimarpsa ! How can a mind schoo1ed in Mimfupsa be 
50 mistaken ?  

36. Learned thinkers, whose intellectual powers 
command respect, M maintain that all Vedic testimony 

carries authority only concerning such taryas as cannot 
presuppose any other authoritY4 Since words arc 
considered to have their U'ue sense only when they 
concern such a karya, it is impossible that any state ... 
ment can be denotative if it concerns something else 
than a karya. Therefore, when a man has observed 
that in an exchange between two adult persons a certain 
inherently related action of one of them takes place 
immediately upon his hearing a sentence uttered by the 
others he concludes with certainty that the denoting 
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power of Ihe 'enlence as in ferred by means of circum
Manlial-implicalion lerminales completely in the karya 
Ihal has been conveyed by thai ,entence." The vcr)' 
awareness of karyo is known to relate to one's own 
karya ;1O so the onlooker, observing the same pro
cess in the prescnt case, realizes that the one person's 
action has been caused by the other person's variously 
differentiated behaviour: "Surely this person bas been 
made aware by the other of this kal)'a that he proceed 
to his action immediately upon become aware ofwhat 
he has to do." This leads the observer to the conclu
sion that if therefore the verbal 'tatement i, truly 
denotative in so far as it serves to convey a luirya whose 
specific motivation conforms to tile entire statement, 
then whatever bits of meaning come to mind as a result 
of the addition or omission of words are denoted by 
these words only in strict accordance to this '(tirya, 1. 
which thus constitutes the primarily known principal 
element of the statement. In such a statement the 
imperative and optative verbal terminations,'! which 
unvaryingly give rise to a knowledge of kiirya, 
convey by themselves the body of the kiirya, whereas 
the indicative etc. terminations are subject to a Con
textual relation with the kiirya by describing consequent 
matters which required by the karya, e.g. a person9s 
qU(1lificati?D to accomplish it etc.7S 

37, Take for example the statement that a SOil 
has been born to the person spoken to, a purely sub_ 
stantive �tatement ; the aggregate of words which 

convey nothing more than this bare fact (hat a SOn has 
been born, is not definitely proved to possess the power 
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of denoting the postulated birth of the son by means of 
such resultant effects as cheerful looks or joyfully 
bristling hairs on the part of the father." For, it is 
impossible to establish 'definitely that the occurrence of 
a cause for various joys in future, past and present is 
really due to the denotative power of the statement. 
Therefore, also in the case when we have a verb in the 
present indicative collocated with words that have their 
proper signification (in that they refer to things that 
presuppose no other means of knowledge), it must be 
assumed that in it we have a substitute with a positive 
(i.e. injunctive) denotation of words without actually 
having explicit reference to a kiirya.75 

38. A person knows that a certain word has a 
certain denotation, when it is known what is the deno
tation, of the other words with which it is collocated. 76 
It is proved that words have the power of denoting 
things only ill so far as they are contextually connected 
with a kiirya ; consequently, their validity concerning 
an established fact is ba�ed on this that they give rise 
to the notion of kiirya. 

It is contended that this denotation of kiirya is only 
occasional in words,77 but this contend on is incorrect j



the ground for words to be denotative is that they deal 
with a ktirya, so that the contention suffers of the vice 
of being unproved. For a notion that arises from a 
verbal statement can never terminate in any object 
whatsoever that is not a kiirya. 

The cognitions of contextual relations which arise 
immediately upon hearing a profane statement are said 
to derive, not from Verbal Testimony, bu't from 
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Inference.78 Thus it is right that these cognitions do 
not terminate in kiiryas. 

" ' \  
39. I f  i t  were not accepted that verbal statements 

always bear on kaT)'as, on what grounds then could nn 
indicative statement like agniholraliz juhoti "he offers the 
agnihotra" be accepted as an injunctio n ?  Or if it be 
claimed that in this case, even though the statement as 
it stands has no complete validity, it is accepted as an 
injunction in order to ensure that it 5ubserves a pur· 
pose, we reply that this c1aim is incorrect, since the 
operation of means of knowledge is not dependent on 
purpose, but rather is the acceptance of purpose depen
dent on the operation of the means of knowledge. It 
is not proper to assume that since one does not like to 
find rocks when one is looking for gold therefore one 
finds gold ! As long as we do not assume that a state
ment is denotative only when it bears on a !liT)'a, we 
cannot assume that a verb in the present indicative 
contains an injunction. 

40. In the same manner the meaning of the 
upani�ads must also be interpreted as being subordi_ 
nate to such injunctions as "One must know the soul, 
meditate on it, etc.H79 which are expressed in differnt 
passages ; this meaning, then, is that one must know 
the omniscient soul which is beati.tude, i.e. an injunc. 
tion. That the soul is the object of an jnjunction does 
not by itself however prove that the soul exists as an 
established fact ; for there can also be au injunction 
that a certain thing be such while actually it is not So j 
for example the injunction, uKnow your father in 
someone who is not your father," or uKnow that the 

5 
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syl\ableOK1, which is not tbe udgitha, is the udgitha."" 
All statements that sct forth the reality and the 
etcrnality of the soul only serve to convey that there is 
a spiritual agent, who is required in order to experience 
the otherworldly fruits that arc mentioned in ritual 
injunctions where the time of fruition is not speci
fied." 

Therefore, no verbal statement whatever is a means 
of knowing a Ihing oJ Jueh. Thus, by denying thatlhe 
artlmviidas, 82 too, can serve to convey knowledge of 

fact, like Rudra's weeping, it is shown Ihat they merely 
serve to give praise in contextual connection widl an 
injunction, which may be comparatively remote.ss 

41. To conclude, it follows that the postulated 
divine person, who,e personality is the product of the 
baseless beliefs of people that have failed 10 consider 
the true denotation of preceding or succeeding state
ments, is eliminated, with which we conclude our 
extensive discussion. 

42. It is proved now that the pre.eminence of that 
postulated person cannot be borne. out by Scripture. 
Let us, further, suppose that Scripture can indeed 
convey knowledge of facts ; even SOt what possible basis 
is there for the assumption that there exists a person 
who knows dharma and adharma, when we take into 
account the cognition that arises from injunction ? 
OmnisdenceBt is possibJe 'only if the omniscient person 
kn{)w$ the cbject'5 "t.%.z:c.d'l a-;. they are known by means 
of the different meanS of knowledge ;· for there is no 
statement which declares omniscience by cancelling the 
normal means of knowledge. Even'if there were such 
a statement, 'it would have to be explained as an 
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arthaviida since its word-meanings would not aUow of. 
mutual relation. A cognition about a sentence-mean
ing arises from the individual words and it presupposes 
in these words such properties as appropriateness 
etc.� which are learnt through other means of know
ledge ; now we wonder how . such a cognition could 
arise at all, if there were a conflict with these other 
means afknowledge that are required primarily for the 
cognition to arise ! If a statement concerni�g an 
object that is contradicted by pe�ception etc., were 
authoritative, who could then reject the identity of sun 
and sacrificial pole?" And if there is a person who 
poss�sses this peculiar excellency, what happens to the 
authority of the texts which is sought to be proved ?87 

43. OBJECTION. However, those who follow the, 
Pancaratra clan have the tradition that this Paficaratra 
has been composed by this person. 

REFUTATION. But why do the PiiSupatas then not 
agree with their view ? They) too, claim that the 
sovereign of the universe is the promulgator of their 
own system, and others have the same claims. Now 
they cannot aU of them be omniscient. because then it 
would be impossible for them to set forth mutually 
1:.ontradictory teachings. The same ground which 
allows one among several discussants to prove an 
omniscient promulgator must hold equally for all of 
them. ' But which one among the many omniscient 
beings who propound ' mutually conflicting teachings 
while daiming each for himself the prerogative of 
omniscience, which one do we conclude is the one and 
only omniscient God? As the text says, "If there arc 
seVeral omniscient beings who propound incomp'atible 
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'doctrines and if for each of them the arguments .are 
equally. valid, then whom can we elicit as the true and 
only one ?"/18 When each omniscient being is assumed 
on the 'basis of one's own Tantra doctrine since the 
various tantric i  doctrines are mutually in conflict, the 
result will be that none of them is authoritative. , I  

44. 'OBjicTION. ' How can the teachi�g of Va;u
deva' hims�1f; �h� is wcH-kn�wn in Revelation and 
TraciiHon:, be ' brought to the same levei as �ther 
��ntras t F:?l" Ith� ���ifes

,��
tion of H'i�,pO\�ef �a�ibe�f1 

revealed m the Puru�a Hymn, ."The earth sprang from 
his t��t," t�i quaftersJo� .��e sky 

,
fro�l{his e�f� ';;'89

, 
and 

agam, "The creator created sun and moon as before ;"00 
likewis�; :ldHe' 1S Brahma, he' is Sivaj"91 "Vj�fJ.U'S 
htg���t slt�P ;"�2 1 ':f\10 one is his �ord in thls \':"t?:!d, pOI 
one nls commander ; he has no slgn."93 In thiS way, 
the statements of Revelation d��ribe his �anifestation 
characterized by His origination, maintenance and 
annihilation of the world. . Similarly, the Tradition : 
"Frdm Vi:glU arose the world, in llim docs it subsist ; 
he is the one who causes it to exist and to perish," said 
Parasara9+ ; Manu, too, declar'ed that 'He is the lord : 
(tNarayal)a is above the unmanifest, and the WorJd.egg 
is produced by the unmanifest."95 J 

• 
I :  . 

" This Supreme Person who. is continuallYr praised 
farRis knowledge and supremacy in the statements of: 
Revelation and of the sages has created Pancaratra. If 
this Xantra is then on a level with Tantras that are 
apostate from the path of Revelation, then one might 
as well reason that a soma-drinker is on a 1evel with a 
wine.d�inker, j�st because he .is a drinker ! Is this 
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Tantrn not superior? Wherefore, then; a'e the qualities 
of immaculate knowledge, supremacy etc. of the 
Bhagavan not currently attributed also to the Destroyer 
of the Three Cities in the te.�ts of Revelation ? There
fore . it is absurd to hold the equality of the Tantras 
promulgated by both. Or, since He is the God who 
is the cause of the origination, protection and destruc
tion of the universe and for whom the entire Vedanta 
furnishes evidence to the exclusion of anyone else) how 
could He promulgate a , doctrine that is outside the 
pales of the Veda? 

45. OBJECTION. Nevertheless,96 a fair nu�ber 
of 5�utis' are found which ascribe omniscience and 
omnipotence to lord 

'pa§upati as well : "He who is all. 
knowi�g, omniscient ;"97 "The supreme great sovereign 
of sover,e�gns."9S 

REPLY. By secondary denotation these two words 
"omniscient" and "sovereign" apply not only to the 
one who actually ·is omniscient and sovereign, but also 
to others, not excepting God Siva, who are aJ it Were 
all.knowing and supreme. Besides, if in the above 
quotationyaf, sarvaftlafl larvavit the word Jaroajiia were 
indeed used to describe the omniscient one, there would 
be tautology of sarvauit. 

Con�equen�Jy, the word sarvaJlia refers only to 
t-Iahlidcva; and 50 the Skanda-PuraI}.a, Linga-Purana 
and other PuraQ3S exhaust themselves in describing this 
all knowing and sovereign character of Siva. There_ 
fore, since the pa§upata Tantra has been promulgated 
by this Pasupati, it acquires authority in this way; but 
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the reversion of the authority of all Tantra, in con
sequence of their mutual contradictions applies to 'this 
Pasupata Tantra too, 
. " 46. Further, granted that the Lord Vasudeva is 
the Person known in the upani�ads, how then can the 
theory be held of him that he has promulgated the 
Pailcaratra Tantra which conflicts with Revelation�f 
him who said, ltReveIation and Tradition ' are 'my 
commands ?"gg Thus we conclude that there has been a 
deceiver who assumed ,  the name of · Vasudeva' and 
under that name composed the ' Tantra under 
discussion. � 

Or else,' suppose that ' Vasudeva Bh;',elf, ruler of 
the entire universe; waS the pro1mulgator of this Ta�tra; 
they'still say that Bari, whose personaI'manifestaHon, 
are deceptive because of his power of !iliusion, has 
promulgated these unholy texts deceivingly unaer the

' 

guise of holy texts in order to I destroy the whole mass 
of enemies of the gods. ' Now, has he indeed composed 
this Tantra, leading the faithful into the ' mysteriou, 
abyss ,of his grand power 'of illusion, or not ? This is 
the question that now arises. How are we to ,resolve 
it ? Or arc we rather to undent�d that he composed 
this �antra while he himself was in error, since it is not 
accepted by the followers of the Veda, just as the 
doctrine of the Jainas is not accepted ? That the 
followers of the Veda do not accept it has been set 
forth at length aboV'e,loo Consequently, then, 
Paficaratra Tantra is not authoritative becaUse' it 
derives from the cognition of an independent Person. 

47. .Nor is i t '  proper to ' argue the validity of the 
Pailcaratra Tradition Hlike the Manu Tradition etc. "101 
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If the God has composed the Tantra after having, like 
manu etc., learnt the meaning of the Veda from a 
teacher who was satisfied with his pupil's obedience, 
then the assumption that He was independent is pur
poseless and false. It is not borne out by human 
experience that the Veda was immediately manifest to 
him, even though he never learnt it. The defects 
which the Author of the Varttika enumerates, those of 
personal superiority and inferiority etc.,I02 are all to be 
presumed in the case of Paficaratra. 

48. Moreover, the Saivite, Pa�upata, Buddhist, 
Jainist, Kapalika and Paiicaditra teachings are tradi. 
tionally known as heretical. On the basis of the 
distinction between Vedic and Tantric we arrive at the 
conclusion that Paiicaratra is outside the Veda. 
"Tantra is of four kinds : Saiva, Pasupata, Saumya 
and Lagu�a ; thus are described the divisions of 
Tantra ; one should not confuse them." Likewise : 
"There are three distinct doctrines, the Bhakta, the 
Bhagavata and the Sitvata ;" this description of the 
divisions of Tantra is also found in Paiicaratra. 

49. Furthermore, that a doctrine destitute of all 
logic and embracing the view that the soul knows 
birth, which is rejected by Revelation and Tradition, 
should be Truth is a highly ludicrous contention. Thus 
we find the sruti, "Verily, this soul is unperishing. 
essentially indestructible ; it is not conjoined with 
size ;"10' and, "This dies without the soul; the soul 
does not die. "IOf 

OBJECTION. This is aU very well, but all that this 
statement says is that the soul is not destroyed, not 
that it is not born. 
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REFUTATION. No, hy stating that it cannot be 
destroyed, it also decides that it cannot he born ; it is 
impossible that an entity that has been born does not 
perish . .  ' 

OBJECTION. Nonetheless, from the emphasis which 
in the statement "only sat was here ... "!OJ is laid on the 
uniqueness 'of sat, it follows that there were no souls 
before the time of creation. Had the individual soul 

existed before why then this emphasis of "onl,. Sael on 
sat's absolute solitariness ? 

RF.FUTATION. The reply to this is that here the 
emphasis on sat's uniqueness is with regard to th� 
elements of wind, water and ether that were about to 
be created by sat. Were the soul excluded by this 
statement of sat's solitariness, then the soul's origin 
would have been described in the seque1, just as the 
creation of ether is described. This is not done ; there
fore the sou} does not know birthj sjnce jn the sequel 
«<That sat created fire, etc."t06 we do not hear of the 
creation of the individual soul. 

OBJECTlON. However, in the text ,>'010 vii imiini 
bhatiini etc.107 we hear that the souls too know origin, 
continuance and reabsorption. Here the word hhzilll 
denotes thejiva, the individual soul ; for thus we find 
the word used in the passage bhriimqyan sarvllbla7tiini.l08 
The verb Jluanti "they live" in the text can only apply 
to the souls, the expression Jena jijy4nte "by whom they 
are born" evidently refers to these same souls. . 

REFUTATlON. Thls is not Tight. .The word hhfila 
commonly denotes only the elements ether, wind, fire, 
water and earth. If the word is used for something 
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else, it is used metaphorically. Of these elements, 

ether etc. which are primarily understood by the word 
Milia, it is stated that they are variously modified'" 
and that they live. The verb "they live" describes a 
condition of being analogous to living. And if the 
word hhfita be used in the sense of individual soul, 
then too the statement declares that the soul is born 
only in the sense that its entrance into a body is a 
birth. Therefore, when the word MIlia refers to the 
individual soul, it can rightly be said that the souls are 
born, just as it is said that the cow, once born walks 
about. There are �rutis to this effect, like " For the 
saul, unborn, alone-"lIo and we also have other srutis 
which declare that the soul is unborn. S imilarly, the 
word of the Lord : "Know th at both matter and spirit 
arc without beginning ;"111  "this ancient spirit is un� 
born, eternal, everlasting ;""2 "it is never born nor 
does it die"llS etc. Finally there is the syllogism : the 
individual soul in question never knows birth ; for, 
while being substantial, it is bodiless, as it consists of 
spirit, like the Supreme Soul. 

50. There are some who notice the logir:al defects 
inherent in the view that Scripture of a personal 
origin, which we have explained above, and having no 
other course open posit that Tantra too must be 
eternal. Against this position, we state that it is 
sublated by the fact that its author, who is patent 
euough and tacitly remembered, is not forgotten at 
all ; and hence this position does not deserve Our 
notice. 

51. Besides, why has the argument about the 
Pastlpatas etc. been swept aside with a stick ? If one 
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replies, let the argument stand, we shall have the 
defect of mutual exclusion. , And Vasudeva 's author� 
ship of the Tantra, which is commonly known to 

ev erybody, can no more be rejected than the prefer
personal origin orlhe Veda. Or else; if someone says 
that any of the three m eans of knowledge is in the case 
of Plisupata Tantra cancelJed by nOH6appearance,IH 

reversion and dubiety, the answer iSt your own postu
lation applies equally well to the Lagu4a doctrinell.i, 
and once you know this, it is refuted. Your worship 
better keep quiet. 

. 
52. To sum up. For the reasons set forth above 

we maintain that the exposure of this Tantra's incom
patibility with Revelation, Tradition, Epic and Pural.:m 
as well as with the conclusions of OUf 10gical demonstra
tion, and the inacceptabiIity of this Tantra 'to aU 
exemplary persons go to show that the Paficaratra texts 
must have been composed by someone who pretended 
to teach a path that would lead to heaven and salva
tion, but actually wished to deceive the world. Con
cerning.its apocryphal character; which we have noW 
exposed� we have the declaration : "The traditional 
teachings that are outside the Veda and all other false 
doctrines remain fruitless in the aftenNorld, for they 
are considered to derive from tamas." Those who 
follow the Veda are forbidden to speak with those who 
follow such evil paths : "The follOWing are nnt to be 
honoured even with a word : heretics, criminals, 
impostors, crooks, thieves and hypocrites afe not to be 
honoured even with a word." J. 

I 53. �, In the manner1l6 presented above the prima
facie ca$e can be made ,that the Paficarntra in its' 
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entirety has no validity whatever as a means of 
knowledge. Against this prima-facit case we now sub. 
mit that the Tanlra in question must be accepted as 
valid , because it produces r.1ultless knowledge, like the 
scriptural statements on the Vedic sacrifices jyoti�loma 
etc. 

54. Now, such defects as :.ITe cHdtcd by the 
science of logic cannot be detcct�d in thlS inference. 

Let us consider the Object of the p(oposition. The 
Object of the Proposition is, by definition, thecontent 
ora certain thesis is proposed ; it is a term which itself 
is established, and of which it is no\� to be proved that 
it is particulariz.ed by another term, which is also 
established .1I1 In the present case the term which 
particularizes the object is not unknown, for this term, 
sc. "validity," is for both parties estab1ished with 
tegard to the v;1lid means of knowledge, Perception, 
Inference, Verbal Testimony etc. Nor is the subject 
itself unknown� for the Paficaratra system is known 
universally. Nor is the Object to be proved already 
proved, for this Object, " The Pancaratra is valid," is 
not proved for the oppODrnt. Nor is this Object in� 
compatible with Perception, since its opposite, sc. non· 
validity, is beyond perceptual verifiability. Nor is this 
Object incompatible with Inference, because no 
inference p'roving non-validity is found. 

. 55. OSJECTlO1'l. .But such an inference is actually 
found : Fancaratra Sastra is non-authoritative, because 
it is non_V.edic, like Buddhism. 

REFUTATION. We reply, \Vhat is this non
authoritativeness which this reasoning seeks to prove? 



If it is defined by the fact that the Tantra dors not 
produce knowledge, then this definition militates 
against Perception ; for the knowledge which arises in 
a student, who is able to comprehend the relation bet
ween . word and mcaningt concerning the meaning of 
the sentences of Paficaratra Sastra he hears is per
ceptually evident. Nor js the predicate, sc. "non
authoritativeness," defined by dubiety, since then we 
have the same conflict with Perception; for the state
ment, HOne must worship the four-armed Supreme 
Person in the centre of the lotus, H does not occasion a 
doubtf�l cognition : "l\1ust o�e worship Him thu� or 
not ?" Nor, in the third place, is the predicate. defined 
by reversion, since there is no nOll-apprehension of 
what should be there,1t8 and since, the presumption of 
future reversion militates against Perception and would 
put an end to all operations. This point' shall be dis
c.ussed in detail later on. 

56. OBJECTION. Still, the proposed validity of 
Pailcaratra militates against Scripture. Since in 
Paiicaratra Agarna we have its meaning conveyed 
exactly as it is, this conflict between Scripture and 
Pai'icaratra is not vicious only if Pancaratra is not 
authoritative. 

REFUTATION, Why, if that were so, that would 
mean that if its authority is disproved by Scripture 
it is proved by Inference, and if it is proved by 
inference it is disproved by Scripture ;"9 which is n 
vicious circle. 

57. Besides, what does this mean, "being non .. 
Vedic, or outside the Veda ?" If it means that 
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Pai'icaratra is different from the Verla, we have an 
occasional application to Perception etc., which are 
also different from the Veda. If, in order to avoid this 
defect, the ground is thus specified, 'because, while 
being language, it is different from the Veda,' we have 
a hetvantaram deadlock, which, as they say, occurs when 
into a syllogism with an unqualified ground and addi .. 
tional qualification is accepted.I%D Also, we then have 
an occasional application to the statements of Manut 
which also are language and different from the Veda. 
If then, my slow-witted opponent, in order to remove 
this defect from your ground you claim that being 
outside the Veda means "not deriving from the Veda," 
then what do you, logician, think of it ? 

"'veU, by this definition of the ground we get the 
meaning, "something, namely in case there is question 
oflanguage-staternents, is non-Vedic, because it does 
not derive from the Veda." But then there is an 
occasional application to the Veda itself, which does 
not derive from the Veda ! When the ground is re� 
defmed as " because it does not derive from the Veda, 
in case of a language-statement but not a Vedic state
ment:' then again there would inevitably be an occa
sional application to statements of reliable persons 
which do not derive from the Veda and yet are valid, 
like U Thereare trees on the rivCI"·bank.·· If the reason 
is further conected into : "because it does not derive 
from the Veda, namely J in case of a language-statement 
-but not a Vedic slatement-and this statement con ... 
cerns an action to be taken," then still we have a vicious 
applicability to such precepts as HOne must eat little 
when one has indigestion." Again, if the ground is 



then reformulated as ."becau,e it does not derive from 
the Veda, in ca,e of a ,tatement specified by all the 
ahove specifications and al,o concerned with dharma 
and adharma," then this ground is partly impertinent, 
becau,e Paficariitra Siistra doe' not deal with dharma 
and adharma exclusively, since the great majority of its 
statements concern Brahman. If then, the specifica. 
tion is added " .... when it deals with objects that nrc 
outside the scope of other pran:al).as,," then again the 
ground doe, not fully apply, for hundreds of srutis 
demonstrate that the Perception of God encompasses 
all thing, related to dharma and adlmrma. We ,haJJ 
discuss this point presently ;12I this suffices for the time 
being to expose the baseless fancies of those who have 
not made,a study of Ak�apada's'Z2 system. Other con· 
ceivable inferences will be presented; and refuted, 
lat,�r on: ' 

We conclude therefore, that the proposition 
UPat1cariitra is authoritatiw!:," is not in conflict with 
Inference. .' f \ 

58. Nor is it in conflict with Scripture, for 
hundreds of scriptural statementsJ like idarp mahopa
ni�adam, will be adduced which set forth that 
PafiC'aratra is authoritative. There are no grounds to 
suspect in our proposition anyone of the three kinds of 
contradiction of languagc·statcmcnts ; namely, con
tradiction within the terms of the statement ; t.vutradic
tion with one's own thesis ; or contradiction willi 
universally accepted facts . 

. First, there i� no contradiction \\·ithin the state� 
�ent. -' This type of conlradiction h: of three kinds : of 
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mere utterance; or utterance of property ; nnd of 
utterance of substance. First1r, the proposition is not 
contradicted by its mere utterance, for the stntement of 
the thesis. "Pnnc...'lratra Sastra is authoritati.ve" docs not 
cancel its own content I ns does, for instance, the 
,tatement : " During my entire life I have kept 
silence." Secondly, there is no contradiction through 
utterance of property, as for example the statement : 
"All statements arc untrue j" for the authoritativeness 

predicated of Pancaralra does not cancel the proposi-
60n. Thirdly, there is no contradiction through 
utterance of substance, since in the given substance a 
connection with the given property is not contradictory � 
Paficaratra is not contradicted by its property autllOrita

tiveness, as motherhood is contradicted by the property 
sterility. For upon the assertion of the authoritative� 
ness of the substance in question, it is not contradicted 
by any particular substance named in Revelation, 

since the imputation of questionableness is secondary, 
as in the case of the assertion that certain acts of 
violence which are enjoined are against the dharmn.m 
There is, therefore, no contradiction by Janguage

statement ; so that we conclude that the proposition is 
presentable. 

59. Nor is the ground affected by logical defects, 

like occasional application etc. The ground is not 
occasionally applicable to other terms. This fallacy of 
occasional ness is of two kinds, general occasional ness 
and special occasionalness. An instance of\ the first 
kind provides the ground in the argument : "The earth 
h eternal, because it is knowable:'IH Of the second 
kind: U The earth is eternal, became it I possesses 
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smelI.n,2'� Our ground, namely, cPaficaratra is authori
tative, because it prDduCts faull/ess know/edge', does not 
apply equally whether it is authoritative or not, which 
would render the ground generally .. occasiona1.126 For 
this ground, namely its being a came of faultless know
ledge, has not been found before in the alternative pro
positions that Paficaratra is deceptive and hence non
authoritative. Neither does the ground have a specially
occasional application, because the illustration "like 
statements on Vedic sacrifices such as jyoti�toma etc. " 
shows its connection with other instances on the same 

side of the argument. 

Nor is the ground precluded, since there is no con
comitance of its opposite; being a cause of faultless 
knowledge is not invariably accompanied by non
authoritativeness. Nor is the ground cancelled by 
lapse of time, since there is no conflict with Percep. 
tion and in this it is analogous with Scripture. 

Nor is the ground itself unproved or unestablished. 
If a ground is unestablished, this is because either its 
locus or its essence is unestablished. The first does not 
apply, for its locus is Paficaratra Siistra, which is proved 
to exist. Nor does the second apply : for there are 

three ways in whieh a ground may be unestablished as 
to its essenCe : through ignorance, through dubiety, or 
through reversion. Ignorance does not apply, as 
follows from the fact tb.at the wards describing the 
ground arc pronounced.121 Nor does dubiety nppIy, 
for that the ground is correct is undoubted nnd self
evident to the defender of the proposition, while for 
the opponent the Same .is easHy proved by the f."lct that 
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no defects are apprehended in it. That the ground 
would be unestablished through reversal is utterly out 
of lhe question. 

60. OBJECTION. But how can we discard the 
supposition that the Pailcaratra texts are faulty?'" 
This supposition arises instantly since the texts are of 
personal origin. 

REfUTATION. How do you avoid the same supposi
tion in the case of the Vedas? There too it arises 
instantly, since die Vedas are language-statements. 
\Vhen you reply, it is avoided because the Vedas have 
no personal auth�r. then you may realize that in our 
case, too, it is avoided, since the Tantras. have been 
composed by the Supreme Person, who is omniscient 
and eternaIIy satisfied, and you may keep quiet ! 

'Vhat I mean to say is this. Our position is that 
in language as such there arC no defects that invalidate 
its authoritylt9; ac; language, language is authoritatlve. 
Its authority is in certain cases invalidated by defects 
in the character of the speaker, for instance in a 
language statement, " There is a herd of elephants on 
my finger-tip." The statements in the upani�ad 
portion of the Veda remove whatever suspicion we may 
have about any defects in the character of the speaker 
in the text collection here under discussion. For the 
Vedanta texts Set forth that the omniscient Lord of 
the world is supremely compassionate ; then how can 
we:: suppose Him to be deceitful etc.? 

61. OBJECTION. However, I have said that 
language statements have no authority when they 
concern established facts) on the ground that when 
terms are applied to such facts they do not have proper 
denotative power. 

7 
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REFUTATION. This vjew is not correct. Profane 
language, eliciting a fact by direct application, ; even 
though this fact is established, really operates -its 
denoting power as fully as it does by applications which 
concern karyas. Consider the illustration that has been 
given aboveuo. When certain manifestations (of joy) in 
a man's face, which faHow on his hearing the 
statement "A son has been born to you," make it 
appear that the man spoken-to is happy, one instantly 
understands that his happiness is the result of his 
receiving from this statement a knowledge of an 
agreeable meaning, and one then infers that, for a 
medium-aged person too, this happiness derives from 
the statement. Thus one concludes that, since this 
happiness came to exist upon the existence of the 
statement, the statement itself has the power to convey 
an agreeable meaning. If there arises a doubt as to 
which particular ground of happiness among the maI}Y 
d ifferent grounds that may occur according to past, 
present and future, then consider this. A young boy, 
who wants to understand the meaning of speech, 
immediately upon hearing the same statement receives 
knowledge that a birth ceremony is being held. He 
thinks to himself, " There must be a reason for tllis." 
Then he considers, U Is die agreeable meaning which 
has been understood from the statement the cause of 
this knowledge that a birth ceremony is to be held ?" 
and he rea1izes that this meaning n-as precisely this 
that a son had been born. lSI . 

. And on that issue : Definite knowledge of tIle 
donation of words in a sentence is had through the 
words that are included or excluded. This being 50, 
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words denote their meanings, whether these are 
established things or not. 

62. OBJECTION'. However, the relation of cause 
and effect is not just known from the fact that one 
comes into existence upon the existence of the other, 
for that would mean over·e.,<lension. Nor does the 
realization that a birth ceremony is to be held follow 
invariably upon the knowledge of an agreeable mean· 
ing ; for we find also that the same realization follows 
upon a feeling of distress, namely when the informed 
father is vexed by the trouble of maintaining his 
family.1n 

REFUTATION. Don't we find that the realization 
of a karya is caused by a verbal statement, so that we 
can agree that, for example, the realization that a cow 
is to be fetched following a statement " Fetch the cow" 
is indeed caused by that statement ? When you say 
that, since this: realization cannot occur without a 
cause therefore the proximate statement must in that 
case be the Cause of the realizationl then I maintain 
that the same holds also in the case of " A  son is born." 

It has been decided by our opponent that the 
verbal denotation of a meaning which causes an action 
to be taken is a result of the inclusion in the statement 
of a litiiidi suffix. us He who maintains that all words 
only bear meaningfully on kiirya, maintains in effect 
that padiirthasm exist only in kiirya statements and that 
e.g. in th.e case of cows, horses and the like, which are 
related to bodies, their being a padiirtha is ascertained 
by the inclusion or exclusion of the words denoting 
them in a statement concerning karya. If he says) 
indeed, whenever their being a pat/iirlha is Significantly 
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construed, it is construed just as connected with liiTya, 
we reply, Stop being obstinate ; for verbal exchange is 
also possible througb denotation of, words that are 
connected with other things than kiiryas. 

63. It is necessary to accept the position that 
words are ( d enotative of connected meanings, for 
otherwise it would be impossible to explain that they 
afe denotative of meanings connected with kiiryas. 
Tbe definition, 'tbe thing meant by a word is always 
connected with a karya' fails to cover the defined topic 
completely ; for it does not apply in the case of 
injunctive suffixes, since these suffixes denote their own 
meanings as connected, not with karya, but with 
consequences o f  already established facts, such as 
proper qualification on the part of the person enjoined 
etC.1'5 Or if it is said that in their case there is 
denotation of connected meanings and in the other case 
denotation of meanings connected with karya, we reply 
that this is a neither old nor young, nrgument ;1$6 it is 
more appropriate simply to accept the view that there 
is denotation of connected meanings in general. 

64. Therefore, the adherents of all schools should 
accept that words have proper -denotation for the 
meanings they denote because these meanings are 
connected with other meanings that are required to 
complete the sense of the statement, are closely 
collocated and are appropriate. Even if the denoting 
power of language were to be understood only through 
its proper signification in karya statements alone, m 
even so it is correct when we decide the denotation or 
language to take the standpoint that koo'a is jwt onc of 
the inessential factors of denotation. like the ide-ndW 
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of the speaker, the extent or space in which a statement 
can be he,,,d etc. The logicians hold the view Ihat 
the meaning of a language statement cannot be known 
except by language statement.'" Consequently, there 
exists no inherent relationship with kiir;'(J as cause of 
denotation in uses of words that have their proper 
signification, just as is the case with floating precious 
stones on water. Just as this floating, however helpful 
it may be to determine the identity of certain diamonds, 
e.g. the brahmin diamond, serves no purpose when a 
stone is being ' transacted which has already been 
properly identified, similarly the karyn, however helpful 
to understand the proper signification of a word, serves 
no purpose once its proper signification has been 
identified. 

65. Moreover, if words denote their meanings 
only as connected with karya, then how can we know 
from them that, for example, there is a relation 
between a fruit and a river-bank, is in a statement : 
" There is a fruit on the river-bank ? "  If you say 
that a statement of such a substantive relation does not 
denote the relation it states through its primary sense, 
but through secondary sense, then, we may ask, where 
do statements then have their primary sense ? If you 
answer : in a );iio'a which is not previously known 
through other means of knowledge, we reply : no, for 
then no use of words would be possible, since their 
meaning would not yet have been identified. Naturally 
there can be no knowledge of the meaning of a word 
when that word denotes a meaning not previously 
known through other means of knowledge, and no 
cognition can arise from words with unknown meanings 
for that would entail over-extension. 

' 



66. OBJEOTION. My position is this. In ordinary 
language a statement is understood to have its 
proper signification when it bears on a kiirya that is 
to be accomplished with a certain action. In Vedic 
language a statement enjoys a special power of denota
tion which 'transcends the transitory root-sense of the 
word " sacrificing ": and it has this power of denotation 
because it is the means of realizing a certain fruit 
and acquires this power on account of the collocation 
of words describing this fruit ; whereas in ordinary 
language, since there verbal exchange is possible also 
to the unsophisticated, this determination of the nature 
of word and meaning is not attendell to. 

RF.FUTATlON. This position is just wishful think .. 
ing ; for a 1anguage statement, even if understood in 
your way as bearing meaningfully only on a kiirya to 
be accomplished with an action,IS9 does not by that 

token set forth a permanent kiirya,140 since that would 
mean over-extension. If we cannot know the true 
connection of words even when the usage of our elders, 
through which the denotations of these words is under
stood, takes place in accordance with these words, then 
we can never know their connection ! If a language 
statement has lost its postulated true denoting power 
because it is impossible, it does not thereby acquire 
another denoting power. J n such cases we surely 
must assume laksanu. HI For when certain words arc 
collocated that ha�� incompatible meanings, these words 
do not therefore denote something else altogether, for 
then aU word meanings wou1d become unreJj,'lbIe. 

67. Besides, we do not admit that the fact that a 
word has the power to communicate a liif')'o that is not 
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previously known through other means of knowledge 
proves that there actually exists a relationship between 
itself and the fruit of the action it enjoins. The only 
relation proved of it is that with injunction, not with 
instrumentality. That in a statement there subsists a 
relation with a kiiT)'Q which transcend! the root�sense of 
the verb cannot be proved except by the relation of 
karya with the fruit of the act, and the latter relation 
cannot be proved without Ihe former. And Iherefore 
there is a vicious interdependence tllat cannot be 
refuted. If there is nO factor which activates the 
person who, according to the injunction, is specified by 
the heaven that is to be achieved, the injunction itself 
cannot be the means of achieving the desired he-'wen. 
The eoot·sense of the words being transitory, the 
statement itself cannot function as this means.l4% 
Therefore the assertion that a language statement 
communicates as its proper meaning a karya which 
exceeds this transitory root-sense, cannot be correct. A 
person is not specified hy heaven as the object to be 
achieved,14s but it is the person who desires heaven who 
is enjoined upon to accomplish the act. Heaven can
not be the specification of the person's qualification, 
because heaven is yet to be achieved. Only something 
that has already been achieved, that actually exists, can 
specify the person upon whom an act is enjoined, for 
instance, the real fact of his being alive etc. Conse
quently only his desire can specify his qualification for 
the act. 

68. Furthermore, precisely how is heaven, which 
in your opinion functions as the specification of the 
person enjoined, an object to be realized, a sadhya ? 
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If its beiIlg a sadhya means that it is fit for a relation 
with a sadhana, it is impossible (or heaven to be siddha, 
as t long as its relatabiHty obtains, since it cannot 
become .idiha in the meantime.'" The only authority 
that exists for heaven becoming siddha in the. end is the 
injunction itself, while the only authority for the 

injunction is just this that heaven does become siddha. 
This is plainly a vicious circle. If heaven is the siidl!yaJ 
the injunction is not the sadhya. It is not possible to 
combine two siidhyas in one sentence. 

69. OBJECTION. Indeed, the unity of a sentence 
is broken upU!i when it contains two siidhyas that are 
independent, but not when the two are interdependent. 
And here the two siidh)'QS are interdependent since the 
realization of heaven is contained in the realization of 
the injunction. That is what the Author says : " When 

the niyoga is realized, everything else in accordance 
with it is also realized;" and : "Why should tile 
realization of the fruit not be held to be subservient to 
the realization of the injunction ?"146 Therefore there is 
no conflict here. 

REFUTATION. No ; unless heaven is realized, how 
can the injunction be realized? Without the realiza .. 
tion of heaven neither the qualification, nor the 
object, nor anything else required by the injunction is 
realized. 

70. OBJECTION. In the case of the qualifications 
for periodical rites the injunction does not require the 

I realization o r any fruit.H7 Nor does an injunction to 
one act fail to apply to a person who reaJly desires 
another fruit. The pre .. eminence148 is reaUy the 
injunction's ; a person is enjoined upon by the injunc-
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tion to any '!I.et in the same way as he is enjoined upon 
to perrorm the periodical acts. For the i njunction 
draws unto itselr the desirous person who himselr 
thinks that the heaven which he desires is the principal 
object, in the snme way as the injunction to perform 
the periodical acts activates a person, even though he 
does not desire anything, to these acts which bear no 
rruit at all. 

Besides, a person who is desirous of heaven also 
opens and shuts his eyes ; for you these actions do not 
subserve his realization of heaven. Why not consider 
the sacrificing an action of the same kind ? There are 
some who do not accept that it is a means of realizing 
heaven. 

. 

71. REFUTATION. If that is the view, we ask: 
Are the sacrifice etc., \vhich are to be grasped by the 
cognition that they are such means, eliminated from 
the injunction? On this point : When the injunction 
does not mean to convey a relation between the object 
to be realized and the means of realizing it, then all 
acts are fruitless. 

Therefore, it is sound to maintain that from the 
injunctive suffixes therc results first the cognition that 
they are indeed the means to realize the desired object, 
and that subsequently the desire for this object prompts 
a person to undertake the act of realization. But it is 
improper to maintain that the primary denotation 
occurs in the expressing of a meaning that was 
previously unknown, and that the denotation in the 
expressing of any other meaning is secondary. We 
conclude that ordinary, non-Vedic statements give rise 
to cognitions concerning meanings that :lre just so 
established by these statements. 
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72. OBJECTION. But these cognitions do not arise 
from the denoting power of language, but result from 
Inference. For these statements, though their denota
tions in conveying certain meanings are consciously 
known once their proper meanings have been learnt, 
do not furnish complete certainty about their meanings 
merely upon being- heard by a listener, when they are 
accompanied by doubt which is created by the listener's 
observation that in one case or other statements have 
deviated from their proper meanings. And, unless 
there be complete certainty, the meaning will remain 
unknown ;  for no knowledge can arise jn one's mind 
from uncertainty. 

If the meaning of a statement is not known, 
the listener wants to discover it :  U The speaker uses 
words whose meanings apparently admit of being 
connected ;  and reliable persons do not usc words 
whose connections are unkno\\'n i" and the listener 
realizes that therefore the speaker has knowledge of 
such a connection. If the knowledge of connection is 
thus inferred, the meaning discovered by the listener 
does not require the authority of verbal testimony. 
Consequently, since ordinary language statements arc 
dependent on the speaker's cognition; they terminate 
in that cognition through Inference aJone� 

73. Rl::FUTATlON. TlJis view is not correct; for 
a word conveys its right meaning as its natuml func
tion, and the observation that in one c.'uc tJJt: stMemt'llt 
happened to be untrue under the innuenr:e of defects 
in the speaker's character should not gi\'e riic to a 
general suspicion which would ca.use all J't:ttclncnf to 
sh'e up its nn:tura.J capacity of com'eyjng its meaning. 
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The suspicion that a fire may not burn in otber crues 
because in one c.'1.�e, when obstructed b)" mantras, it 
fails to bum, does not make (ire fail to bum! And the 
r.,et that the sense of vision rna)' give rise to a cogni
tion which docs not correspond to reality-e.g. that 
nacre is sil .... er-as the result of some optical error does 
not signify that the visual sense cannot produce true 
cognition of the visible presence of n pitC'hcr ctc. 

Therefore, a .statement does indeed instantly 
convey a certain meaning to the listener if he knows 
the rdation between the '\\'ords and their me.."lnings. It 
docs not require knowledge of the basis. Defo

·
re there 

is complete knowledge on the part of the listener about 
the basic knowledge of the speaker, and, further, when 
the meaning bas been expressed, the question rises : 
HHow does he know tlJis ?" and Inference proceeds to 
resolve that question. You want to infer : " Did the 
speaker know somtthing ?" or wish to infer his knowledge 
of the connection of the different meanings. But the 
mere knowledge that the speaker knew something is not 
enough for utterance and action concerning a state
ment-meaning to proceed. Inference of a cognition 
concerning the connection of different meanings is im
possible without a prior cognition of such a connection. 
This being so, the meaning of the statement must be 
known first. For cognitions whose particular objects 
are not connected, are not connected themselves. Nor is 
a particular meaning established by cognitions that ate 
inferred to be such. If you say that any word combina_ 
tion which is able to convey a certain connection 
produces knowledge of just this connection, I maintain 
that the connection of the particular meanings must he 
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known previously ; unless a connection has already 
reached the level of cognition it cannot give rise to being 
expressed in a statement. 

74. To conclude, the cognition of an established 
fact in statements . like " there is a fruit on ' the river. 
bank 'l is strictly of verbal origin and does not arise 
from Inference . .  Therefore the position that statements 
produce valid knowledge only if they deal with a 

previously unknown Icarya is taken only by people whose 
judgments are 'stultified by their continuous preoccupa
tion with their own theories. In the manner set forth 
abo\ e it is true that statements may bear meaningfully 
and informatively on other meanings as well. 

Consequently, all the statements of the Upani�ad, 
which set forth the existence of a categorically different 
Person (e.g. H He is the overlord of the Universe, 
sovereign of all. He commands aU the world ". H9 
" All this is manifest to HimlSIl etc.") are authoritative 

etc..") are authoritative as to what they state. since they 
produce indubitable and unreversed knowledge of their 
contents. 

15. Nor do statements concerning established 
facts lose their authority simply because of tIle con
sideration that repetition or reversion might be antici
pated on the strength of our assumption that either a 
corroborating or an invalidating cognition about the 
same facts could conceivably occur ; for the same thing 
would also apply to statements concerning liif)'a. Be
sides, a karya can also be known through other meanS 
of knowledge, e.g. the kiirya that firClvood is to be 
fetched ; for it has been admitted that that kiirya can 
also be known through �lDotl!er me:tns of knowledge as 
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in the case of the cooking of the adana.'" Or if a 
statement which sets forth a klirya about a categori
cally different act like the agnihotra is held to be 
authoritative because no other authority for it can be 
conceived to e.'Cist,-why, since there is not a ghost of 
other authority for the exic;tence of the Bh<1gnvan whose 
personality consists in unsurpassed knowledge, Sove
reignty and beatitude, it is all the same, depending on 
what partisan view one takes ! 

Moreover, if a cognition concerning a content that 
is also known through another means of knowledge 
does not recognize its own content as authoritative, 
since it has already been taken care of by another 
authority, this non-authoritativenes of its content is 
beyond experience for it is a mere matter of as sump_ 
tion. Therefore it must be1l1aintained that all indubi_ 
table and unreversed knowledge is authoritative, 
regardless of whether its content is established, or yet 
to be perfonned, or anything else. Hence we reject 
our opponent's position. 

76. The objectionl!i2 that omniscience is acquired 
by means of the regu1ar senses is incorrect,I5S because 
iruti contradicts it : " He sees without eyes, hears with 
ears ; he who does not see with the eye, who sees the 
eyes, has neither effect nor instrument ; "13-t H know
ledge, strength and action are natural to Him,""'!; etc. 
These �rutis do not speak metaphorically, for there is 
no authority for this assumption. !\fetaphorical usage 
is assumed when the primary meanings of the srutis 
make no sense. Since the primary meaning here makes 
sense, the assumption of metaphorical use is baseless. 
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77. OBJECTION. But in this case we have in fact 
reason to cancel the primuy meaning, because the 
primary sense militates against other means of know
ledge. 

REFUTATION. What other means of knowledge ? 
Not, to start, Perception, for we see no Perception 
occur which shows that the said Person is non-existent. 
If you retort that non�existence is decided by the non- , 
apprehension of what should be there, we reply that this 
does not hold in our case since the object, that is the 
said Person, is actually apprehended through Scripture 
itself, which is the highest-ranking a.mong the 3.sserubJ}' 
of the means of knowledge. Nor does it militate against 
Inference; for how could an Inference which disproves 
that Person arise at all, slow-moving as it is) when its 
object is instantly refuted by the rapidly arising 
scriptural cognition ? Moreover, if this were so, the 
relation of sacrificing etc� to heaven, apiirval:>6 etc., 
would logically be contradicted by the fact that 
sacrificing etc. are actions, when Scripture did not 
cancel such reasoning. True, the identity of sacrificial 
pole and SUD, which is asserted by Scripture, is 
cancelled by another means of knowledge, namely 
Perception alone, because the difference between a 
piece of wood and the disc of the sun is indeed obvious. 

Besides, in this case it is legitimate to assume 
metaphorical usage, for the statement of this idcntitr 
is an arlhaviida, since it forms onc single statement with 
the proximate injunction a.bout the unction of the 
sacrificial pole. m Tllcre is no other injunction to 
,,,'hieh it could be accessory as an ar/harada. 
Alternatively, inasmuch as the humnn importance of a 
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statement would be lost if there were no injunction to 
connect it with, an injunction may be supplemented 
and then the arthavada i., regarded as accessory to that 
supplemented injunction. 

7B. The objectionm that'as long as statements fail 
to prompt the operator of the means of knowledge to 
being active or to prevent him from being active, they 
do not communicate self.sufficient information, docs 
not hold good. FOT, we find that statements have 
human importance also outside any connccdon with an 
injunction ; in such a case it will be as in the statement 
"A sOn has been born to you)" and the like. Nor need 
an injunction be supplemented in these cases. For 
without an injunction, too, joy arises from the in forma. 
tion that a SOn has been born. Likewise) a statement 
which is self-sufficient in merely expressing particular 
actions which questioners want to know in exchanges 
of question and answer-e.g. U \Vhich action ? " 
(( Cooking ! "-do not require the supplementation of 
an injunction. In the upani�adic texts the knowledge 
of brahman is declared to be rewarded by great bliss : 
u the brahman-knower becomes brahman " ;  H9 " the 
brahman knower attains the supreme n ; 160 " the ,ulman 
cantor attains ""ith brahman all that he desires ; "lEI 
the huolan importance of statements without injunc
tions is quite clear from these and other scriptural 
words. 

To sum up, when it is established that the 
Bhagavan is the treasury solely of beautiful qualities of 
direct universal cognition, compassionateness etc., 
qualities which arc true and natural to Him, and 
which ..... e know from hundreds of quoted �rutiSJ then it 
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is also established that the Tantra which is based on 
His universal cognition is a.uthoritative indeed. 

79. OBJECTION. Granted that, as you have 'des
cribed it, there exists some Person who is endowed 
with natural omniscience, as it is' known from the 
upan�ads, yet, unless it js absolutely certain that tbjs 
Person is indeed Hari, Paficaratra will nat be authori· 
tativc. 

REFUTATION. This is a worthless remark j no 
experts in the Veda dispute that the Supreme Soul, 
cause of the entire universe, is Vasudeva. For He is 
revealed in the upani�ads as the Supreme Soul : 
" Truth, knowledge, infinite ; that is the supreme step 
of Vi�t;lu. Vasudeva is the ultimate matter, the ulti .. 
mate spirit " 162 " He was alone beyond who became 
this world " ; " higher than whom there is nothing at 
all I) in accordance with the subject expressed in these 
statements there are passages Jike : U From whom these 
beings ... " " Sat alone, my son .. " Therefore Vj$�u's 
perfect knowledge is established by the' upaui�ads. 
And it is not declared in sruti that the origination, 
subsistence and destruction of the world are caused by 
anyone but Him. Hence there is a consensus that He 
is the supreme omniscient soul. 

That He is the Supreme Soul we learn also ' from 
the statements of Dvaipayana, PaJ'asara, Niirada and 
other great seers. Thus : "  Know thou. 0 tormentor 
of thy foes, that the entire world rests on V�Qu. 'I'ne 
Great ViglU creates the totality of creatures, moving 
and unmoving. In him they go to their reabsorption, 
from Him they originate." " The glorious Sage 
Narayat;la, without beginning or cnd, is the s?vercign 
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Lord. He creates the creatures, those that stand still 
and those tbat move. Tbat He is the Supreme 
Brahman is also learnt elsewhere. Ketava, 0 best of 
the Bharatas, the Blessed One, is the sovereign, the 
Supreme soul, the entire universe : thus it stands 
revealed in many places of the Scripture." 163 U For 
those who seek to know the supreme principle by means 
of many.sided reasonings Hari alone is the Principle, 
the great Yogin, Niirayal]a the Lord. ",6< 

Likewise in the Danadharma, 
"Padmaniibha is the Supreme Soul, the highest 

One, the pure One, the Refuge. This is the secret 
doctrine of the Veda; dost thou not know, sacker of 
cities ? By His grace do we all cause the worlds to exist. 
And the trusted ones, and the first among the 
immortals, and the gods are held to be His repre
sentatives. If Vi�Q.u is indifferent, no good will come 
to us." 

Thus Rudra's word.16.5 Similarly, in the Maha
bharata and Matsya PUf2.i)a, 

"He who amongst them is the Supreme Soul, He 
indeed is the eternal, unqualified, perfect One; He is 
to be known as NarayaI).a, for He is the world.soul, the 
Spirit." 

Likewise in the Varaha Purat;ta, 
uWho, excepting the Lord Narayal}a, is superior 

to the God whose conduct has become the life-order on 
the earth ?" 

"There has been no God greater than NarayaI)a, 
nor shall there be ; this is the secret doctrine of the 
Vedas and the PuraI).3s, 0 excellent ones."'  

, 
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Likewise in the Linga Pura!)., 

"Janardana is the sole Spirit, the highest One,-the 
Supreme Soul, from whom Brahm. was born ' from 
Him Rudra and from Him al! the world.u 

' 

Likewise Parasara's word, \ 
>"The world has originated from ViglU ' and' on 

Him it rests. He is the maker of its subsistence and
' 

its destruction."166 

Likewise in the Manavadharma§iistra,167 

"NarayaI)a is higher than the unmanifest ; the 
World-Egg originates from the unmanifest. Within 
the Egg are all the,e worlds as 

'
well as the earth with 

her seven continents. " 

Therefore, the study of these and similar sruds, 
smrtis, epical texts and puniQas proves that Vasudeva 
is the universal cause, the Supreme Soul. 

80. Nor do the srutis declare that Rudra is the 
Supreme Soul, or that any other deity is. On the 
contrary, the followers of the Eka:yana sakhaUia say that 
he has an origin, and the same is found in the Veda 
it�eJf: HDarkness was here .... from which Rudra is 
born ; that is the greatest in aU the\vorlds, that indeed 
is the oldest in the ,Ytorlds." uSimiJarly, Rudra's posi .. 
tion is clearly known to bea result of his karrnan :luJJe 

obtained his greatness by propitiating Vi�l).u." "From 
the forehead sprang a drop ; from that Rudra was 
born." 169 

These and other srutis declare that Rudra was 
born. This being so, the statements that in appearance 
convey the greatness of Rudra and others really serve 
as laudatory .statements, like' the sruti : "the ear is 
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brahman.tlno Consequently, the passages in the 
PlIriiQas which declare Rudra etc. to be the Supreme 
Soul have not their primary meaning, because they are 
in conflict with Perception alld Scripture. 

81. Concerning the objection that the assertions 
of the doctrines orthe Tantras are to be rejected since 
their greatness is set forth only in non· Vedic Tantric 
texts, we say that Vi�l}u is stated to be the Supreme One 
in the text. of the Way of the Vedic doctrine. For 
example in the Vi�l).u Pural).a, 

"The Supreme Soul, the Basis of an creatures, the 
Supreme Lord is caHed by the name of Vi!'.'u in Vedas 
and Upani�ads."'l1 

In the Varaha PuraI}.a, 
II The Supreme Brahman is Vj�f)U ; the triple 

division in the pathways of the Vedic doctrine is here 
set forth ; the ignorant do not know this.172 There has 
been no god greater than NarayaI}a, nor shall there 
be ; m this is the secret doctrine of Vedas and Pura!)as, 
o excellent ones." 

• 

Likewise in the Matsya Pural).a, 

" In those aeons where sailua prevails, the great
ness ofVi�l)u is declared. In aeons predominated by 
lamas the greatness of Fire and Siva is expounded."174 

Likewise in the Lmga PuralJa, 

" For there is no other recourse ordained b�t 
ViglU ; this' the Vedas constantly declare,' no doubt 
about it." 

. Likewise in the Vayu PUraI)3, 
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" The Spirit that belongs to the Way of the Veda 
is explaind to be the thousand-armed supreme lord of 
creatures. n 

Likewise in the Bhavi�yat Pura\la, 

" Vi�\lu is traditionally known to be tbe Sepreme 
in tbe pathways of tbe Vedic doctrine. ·Vi�\lu is tbe 
greatest among persons, the most exalted Supreme 
Person.nu.:J 

All this has already been explained in great detail 
in the PUTrqnniT{!Q)'a176 and is therefore not further 

enlarged upon here. Therefore, how can our tongue 
endeavour to say that the Tantra which is revealed by 
Vi��nu who is known from the Upani�ads is false? 
For He is such that He has an immediate insight into 
the dharma of Consecration, Propitiation etc., by virtue 
of the omniscience that is natural to Him.'TT 

82. Considering that the sensual pleasure to be 
had from attainment of heaven, the birth of a son etc. 

is inseparable from various forms of misery and does 
not. continue for long, the supreme sages SaJ;u;lilya, 
Narada and others have rejected this plt"asurcJ which 
in their view was really misery, and in order to attain 
the release left their dwellings to become mendicants j 
and they have decided definitively chat He 1ms created 
the Paficaratra Sastra which sets forth the knowledge 
and manner o f  propitiation of Himself which constitute 
the sale means of attaining the unparaJleled beatitude 
they sought. 

83. This argument cannot be extended to other 
Tantras, for in the various authors of those Tantras 
error etc. is possible. It is impossible that Perception 
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or another means of knowledge forms the basis for the 
other Tantras, and they themselves do also not claim 
that Scripture is the basis. Besides, because they 
communicate a meaning that is incompatible with the 
conclusions of the npan�ads the view that Ihese 
Tantras are based on Perception or Scripture is 
,ubl.ted. 

For there are four kinds of followers of the way of 
Hre set forth in those Tantras, the Kfipalikas, Kala. 
mukhas, pasup.tas and Saivas. The Kiipalik. doctrine 
is described as follows : the reward of releme is attained 
by knowing what the six mudrikiis'78 are and by wearing 
them, not by knowing Brahman. As they say, "He 
who knows the identities of the six mwJ,ikiiJ and is 
expert in the supreme Mudra, and meditates upon the 
self in the vulva posture, attains nirviU;ta." The six 
mudrilc& of the Kapalikas are stated to be the earring, 
necklace, pendent, head ornament, ashes and the sacri· 
ficial theread : there are two more subsidiary mudras 
described, namely skull and skull-staff. One whose 
body is marked by these mudriis will not be reborn in 
the world." Now, the srutis do not bear out their view 
that the knowledge of such paraphernalia, the wearing 
of them and the concentration on the body in the 
immoral vulva posture are means to attain release, for 
the �rutis expound that release is attainable only by one 
who has renounced all sensual desires of this world and 
the other world and who concentrates on the soul 
Vasudeva as the cause of the entire Universe : "knowing 
H im  one goes beyond death ; there is no other path to 
tread ctC."I79 

The same is. true of the Kalamukhas who teach 
that certain practices, which are condemned by all the 
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sastra" like eating from a skull, bathing in and tasting 
of �shes of cremated corpses, carrying a lngu4a sraff, 
putung up wine-cups and worshipping the dtity in 
them, wB) secure aU material and immaterial desires : 
these teachings arc outside the Veda. 

84. Also some of the teachings of the P�upatas 
and the Saivas in which compatible and incompatible 
dements 3rc indiscriminately mixed are likewise out
side the Veda. The Pii�upata system is 'as follows : 
there are individual soul, which are called pa�us. 
cattle, and their overlord is Siva, the Lord of Cattle. 
To assist the souls Siva has composed the 
Paficadhyayi.'BO There the five Categories are ex ... 
plained, nn.mc:;,ly, Cause, Effect, Injunction, Yoga and 
the Cessation of Misery. The Cause is of two kinds, 
material and instrumental. Rudra is the instrumental 
cause and a sixteenth part of him is the material cause, 
The Effect comprises the elements from Manal'8l to 
earth. The Injunction is stated to comprehend 
principally a number of rites, secret practices, bathing 
and lying in ashes etc.'82 The Yoga is said to be con� 
centration and the muttering of formula, OM etc.m. 
The Cessation of Misery is held to be release ; thus- the 
five Categori�s afe enumerated.-The term neessation

' 

armisery" means total and final cessation of misery. 
The system holds that this cessation or release is de�ned 
by the annihilation of all the qualities of the differential 
soul. 

This conception of dod is held by the Saivas 3! 
well as the othen. And this view of God is entirdYJ 
incompatible with Scripture, for it is .. revealed in sruti 
tha:t the Supreme Brahman is both the material and the 
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instrumental cause of the Universe. Also, it is 
repeatedly revealed in the scriptures that release con
sists in perfect bliss. As the authoritativeness of these 
Tantras is already vitiated by

' 
their mutual contradic� 

tions, it is not really necessary for them to be rejected 
with the stick of the Veda. 

. 

85. Moreover, the Saivas etc. accept stages of 
life etc. that are outside the vaTTJafram. system that is 
proved by the Veda and are 'consequently outside the 
Veda. As they say," merely by entering Consecration 
one becomes instantly a Brahmin. A man becomes an 
ascetic by acceptir:g the Kapalika vow." 

86. Let it not be said, How could Rudra, who is 
very trustworthy, promulgate such a vast collection of 
texts which are not authoritative ? Nor is it right to 
hold that these texts are based upon the recollection o f  
a n  author of t h e  same name a s  Sivn, because the 
ground is overextensive. For the theory that the author 
Was in error and could be in error., because he was not 
Siva but some other person with the same name, can 
only follow if the Veda sublates the system; this latter 
ground is sufficient to prove the lack of authority of 
these texts and entails no overextension to other texts. 
And error is not entirely impossible in the case of such 
persons as Rudra etc. Or else one may reason that 
since Rudra may have composed such a system for the 
purpose of deceiving the world because he is known as 
a promulgptor of deceitful doctrines, it is not even 
necessary to assume error on his part. For thus it 
reads in the Varaha PuriiI}a, 

"For Thou, strong.armed Rudra, must cause 
deluding doctrines to be expounded, the deceptions of 
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jugglers and the like as well as eoallieting practices. 
Having shown that the fruit can be won with little 
effort, you must delude �ll the<e people quickly. "18< 

Similarly, the venerable Rudra himself shows 
in ihe same Pura�a that the Saiva and the like scrip
tures which are there being discussed are apostate from 
the Veda, that only apostates from the Veda are quali
fied for these doctrines and that their only purpose is 
just to deceive them. "I have propounded this siistra 
as thougll it were correct doctrine in order to deceive 
those who have deserted the Way of the Veda.'" From 
that time onward, 0 excellent Ones, the people who 
believe in the scriptures promulgated by myself do not 
respect the Vedas.'" Thus the Pasupata and like 
doctrines arc active in the Kali Age. Ular 

Likewise he shows that the worShip concerning 
himself a$ it is propounded in the Pasupata Tantras 
and other such Tantras is different and does not form 
part of the: worship of the Bhagavan : " The said act of 
worship concerning me which is being observed is 
really outside the Veda. This ritual called Pasupata is 
the lowliest and deceives men. ISS' Only the lowest people 
worship me with exclusion of Vi�Q.u."J8!) The large 
numbers of statements like the preceding ones will not 
be written out here, because they are too numerous. It 
is clear enough that those who follow these scriptures 
are outside the Veda, as is stated in the same PurJiQ.a: 
uHe cursed those who kept the observances ofhairtuft, 
ashes and skull� Be you outside the Veda and disquali· 
fled for Vedic rites. In the Kali Age all those who 
assume that appearance, wearing hairtuft and carrying 
a lagu�a stick, exhibitng arbitrary observances and 
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carrying false lingas about, all these hair-tuft wearing 
devot.� of Rudra are consumed by the fire of 

Brahma's cunc." IOO These practices are well-known 
in Ihe Saiva scriptur .. : "Ros�ry, and bracelet in the 
hand, a hair-tuft on the head, a skull, bat hing in ashes 
etc," 

Similarly, he dec1ar.s in the Aditya PUra!)a that 
along with relinquishing the Bhagaviin they relinquish 
the Veda:. " Others, those that Wear ashes and hair-tufts 
as described have formerly been made to relinquish 
th� Veda a'S wen as God N5.rayal).a on account of 
Gautama's curse."I9I 

Moreover, those foots who pass censure on 
Vasudeva arc to be regarded as heretics, for thus it is 
declared in the Linga Puriil).3. "Those who consider 
the Supreme Person to be equal (to Siva) are to be 
regarded as heretics who are expelled from the Way o f  
the Veda."192 

To conclude, it is these followers of other Tantras 
of whomt9l it is said, in the smrtis : "Heretics, crimi
nals etc.", that they should not be honoured even with 
a word ; and the declamtion "\Vhich are outside the 
Veda . . .  " refers to them. Consequently. since it cannot 
properly be said of the other Tantras that they are 
based either on Veda or on Perception, another cause 
must be assumed for them. 

87. ODJECTION. If it is trUe that for these 
Tantras another basis must be assumed, let the defect 
be granted. Dut is in your own view knowledge not 
self-proved ? 

10 
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REFUTATION. Certainly ; but this sdfwvalidity of 
knowledge is here negated by these two defects of 

sublation, namely, sublation through Perception and 
through Scripture, for both these defccts are plain itl 
tbeir' case. The equality of Pailcariitra Tantra and 
tbose other Tantras which has been postulated on the 
ground that both happen to be Tantra, while in fact 
one of the two is incompatible with Scripture and 
plainly shows a different provenance, would mean that 
Brahmin Murder and Horse Sacrifice are on the same 
.level because both are actions ! For in the case of 
Paficar5tra S5stra we have positive certainty that it is 
based on Scripture and Perception. 

88. OBJeCTION. I made the objection'" that if 
its being based on Scripture follows from its being 
established by the Veda, then it cannot be assumed 
that the author Was independent. 

REFUTATION. No. Surely, we can assume no 
independence in man, but for God it is revealed in 
Scripture, e.g., "To Him' all the world is manifest • . •  " 
"'From fear for Him . • .  " 

89. OBTECTION. But if the Paiicaratra traditions 
are really derived from the Veda, then" how is it that 
no recollection of the Vedic words which furnishes 
this basis has persisted among the Paficaratrik"as, 
whereas the meaning of these words apparently does 
persist ?  It is not right to contend that only the recDI· 
lectian of the meaning is important because that bas 
purpose while the recollection of the actual Vedjc 
statements is to be disregarded because it is purpose
less ; for it is not proper to forget that from which the 
meaning's authority derives. 

' 
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Or if, in order to justify this oblivion, the stand
point is taken that the doctrine is based on a Vedic 
siikha which has been lost or which is always deducible, 
then whatever doctrine a person adopts he can always 
make authoritative simply by attributing it to a lost 
siikh5 ; however, it is hard to prove what a lost or 
dedudble s5kha actually contain. 

Or if these traditions arc based on an extant 
sakhu, then others would know it as well as the author, 
and hence. his. taking the trouble of promulgating these 
texts would be purposeless. 

REFUTAT[QN. The reply to this is as falloW's : The 
Bhagavan, who has an immediate presentation of the 
entire collection of the Veda by virtue of the perfect 
knowledge that is natural to Him, observed that his 
devotees were not firm enough in their minds to retain 
and transmit the lessons of all the various sakh5s which 
consist of widely scattered injunctions. arthavddas and 
mantras of many different kinds; and having observed 
this he was moved by his compassion to condense the 
meaning of the Veda in an easily comprehensible way 
and to teach it so. On this showing nothing is un

established. As they say liThe blessed Bari took the 
essence of the Upanj!!ads and condensed it, the Sage, 
out of compassion with his devotees for their con
venience." 

The other objections made" gS which are equally 
applicabJe to al1 Traditions of Manu and the others,. 
are easily answered by aU those who have made a 
diligent study of the commentaries on the Tantras and 
are not further enlarged upon here. 
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90. OnJEcTloN. Tho t/lesi, tlmt the Pancar"tra 
Tantras "rc b3'cd on thc Vecla is dispmvcd by the fact 
thnt We filld in these very Tantras a condemnation of 

the Vcda. For il i, said l/ial SiiQ<)ifYa, failing 10 find 
:t. m�\Oing of human importance in the four VCdM, 
learnt thi, Siistra. 

REFUTATION. TIlis is the objection of someone 
who does not know the distinct meaning of the state
ment. For this censure does not menn to censure: 
something deserving of censure, but rather to praise 
something else than that which is censured. For 
instance, in the Aitnreyn Drahma�a the ccnsure passed 
on the pre .. dawn oblation u�lorning upon morning 
they speak untruth,"'9G is understood to praise the 
post-dawn oblation. It is as in the Manavadharma
Mstra : "The I.{gvcda is of gods and deities, the 
Yajurvcdaor man, and the Samavcda of the deceased ; 
therefore its sound is impure ;"tn here the censure of 

the Samaveda serves to praise the other Vedas. Or as 
in the Ma115.bharata: "Formerly the assembled seers 
placed the four Vedas and the Mah5bhiirata in the 
balance, one at one side, the other at the other side. 
And since in bulk and in weight the taUt!' pre� 
ponderatcd, it is called the Great Bharata for its bulk 
and weight."IIS This is said, notto belittle the Vedas, 
but to bestow praise on the Mah5bh5rata. In this 

same way the above statement must be taken as praise 
of the Paficaratra.. Just as the censure of the pre-da1-fl1 
oblation etc. docs not reatly intend censure, since 
elsewhere in the same texts they are praised, so wiU it 
be in our case too. In Paflcariitra, too, we frequently 
nnd praise of the Veda ; for example: " Nothing tbat 
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1S made up of words is superior to the Veda, thou who 
art seated on the Lotus. That is said by the Upani�ads 
which se! forth the knowledge of truth" etc. 

9!. Besides in the quotation calu,�u vedtful99 the 
meaning is not that there is no purpose of human 
importance in the Vedas but simply "failing to find 
the purpose of human importance which is in the 
Vedas . . .  " 

OBJI::CTION. However, the principal connection in 
this sentence is between '�failing to find" and Ha pur
pose of human importance;" not between "purpose of 
human importanceU and Hin the Vedas.u 

REFUTATION. Don't argue like that, for there is 
no negation in the sentence. For it is not so that this 
purpose of human importance is absent from the 
Vedas ; hence the sentence "failing to find that pur
pose of human importance which is in the Vedas, and 
desirous of finding it, he learnt the Paficaratra Sastra," 
conveys that both Revelation and Paiicaratra have the 
same meaning. 

92. The further objection20D that Pancaratra is 
non-Vedic because of the injunction that those who 
are qualified for Vedic sacraments etc. must undergo 
such sacraments described as Consecration because 
they are propitiations of the Lord, does not hold good. 
For such statements as iigniivai!1,lavam . . ,201 which enjoin 
the sacrament of consecration

' 
upon those qualified for 

Initiatioll etc. as accessory to the ritual of the 
jyoti�toma etc. do not therefore become non-Vedic. 

Or if the ground for its non-Vedic character is the 
jnjunction of sacraments other than the Vedic ones, 
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the ground is inappropriate, because of the circular 
argument it involves : only if the non·Vcdic character 
of Paiicaratra Sastra is proved, it is proved that these 
sacraments arc rcally different ; and if the latter is 
proved, it is proved that Pai'icar5.tra Siistra is non
Vedic. 

Moreover, the ground is either that the Pai'icariitra 
sacraments :lrC different from all Vedic sacraments, or 
that they are different from some Vedic sacraments. 
Not the latter alternative, for this would mean that the 
sacrament of Initiation ctc. is non-Vedic because it is 
different from the sacrament of Tonsure ; nor the first 
alternative, because it does not escape the said defect ? 
for the sacrament of Initiation is not different from all 
Vedic sacraments ; and we have said that the 
difference (of Paficaratra sacraments) from Vedic 
sacraments is disproved on the ground that Paiicaratra 
Sastra is Vedic. 

93. The objection:1Ql that Paficaratra is outside 
the Veda, because like the Pasupata Tantra it is not 
included among the fourteen sciences which are held 
to be authoritative of dharma, would also have an 
occasional application to the texts of the Eharata and 
RamayaI)a composed by Dvaipayana and Valmiki. 

94. The objection that Paficaratra is non .. Vedic 
because it is rejected by the blessed BadarayaJ).a is 
incorrect. For how co�ld the blessed Dvaipa.yaI].a2'o," 
be thought to reject the Rhagavata doctrine, while he 
himself is a supreme Bhagavata, model for all the 
world ? It was he who said, "This has been extracted 
from the Bharata in its full length of one hundred 
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thousand slobs after it had been churned with the 
stick of thought, as butter is extracted from curds, and 
curds from milk, the Brahmin from tbe bipeds, the 
Ara<,yak. from the Vedas, and the am,t. from the 
herbs : this Mahopanifada which is consistent with the 
four Vedas and the demonstrations of Sarpkhya . and 
Yoga is called the Paiicaratra. This is bliss, tllis is 
brahman, this is the summum bonum. Being comistcnt 
with �k, Yajul) and Saman and the Atharvangirasas, 
this discipline will of a certainty be authoritative. "7()4-

And in the Bhi�maparvan too : "Brahmins, 
K1;;atriyas, Vaisyas and Slidras as described are all to 
worship, serve and honour Madhava according to the 
Satvata ritual that bas been promulgated by 
Sarpkar�al)a, at the end of the Dvapara age and the 
beginning of the Kali age."205 

Also jn the Santiparavan : "Certainly, the 
Vai!?IJava must undergo Consecration with all effort : 
for Had will be particularly graceful to one who has 
been consecrated and to no one else. One should 
consecrate a Brahmin in spring, a K!?atriya in summer, 
a Vaisya in the autumn, a Siidra in winter, a woman 
in the: rainy season according to the Paiicaratra 
doctrine. "106 And likewise:: Hit has been made 
commensurate with the four Vedas on the great 
::\fountain Meru.'·207 

Now,. how could Dvaipayana reject the Paficatiitra, 
which i5 his own supreme doctrine, comprising the 
sense of the Upani!?ads, as follows from these and 
a hundred direct and circumlocutory declarations made 
with full respect ? 
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95. ODjECTlON. But then how to explain the 
sutra utpat!Jasa,!lhhaviil?203 

REP!. \-. l\'hat is the intention of the slitrn ? 

OBJECTION. The following : Since it is expounded 
in the Bhagavata Siistra that the individual soul has an 
origin, and since this is impossible as it militates 
against  Scripture and Logic, therefore this sastra is 
erroneous. 

REPLY. lfthat is the meaning of the sutra, then 
how can the sUtra be intended to reject the Paiicaratra 
Sastra ? For the Paf'icaratra Sa,tras do not accept that 
the individual soul has an origin, which assumption 
would have justified the sutra's rejection. 

OBJECTION. But is it not their assertion that 
Vasudeva is at Once the supreme material cause and 
the supreme spirit ; that from him the individu�l soul 
Sarpkar�aI)a is born, from Sarp.kar�aJ}a the mind caUed 
Pradyumna, and from the latter the ego called 
Aniruddha ? 

REPLY. No. The personal manifestation of God is 
described as being constituted by tJ),i'ika.r,209 and the 

word " individual soul" is assigned to one of these 
rryfihas for practical purposes, in order to prove clearly 
the differences that exist within the Adorable One, 
which differences arc in accordance with those of the
vaTtJas. It is as they say: "The four vyiihas are to be 
worshipped successively by the four varvas Sllcces
sively." Besides, the words 'individual soul,' "mind' 
and 'ego' do not denote these tanmafrasZJO themselves, 
but refer to a person who is the superintending deity of 
these orders and Whose personality is entirely different 
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from the order he superintends. Birth is described 
as the acquisition of various bodies, as is said in the 
statement IOJ'ena j'ioan in the Yajurmurdhan.2ll 

Il.,ides, the Author of the Siitras has already 
discarded the sruti, smrti and profane views concerning 
the origination and reabsorption of the individual soul 
in the sutra cariicQraupapiiJra)'Qs tu syiil latfl1yapadt!� 
hhaklas /adbJziir:abhiivilr:iit. m And since, moreover, the 
origination of the individual soul out of Brahman has 
been rejected in the sutras niitmii irulth ni!J'atviic ca 
lcibhyafl,213 it does not occasion a renewed exposition : 
an issue which does not need being made a topic 
would then be macl� a topic. 

96. This also explains the sUtra no ca karlu!z 
karatzam ;214 for it is not said here th3t the instrument, 
sc. the mind, originates from the agent) sc, SaI!1kar�al).a. 
For we have already stated that these names solely 
refer to the persons who superintendent these orders 
but arc themselves different from them. 

OBJECTION. Then why this sutra at aU? For we 
do not find that instruments, like a hatchet, originate 
from an agent, like Devadatta, so that an instrument 
out of an agent makes no sense. 

REFUTATION. \Vell, then you reject the general 
view that all instruments, vital airs, mind etc. have 
their origin in Brahman which itself is without the 
entire collection of all instruments and rests solely on 
its own power ; this view is stated in the text : "From 
it springs the vital air, the mind and all the semes."215 

Or if you do agree on this because it is clearly 
proved in Revelation, 1 ask you why you don't agree. 

II 
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on it because it is clearly proved in Pallearatra. It is 
not a very proper procedure to deny things that are 
proved by smrti ; since both sruti and smrti spring 
from perfect knowledge, they are equally valid. 

97. ODJECTION. The siitrn vijliiinadihhiitJe Va 
ladapratiftdha{,'" is explained as follows : The Author 
raises the question which one of two alternatives may 
be true : Are these four equally and independently 
sovereign, or has one a quaternity of personalities 
which he has assumed at his own desire ? and then he 
points out the defect : if they arc equally sovereign, 
none of them can be effects because they aTe equal ; 
when they arc different forms of onc, what is the pur
pose of this division ? 

REFUTATION. That is not correct, because an 
alternative is impossible. For no one who holds that 
there is a God theorizes that the world has several 
Gods, least of all the Piiilcaratrikas who hold that 
uVasudeva is the ultimate material cause", Dut this 
one BhagAvan, who has divided Himself into four for 
reasons of sport, protects the entire world. And this 
position is not unjustified, because it is justified in the 
Same manner as the appearance of second�born and 
first .. born brothers like Bala and Bharata. For just as 
the :Bhagav.an, who has created the variety of pheno. 
mena of ether, 'Wind, Siva, Brahma etc. for His sport, 
and whose sole motivation is the sport of his 
unfathomable power, has voluntarily assumed the 
personalities of Rama, Lak�ma.va, Bharata, Satrughna 
etc., without there being the possibility of logical 
conflict in the same manner the divisions of 



Sarp.kar�at).a, Pradyumna and AniruddhaJ too, are 
unconflicting. 

98. Furthermore, viprati�edhiifl17 �ay mean either 
"because of conflict with Revelation", on the l?asis of 
the citation "failing to find in the four Vedas .... ;" or 
"because of mutual conflict between the Tanh as them· 
selves". The former alternative, incompatibility with 
Revelation has already been refuted as being without 
valid basis. Mutual conflict between the Paficaratra 
Tantras themselves, whose terminological precision has 
been perfected by the rules of logic governing principal 
matter, generality, peculiarity, quality and the like, 
does not exist. On the other hand, statements that 
lack the corroboration of logic can have no cogency ; 
as the maxim says : "A statement must have precision 
perfected by logic before it can communicate its 
meani.ng." 

Consequently, the Author of the Sutras gives the 
lie to those exegetes who, hy superimposmg on the 
Paficaratra Tantras (whose validity he strongly affirms 
as no less than that of the Vedas, in such assertions as 
c�idaJ!l mahopani�adam," etc.) the non-existent 
doctrine of the soul's origination, explain that the 
satra means to reject the Pafiearatra Tantras. Enough 
or the book ! 

99� The meaning of the siitras is this. First the 
Author has set forth that the doctrines of Kapila 
Kasyapa, Buddha, Jina and Pasupati,2IB who oppos� 
the Author's own accepted doctrine, are unnatural2I9 
because they conflict with Revelation and logic. Now, 
in order to reItlove the suspicion that the Paficaratra 



Tanlras (which arc his own accepted dactine) are 
equally unnatural with the other doctdncs because 
their usual enumeration on an equal p1ane with the 
others has made them closely associated with them in 
people's thinking, he elicits their validity. 

In the lirst two siitfa, the prima1acie case is laid 
down : the Paficaratra likewise has no validity, 
ulptJ1JyasaJ,nbhlJvJl. i.e., on account of t}le impossibility 
of Sarp:kar�al}:a's origination which is taught there. 
Why should it be impossible? Because it cannot be 
established in either of two possible cases ; either the 
four Vyiihas are equally sovereign) or else one God 
exists in four persons ; and in either case there is im· 
possibility of originati on. If they are equally sovereign, 
they cannot be created because they are equal i if only 
one being is admitted no origination is possible either, 
since a distribution within one being of creating and 
created parts is inconceivable. 

100. Similarly na ea karlub k(lro�lam: Paficaratra 
has no vaHdity for the further rcason that it is impos
sible that the instrument. St. the mind called 
Pradyumna, originates from the agent, St. the indi· 
vidual soul called Sarpkar�a1J.a, for the hatchet does not 
originate from Dcvadatta. Or tJlere is this aIterJl::ltive 
explanation of nil (a !oar/rI/t kart.1{lam : and for the further 
reason that the instrument does not originate from the 
agent Samkarsana, since according to the text : "From 
it spring the �it�l air, the mind and aU the senses." it 
is revealed that all instruments really originate from 
Brahman. 
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101. Then rollows : vijliiintidihha" va laaa
pra/il,dha!,. By the particle va this primajaci, case is 
now reversed. 'Vilat has been said, viz., that there is 
no validity since in neither case origination of 
Sarpkar�:lJ)a etc. is possible, is untrue : it is not contra· 
dictory that Sarpkar�ar.\a etc. have originated. Indeed, 
it would be contradictory ir they were not vijtiantidi. 

J'ijlianaai is a dvnndva compound : "knowledge 

and beginning," that means : Brahman ; thus vijliii. 
niidibhavt means brahmabhiivt. Inasmuch as they arc 
Brahman {brahmahhiive)1 the origination is not contra
dictory. That is to say : by virtue or the ract that the 
unique Supreme Soul Vasudeva, whose omnipotence is 
unbounded, enters into them through His maya, a 
cause-effect relation is justified. The objection that 
the mind cannot originate from Sarpkaq:3I)a, on the 
authority of the gruti that the mind originates from 
Brahman, is invalidated by the fact that he, Be. 
Satpkaqm.Qa is vij,7aniidi, i.e., Brahman. 

102. Furthermore, what is being said in the 
argument na ca kartub I..arli�zam ?  Is it that the instru. 
ment of a certain action does not originate from the 

. agent of that same action ; or that no instrument of 
any action whatever originates from any agent whatso
ever? I r the first view is taken� we have a conflict with 
Inference, because the argument contains the fallacy of 
proving t h e  proved. The mind, originating from the 
agent SalJlkar�ar:Ul cannot be the instrument of 
Sarpkar�at:la's action of originating it. since it itself is 
the object of the action ; nor can it be the instrument 
of the action of being originated, since it itself is the 
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agent oC that action. If the alternative view is taken, 
we have a conflict with Perception, because we see that 
for instance a pitcher, thou

'
gh it be the instrument of 

an action of fetching water, yet originates from the 
agent of such an action, the potter. This the Author 
says in the sutea viprati!edhiit : 'because there is conflict.' 

103. As to the other explanation that has been 
given of these two sutras/!10 since it is v(j17iiniidz', i.e. 
"a ground for validity",221 the denial of the validity 
of Paiicaratra is not justified, because it entails over
extension. The invalidity, which is defined by the 
non-origination of knowledge through repetition or 
dubiety in the Tantras, is rejected, because knowledge 
is actually had from them. In order to remove the 
sllspicion of untruth occasioned by the speaker's 
character, the word lidi is used to convey the intended 
meaning that the Tantras are in fact spoken by a trust-
worthy person. 

. 

Consequently the meaning is this : He always has 
direct knowledge of the entire world by virtue of the 
omniscience- which is part of His nature i He bestows 
man's wishes upon him, when He is satisfied-and he 
is satisfied by meditation alone j Him the experts in the 
Veda. describe as eternally satisfied in all His desires : 
how then can there be defects in Him like error, deceit 
etc. ? 

104. The "'impossibility of origination, ' which has 
been stated in the first two sUtras, is thereupon denied 
for Samkarsana and the other forms of God in the 
sutra v£pTati�ejhiit. This meanS" either ; HBecause there 
is conflict with the Bhagavan's perception which is 
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infrrred through Pai\caratra j" or "Because t here is 
conflict with sruti which is inferred from the 'arne 
Tradition." 

105. Or there is another interpretalion : since the 
sutras intend to illustrate the rules of exegesis, tile 
author first aSSumes that there is a conflict between 
STUti and Paficaratra, though in r.,ct there is no such 
conflict, and then reasons this out as fol1ow5 : 
suppose that Paficaratra is in connict with the veda, is 
this .astra then, like the stalements of Manu etc., valid 
or invalid? This question is thereupon ans\\'crcd : "It is 
invalid, because of the impossibility of the origination 
of valid knowledge concerning a conflicting sense; and 
this impossibility itself i" proved on the ground thilt 
there is independence of something that is dependent." 

Thus the siitra. utpattyas01.nbhaviit means : "because 
it is impossible that a valid knowledge originates, 
since, as long as the dependent Pancaratra Tradition 
does not start proving thc validity of its own sense by 
establishing the validity of its basis) the cognition 
which originates from the independent preterpersonal 
scripture determines the Tradition's sense as being 
different, and consequently conflicting with itself. For 
Pancaratra conveys that scripture is its basis only as 
J�ng as the sword of direct scripture does not Cllt its 
root. 

106. OBJECTION. But why ,hould the Vedas 
them�elve'3 bt. ind-e�ndent, si�:e their vaHdity, too, 
depends on the direct cogmtlon of the Bhagavan, 
because this cognition is their cause f J llst as the 
Paficaratra Traditions are dependent on His cognition, 
so are the Vedas too dependent on His cognition.U! 
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Rl:rUTATlON. To refute this view, the statement 
is made : no ,a karlu!' karaT/am : "The Vedas arc not 
the product of a m�ker, i.e. the Bhagavan. [(ara!,a 
here in the sense of "things that are made or pro
duced," by the rule UsUffix.-a!lll in the sense of the 
object of the action.''''' This then means that the 
Vedas are preterhuman. 

107. Vij,iiiniidiMuive vii laaapralifeaha{,. r f, on the 
other hand, it is not true that the Pailcar,tr. Sastra is 
invalid, then what ? ladapratifedha{l, i e. non .. rejection 
of the origination of valid knowledge (namely, even 
when partly conflicting, the conflicting statement may 
be valid optionally), because it is based upon the direct 
cognition of the Bhagavan in whom error and deceit 
are impossible as He js a source of vijliiina (vjjfHin5di
bhave) : Vijl7iinfl means "knowledge par excellence in 
which no tnistake is possible. For since all other 

authors of Dharma§5stras afe not omniscient, as they 
are involved in salTls5ra, and since therefore they are 
also not entirely se1fsufficient, various lapses are con 
ceivable in their knowledge. Whereas in the case of 
the Bhagavan, whose supremacy is natural and un
limited, His knowledge is the immediate insight in all 
dharma and ad�arma, which is natural to Him and true, 
as is known from hundreds of srutis ; it is this 
knowledge which in the sutra is described as vijiiana. 
When such knowledge is the 'beginning/ i.e. the basis, 
there is non-rejection, sc. the sastra is valid. 

108. OBjF.CTION. But how can it be assumed 
that the Tantra, which conflicts with scripture, has 
validity ? For if it is valid, it becomes optional beside 
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scripture ; and optionality is deficient in the case of the 
Tantras by eight defects. Option is asoumed when 
there is no invariable rule that something should be 
such and not ot11crwi5c, ueC<lUSC there is no reason to 
reject, in one case or another, an alternative statement ; 
for instance :  cc He rntHt sacrifice with ricc," beside 
"he must sacrifice with barley!' In the Jatter case it 
is impossihle to climjn�tc one or the other because 
neither of these statements is characterized by in.
dependence. In the rormer case, however, there can 
be no such option between scripture and Paficaratra, 
because the two are not equal ; for the Vedic statement 
is independent, hecause it h prctcrhuman, whereas the 
Paficlratra statement is dependent. So how can they 
be alternatives and optional ? 

109. REFUTATJOS. Listen : because Paflcariitra 
too is independent. 

OnjEC'TIOs. How can a statement deriving from 
a person be independent? 

REfUTATION. Let us ask the logician to explain 
this : must dependence on something else be assumed 
for a statement to be informative, to give positive 
certainty, OT to state the truth about its content, or 
to serve a purpose of human importance? 

All four are impossible. When the statement is 
heard, "One must worship the Bhagavan with the 
attendance due an cmperoT,"224 nuthing else is. re.
qui.red fo! this statement to be informative, because 
the meaning of the words has a1ready become know� 
from other contexts. Nor does thig small measure of 
dependence prove the weakness of the statement's 

12 
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validity. for the same weakness would follow for 
�ruthi too.'" 

Nor is nnrthing <lse required for the statement 
to give positive certainty ; for the statement "One 
must worship .... " docs not occasion doubt whether 
one: must or must not worshipl since that would entail 
a negation of the direct declaration of the real sense. 

Nor is anything required for the statement to he 
trlle to the facts, for the knowledge produced by the 
statement does not require anything outside its own 
cause:l16 to be true to the facts, because secondary 
validity is inappropriate and not admitted.'" 

Nor is it necessary for the statement to be 
dependent on something else in order to serve a purpose 
of human importance, for the proof of this purpose 
follows from n consideration of the entire body of 
doctrine. In this case, those who have undergone the 
afore-mentioned sacraments have knowledge of the 
content of the statement when they have heard the 
doctrine, and hence they perform the "five-times
a_day".228 rites, which form this content, and hence 
t hey attain to supreme perfection ; this is learnt solely 
from the SaMra itself. 

t 10. Or if the objection is. raised that. granted 
the self-validity of Paficaratra, this validity is not 
complete as long as it has not been made certain that 
there are no defects, after it has been made certain 
that the speaker is rcIiable,-I reply that this vjew 
is not correct ; knowledge that there are no defects 
does not completely establish validity. since the validity 
arises from the cause itsel f of defectless knowledge and 
not from the defe<:tlessness of this kn owledge. 
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1 1 1. Nor is positive certainty about such of the 

speaker's qualities as his reliability required for his 
statement to be defectless, because the statement's 
defectlessness is proved solely by its being defect less. 
As the Author of the Varttika declares, "Then the 
qualities (of the speaker) do not exert any influence 
(on the validity of his statement) because (its defectless
ness) is a1ready known."229 The same Author also 
sho\vs that, even when there is certainty about its 
defectlessness, the existence of qualities (like reliability 
in the speaker) is helpful : "When defectlessness is 
known, they are helpful by merely existing."2'O 

Nor docs the validity, when it has been established 
require something else in order that consequent actions 
of acceptance, rejection etc. proceed, becaus.e action 
proceeds on the basis of recollection and desire. As 
they say, "Action proceeds on the basis of recollection 
and desire." 

Moreover, in the case of the self-valid Vedas, too, 
we find this same dependence in that their validity 
would not be completely established as long as there 
were no certainty of their defectlessness after the 
certainty about the non-exist("ncc of their author. 

112. OBJ1l.C'l'lON. But when the non-existence of 
their author is proved without effort by the non-appre
hension or what ought to be there, the question of the 
non-validity does not arise for the Veda, for defects 
arc impossible without something or someone in which 
they could reside. As they say : UIn that case (the 
Veda) the absence of non-validity follows quite 
naturally from the absence of an author ; therefore 
its validity cannot be questioned. ;'731 
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REFUTATION. Why, in the case of Pailcar;;tra 
too no question can arise about its validity, since the 
absence of defects is easily proved by the fact that the 

omniscient and omnipotent God is its speaker ; so the 
argument is the same. 

In other words, in both cases of sdf-validity 
there is positive certainty that there are no defects ; 
in the case of the Veda because tltere is positive 

certainty that no person is involved who could possess 
these defects ;  in the case of Pancar5tra because there 
is positive certainty that its speaker possesses virtues 
w})jch preclude defects. It is here as in the foHowing 
two cases of absence of Ileat : there is no lleat in ether 

because it is certain that there is no locus for heat in 
ether ; nor is there heat in cold water because there is 
coldness which precludes heat. 

1 t3. 1\1oreover, nehner dependence nor inde
pendence is by itself a cause of invalidation.:zn Tbe 

independent cognition that some substance i:; silver 

while in reality it is nacre is invalidated by the cogni
tion : HThis is not silver :" this cognition itself is consi. 
dered as dependenL233 The cognition U ThiS' is that 
flame, U is found to be invalidated by the inferential 
cognition that arises from the d isappearance of ojJ2H ; 
the latter cognition itself is dependent because it arises 
from a sense·perception. The simple truth therefore is 
that which is susceptible to invalidation is invalidated 
by that w11ich ill not so susceptjb1e i in our present case 
there is no such susceptibility either of Scripture or of 
Paiicaratra. 

1 14. Or if you think that it is impossible to give 
positive certainty that the Tantra is promulgated by 
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Vasudeva, as it i, in conflict with Scripture, I ask you : 
Why then does the knowledge arise that Scripture is 
preterpersonal, while it is invalidated becau,e it 
conflicts with Paficaratra? They accept it that the Veda 
is preterpersonaI just because it is Veda ; but then 
one can equally claim that Paficaratra is promulgated 
by Vasudeva just because it is Paiicariitra. I f the 
preterpersonal origin o f  the Veda is proved by the 
fact that there is no recollection of an author, then 
why not agree that Pafioaratra is promulgated by 
Vasudeva just because there is recollection of his 
authorship ? For there exists a strong transmission of 
the recollectioIl, extending to women and children, 
that Kesava is the author of the Paficaratra. So great 
a faith do people have in His authorship that they 
erect monuments according to the precepts of Panca
ratra, donating elephants, horses and great wealth 
in various fees. 

In the Skanda PuraQa it is said that "KapHa is the 
promu1gator of Sarpkhya, Kdava of Paficaratra." 
Likewise in the M"habharata :  " Naraya1.la Himself is 
the promulgator of the entire Paficaratra. This great 
Upanirpda, consistent with the four Vedas, as well as 
with the doctrines of Sarpkhya and Yoga, called 
Paficaratra, which was revealed by Nar5.yaQa's tongue, 
has been taught to the sages by Narada as he had seen 
it and heard it in the abode of Brahma." From these 
and thousands of other statements in the PurRQ,as, 
which are supported by the rules of interpretation, the 
conclusion follows naturally that Pancaratra was indeed 
composed by Vasudeva Himself. On the other hand, 
some experts dispute that the Veda is eternaI.us 



Therefote, the re.l ground for the thesis th.t 
the validity of the doctrine of the Bh.gav5n and 
that of lhe Vea" is "bove question is this that both .re 
cames of defectlcss knowledge. Consequently, because 
both are equally exemplary, they are optionally valid. 
It is with Ihis view in mind that the wise A uthor of the 
Siitms has explained : vijiianiidibhav, vii ladaprati!,dha{l. 

1 15. OBJECTION. However, granted that error 
is made inconceivable by the Dhagavan's omniscience, 
yet, since He is also omnipotent, He can also have 
composed the Paftcaratra in order to deceive. Now, 
when people, considering this possibility, are confused 
in their minds as 10 which view they should take, that 
this Sastra has been promuJgated to deceive them, or 
that it has been stated according to the truth with 
complete attentiveness of mind, what way is there to 
resolve their dilemma? We should prefer to decide 
that since it militates against Scripture it results 
in disaster. 

REFV1·ATlON. To this objection tbe Author replies 
vipratiredh5t, i.e., on account of the contradiction of aU 
SIuti, epic, puraf.la and worldly experience. If, without 
any reason, merely because the Bhagav3n is omnipotent, 
the question is raised ifRe might bave intended to ruin 
His devotees� why, then ont': could also raise the 
question whether He would not hurl eVen the virtuous 
into hell by a whim of His omnipotence and con
sequently the whole world would fan into inactivhy ! 
Besides, we could also raise the question whether 
He did not wish to deceive people, because He is 
omnipotent, and thus created in the beginning the 
Vedas themselves with false meanings, which are also 
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suprasensible, took away from Brahmat36 etc. also the 
power of recollecting that He was the creator of the 
Vedas, and from then onward set in motion the 
transmission of Vedic instruction until the present day : 
how can we be sure about it ? 

Or the position can be taken that since there is no 
evidence that, while He is indeed omnipotent, He 
acted up to the full measure of His omnipotence, since 
there is no purpose for Him to deceive people because 
He is satisfied in all His desires, and since He is not 
in the least affected by defects of partiality and cruelty 
etc. because He abides with natural affection for all 
living beings ; and since, if He had composed the 
Paiicaratra in order to deceive, it would be impossible 
to demonstrate that the wise men who, up to now, 
learn its instructions and perform the contents of these 
instructions have forgotten the defects of its author J 
it must follow that such a suspicion does not arise j and 
if this view is taken, aU this wiII equally apply to the 
Vedas as well. 

Therefore, wha.t possible purpose could He who is 
satisfied in all His desires, who is omniscient and 
a treasury of compassion have in deceiving the poor 
people wbo have failed to understand the meaning 
(of the Veda) ? Or how could the supreme sages 
everywhere praise the Tantra as being equal to the 
Upani�ads, if it had been composed in order to deceive ? 
For thus the saints declare in Viiraha Purat}a, the 
RamayaJ]a and the Bharata etc. that this Tantra is 
an equally esoteric. rloctdne as the \·edas ; and we 
declare the same, uThrough Veda, PaiiC3ratra, 
through devotion and sacrifice, 0 Brahmin, I can be 
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attained, and not in any other way, even in hundreds 
of lacs of years. If one among thousands will grasp 
the Paficaratra and, at the expiry of his karman, will 
die my devotee, the Vedas and the Paiicnratra will 
dwell in his heart forever.2n This supreme Paficaratra 
doctrine of mine, which is not difficult to grasp, dJat 
you shall reach to all the world by my grace, 
doubtless.'" The Yogins mediate upon the Eternal One 
with PuraQ3s, Vedas and Pancaratras, and worship 
Him with the proper rites. Thus Sarpkhya and Yoga 
on the one hand, and Veda. and AraJ).yaka on the 
other hand arc one and the same ; all together they are 
the members that constitute Paficaratra, 0 excelJent 
one. He who sees through Veda and Paficaratra sees 
truly ; this great Upani!}ada, consistent with the four 
Vedas .... " Since the number of these and similar 
statements is infinite, we stop here. If you still raise 
the question if there cannot be ruin in such a Tantra, 
then there can be no faith in anything. It is with this 
view in mind that the Author sets forth : vipratifttfhiil. 

Therefore, even if there were a conflict between 
the Bhagavan's doctrine and the Veda, there still 
would be option between them ; but we have already 
expounded that there is no conflict between them 
at all. 

1 16. OBJECTIO;N'. However, how can the venerable 
Author of the Bhih}Ya239 state that those parts whicIl are 
in conflict are invalid : "If there be conflict, it is 
carefully eliminated." 

REFUTATION. This statement means that those of 
frail minds, who are not strong enough to plunge into 
the deep ocean of rules of interpretation, must not be 
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disr<spectful to the Veda. This is comparable to the 
venerable Jaimini's e.�position that the fruits of acts 
serve to incr�'\se people's f;l.ith in the acts. 

1 17. The contention has been voiced that Patlca· 
ratra is invalid because "it is accepted by those who 
are outside the Veda."HO But wby could onc not 
equally well contend that the Vedas are invalid 
because they are accepted by those who are outside 
Patlcariitra ? 

Furthermore, what exact ly does this: mean, being 
Houtside the Veda," and what means uacceptcd by 
those who are outside the Veda?" Does "being outside 
the Veda" mean ubeing different from the Veda" or 
"doing what is forbidden by the Veda" or "being 
hostile to the Vedas ? "  

Likewise we must inquire whether ((accepted" 
means �'learnt" or "known·' or "observed." In all 
cases the ground proves to be defective. 

First orall, if "outside the Veda" means. "different 
from the Veda," and " accepted t1 means H learnt, " 
then the ground proves to be occasional, since 
it equally applies to the Vedas themselves : the 
Vedic statements, which are valid, are "learnt" by 
members of the three estates, which themselves are 
"different from the Veda." If you take "accepted" 
to mean uknown," you do not get rid of the Same 
defect. If the term "outside the Veda" means 

('different from the Veda," and "accepted " means 
u'Cm't.'Ned," th.en. tht:te w-ou\d ll.kewlse be an m:t.asitmal 
application of tbe ground to the Vedas themselves. If 
" outside the Veda" is taken to mean "performing for
bidden acts," the ground has an occasional application 
to those statements of the Veda whic.h enjoin expiatory 

" 
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ceremonies. For since statements enjoining expiations, 
e.g. "One must sacrifice with the kii!murz{la verses, "2U 
whose content is to be " learnt", uknown" and 
"observed," by those who perform forbidden acts, arc 
authoritative, it would follow that the ground "because 

they are accepted by people outside the Veda" is 
occasional.u2 

Nor are the Pailcar.!ra Tantras invalid because 
they are "accepted" by people hostile to the Veda, for 
the ground is unproved. Besides, acceptance by 
people hostile to the Veda does not by itself refute the 
validity of what is accepted. Int did, the Path of the 
Heretics would be unbarred ; for they endea.vour to 
uproot the validity of the Veda. Thus the naked 
Jainas could effortlessly render the Vedas untruthful 
simply by " accepting" the Vedas in some manner 
by way of deception. 

1 18. OBJECTION. A consideration of such state
ments as flHe should never use the Veda, except at 
a funerary off'ering,"ZU shows that the defect affects 
only the unqualified students, not the defectless Vedic 
statements themselves. 

REPLY. Then the defect affects only the unquali
fied students in the ca.se of the Tantras under discussion 
as well, and not the defectless Tantras themselves ; 
so everything is the same, depending on what partisan 
view one takes. 

Or if it be held that "outside the Veda" means 
"unqualified to perform Vedic acts," and that Paiica

ratra is invalid, like the caityavandana staternents,IH 

because it is accepted by those who, being unqualified, 
are outside the Veda, the following distinction must be 



considered :  is the ground here that the Tanlras are 
accepted by people unqualified for all Vedic rites, or 
by people who are unqualified for some Vedic rites ? 
'This point should be clarified. 

Now, the first alternative cannot be adopted, 
because the ground is not proved. For there is no 
human being who is nol qualified for any Iraula rite 
whatsoever, e.g. non-violence etc., because his human
ity as such provides his qualification. Othenvise 
caI].9.a\as ete. would do no wrong if tbey commi.tted 
such crimes a brahmin-murder, theft of brahmin
wealth, miscegenation with caste�women, study o f  
the Veda ctc., simply because they were not qualified 
to observe these prohibitions. If a man does something 
he should not do, he commits an offence. It follows 
that everybody is qualified to these Vedic rites,'t!> 
which shows that the ground is not proved and that the 
illustration falls short of the means of proof. 

Nor can the second alternative bc adopted that 
the Tantras are invaHd because they are accepted 
by people who arc unqualified for certain Vedic ritesl 
because that would entail the conclusion that all Vedic 
statements are invalid. For every man has some Vedic 
rites for which he is not qualified : the brahmin is not 
qualified for the Royal Consecration, the k!}atriya 
not for the ritual drinking of soma. Consequently, this 
ground bas an occasional application to the Vedic state
ments, which are accepted by qualified persons belong_ 
ing to the three estates, and is therefore inconclusive. 
As to the illustration, the view that heaven is attained 
by worshipping a caitya is not invalidated by its being 
accepted by heretics, but by the deficiency of its cause .. 
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1 19. We have already said that Pallcuriltra 
has been accepted by the V cdie, and among all 
orthodox pre.eminent, sages Bbrgu, Bharadviija, 
Dvaipaya�a etc. And in the present day we can also 
observe how exemplary persons of great learning, 
believing that these rites are most effective in attaining 
bliss, perform the rites of temple .. building, erection of 
idols, prostration, circumambulation and particular 
festival ceremonies, just as they perform the agnil.olra 
and other rituals enjoined directly by Scripture. And 
it is improper to maintain that their conduct has no 
foundation, for that would entail that such smarta 
rites as crepuscular worship, a�taka etc., are similarly 
without foundation. It has been said that the conduct 
of exemplary people is authoritative,246 and also that 
even when they do not know the caUSe of their custom, 
they do know what is proper custom. 

120. If the ground for the invalidity of Pafka· 

riltra is that it is accepted by Bh5gavatas,241 welJ, then 

th e  scriptural statements of the Ekayana sakha and the 
Vajasaneyaka siikhas and the means of knowledge 
Perception, Inference etc., would also be invalid since 
the Bhagavatas accept those too ! This same ground, 
moreover, namely that Paficaratra is invalid because 

it is accepted by the Bhagavatas, suffers from two 
defects ; it is both specially.occasionaJ and unproved.%4S 
Why is Paiicaratra rendered invaJid by their accept
ance? If it is because they do not belong to the three 
estates) then the Atharvanic statements whose content 
is accepted and observed by ralhakiiras, ni$iidas and 
other groups which do not belong to the three estates 
(Statements like "The rathakara must add fuel, n " With 
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that he must sacrifice for the chief of the Ni�adas, "14� 
etc.) would also he invalid. 

Or, be it granted that the acceptance of certain 
rites by outcastes renders them invalid; yet, in view of 
the fact that the eminent brahmin hood of these 
Bhagavatas who follow the doctrine of the Bhagaviin 
is evident hy all criteria of knowledge, their acceptance 
of Pailcaratra rather confirms its validity. He says : 
By the same means of knowledge by which the 
brahminhood of one set of people is evident the 
brahminbood of another set of people is evident. 

121. OBJECTION. But when one sees the small 
sons of the twice-born who wear the customary hairtuft, 
sacred thread, palMa wood stick and muiija grass girdle, 
one knows, the moment the eyes fall on them, that they 
afe brahmins. 

REfUTATION. And in our case, when one sees 
learned people who day after day study the Vaja
saneyaka and Ekayana sakhas,. wear prominently their 
sacred threads, upper garments and hairtufts. impart 
teaching, sacrifice, receive priestly stipends---does one 
not instantly know that they are brahmins ? If it be 
held that outcastes, lowacaste people etc., may also 
illegitimately sacrifice, tench, carry paliiJa sticks etc. 
and that they behave as though they were legitimate 
brahmins, and that therefore neither costume nor 
conduct provides positive certainty that a man is a 
brahmin, then the same applies to other priests than 
Bhagavntas. 

Or be it granted tbat there are cases where people 
illegitimately disp1a:y the marks of brahmin hood ; still, 
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though there may be doubt about the legitimacy of 
these marks in others because o f  their resemblance to 
pretenders (just as when there is a doubt that one may 
be mistaken about real silver too because one has 
mistaken nacre for silver), then there can be certainty 
of their being genuine brahmins in all cases when no 
misapprehension oceuI'S, because otherwise doubt 
would conflict with Perception and lead to infinite 
regress. 

122. Or if it be held that the others are genuine 
brahmins because they recollect those gotras which arc 
peculiar to brahmins, the same applies to the 
Bhagavatas ; for the Bhiigavatas have the tradition : 
"We are descendants of Bharadv5ja, of Kasyapa, of 
Gotama, of Upagava." 

Nor is this recollection or tradition of gatras un
founded or merely contemporary, for the same can be 
argued for all tradition of gotras. If there were doubt 
about descent since error could conceivably occur, this. 
'WOuld confuse the whole world about the authenticity 
of their brahminhood. After all, anyone may fear 
that he really is a CaI).9a1a if he suspects his mother of 
having had a lover ; and how, my excellent opponent) 
can you be quite sure yourself that your birth entitled 
you to Veda-study? Therefure: if the brahminhood of 

Bhagavatas, which is completely estabHshed by the 
recollection of the varioU9 gotras which has been passed 
on in uninterrupted transmission, stands unchallenged, 
then there is no difference whatever in this between 
the brahminhQod of Bhagavatas and of others. 

123. Further, ifsome who believe in tbe Supreme 
Person arc monotheists and others who believe in 
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petty godlings are polytheists, is then the same 
authority stated for the brahminhood of the ones as 
well as of the others, or how else is their brahminhood 
known if not by that same authority? If this is the 
question, then listen : there remains a criterion to 
determine brahminhood in either case, either Pcrcep4 
tion, or Inference, or Circumstantial-Implication. 

124. OnJECTIoN. But how can Perception con .. 
vey tbat they are brahmins ? For when we are close to 
two individuals whom we have not seen beforc, onc a 
brahmin, the ather a k�atriya, of the same age and the 
same appearance, we do not immediately observe the 
distinction that one is a brahmin and the other a 
k!}atriya in the same way as we instantly observe the 
differentness of a goat, an elepbant, a buffalo etc. Nor 
is it proper to maintain that the visual sense convey" 
the brahminhood of a nearby individual in dependence 
on our recollection of his father's brahminhood etc. ; 
for that re<:ollection itself is impossible wjthout a previ
ous immediate cognition, just as the recollection of the 
son of a sterile mother is impossible. Nor can we 
know from Inference that a man is a brahmin, for we 
do not find a concomitant mark. And such qualities 
as tranquillity, self�restraint, austerity, purity etc., 
cnnnot be taken as marks of brahmin hood, because 
they are available only in the case of a good brahmin 
and because they are not exclusively confined to 
brahmins. Nor can Circumstantbl�lmpJication furnisll 
proof of brahminhood, because it is nOt Jacking in 
season and the fact that the sentence-meaning o f  the 
statement, HIn spring the brahmin must add fuel to 
the fire,"2$0 is otherwise unestablished does not thete� 
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fore by Circumstantial-Implication furnish proof that 
a man is a brahmin ; for knowledge of that sentence
meaning presupposes knowledge of the word-meaning 
of brahmin hood etc, 

125, REFUTATION, All this does not make for 
a defect in my argument. There is no invariable rule 
that Perception becomes manifest only at the first 
contact between seD:\e and object and not otherwise 
Perception is that which illumines the unmanifest while 
there is continuity of the operation of the senses. Thus 
there can be Perception of brahminhood ; for when we 
keep our eyes open we note, immediately upon observ
ing the particular differentiae of the genus brahmin
hood, that the brahminhood is quite clearly noticeable 
in those who belong to the families of the different 
gotras-Viisj�tha, KiiSyapiya Sathamar�aJ.1a etc�-, 
who are pure in their conduct, and who display the 
sacred thread, upper cloth, hairtuft and muii}a grass 
girdle. Nor does it run counter to ordinary experience 
that the eyes can convey brahminhood in dependence 
on the observation of the peculiarities of genus. In 
every case the sense becomes the cause of the rise of 
determination of sense�object when favoured by the 
accompanying circumstances of place, time, configura. 
tion etc.251 It is the natural function of the sense-organ 
as such to relate itself to these accompanying circum. 
stances. As the author says : "No organ of know]edge� 
whether in Veda or in ordinary process, b-ecomes effica
cious in determining the object that is to be realized 
through the accompanying circumstances unless it 
is favoured by these circumstances."2�2 Consequently 
the visual sense, when favoured by the rccolIection 
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or genu!, gives knowledge of brahmin hood without the 
object giving up its perceptualitj'. So it is evident that 
the \'uual sense can be the instrument of knowledge of 
genu.i in dependence on 3 v.,niety of accompanying 
factors� Gold becomes manifest through its colour 
from Copper etc., sheeis differentiated from oil, through 
ii, ,m,1I and taste ; lire, which is hidden by ashe!, is 
perceived through touching the ashes. Sound may 
provide us with proof that there is a horse in the 
distance ; a pitcher etc. arc known through their 
i:onfiguration ; brahminhood through descent, and 
a.lso through conduct in certain particulars, which is 
completely protected by the king. 

It' bas been contended that when we sec two 
individuals of the same ::Jge and appearance, the differ
ence between the t\'lO does not immediately appear to 
the eye ; but the pen:eptua!ity of their differentness is 
not refuted by jU5t this. In this ease the non·pc:rcep .. 
lion of their differentness is caused by the defect of 
limi.tat'\ty. Th.e differenc.e between nacre a.nd "i.ttJet' J 
which arc similar in appearance and configuration, 
may not be immediately visible, yet tha.t does not mean 
that their difference is not visible at another time; and 
the same holds for the difference between brahmin, 
k�atriya and vaisya. 

Or else, brahminhood is that which arises from 
the differentiae of genusJ and such a product can 
empirically be known just like any other product by 
a pt'ocess of positive and negative consideration, e.g. 
"what are the specific characteristics to which the 
elders .apply the term brahminhoodJ or to which 
characteristics is the term applied ?" It has been said 

" 
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often that it applies to those who possess recollection of 
gotra, Vedic ancestrr etc.; let us not start discussing 
this question again, or we must repeat our old argu
ment : it is established that the Bh5gavatas are 
brahmins, because tlIer possess gatra etc, 

126. The objection'" was made that the 
Bhagavatas are born from a vaiSya vratya, on tbe 
authority of the two statements: "The fifth one, the 
Satvata, must worship the sanctuaries of V�Qu by royal 
decree ;" and uhe is also called a Bhagavata ;  11(: is born 
from a vaisya vrutya." To this we reply : precisely 
what do we learn from these two statements ? Is there 
a simple connection of names, or must an invariable 
rule be stated 1'" 

It is impossible to make it a rule that the words 
Bhagavata and Satvata denote a vaisya vratya, for that 
is not known from the text, and it involves overexten· 
sion. In the statement, "the fifth one, SEtvata," we 
do not find a denial that the words Bhagavata and 

Satvata denote other meanings, for that would mean 
ignoring the explicit and .inventing the unstated. In 
our statement the fifth one, who is born from an 
vai�ya vratya, is understood to bear the name of 
Satvata : ,cThe fifth one, Satvata ... H, since the word 
'fifth' is: the operative term as it is mentioned first. And 
if the fifth is the Satvata, the Satvata is not necessarily 
also be the fifth, namely the vaisya vratya. For when 
the stated subject (e.g. a mountain) js possessed ofure, 
the predicated fire does not necessarily possess smoke. m 
Consequently the consideration if a smrti statement of 
this kind cannot give certainty that the words Satvata) 
Bl1agavata etc mean vriHya. 
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127. I f  it be argued that since these two words 
also may denote another caste (namely of the \'aisya 
vratyas), then the mere fact that certain brahrnins arc 
denoted by these " ords proves that these brahmins 
belong to that caste, even though they follow the 
doctrine of the Bbagavan, it would also follow that, 
since we find the collocated word iiciiryaWJ also used to 
denote the issue of a lowlr vaisya, therefore an eminent 
brahmin who is an iicclrya imparting teaching of the 
Veda with its ancillac and its esoteric teachings is 
thereby denoted as being a vaisya vratya ! If, on the 
other hand, even though a true brahmin is denoted by 
the word iicarya which denotes a vratya, there still can 
be no suspicion that he actually is a vratya, because 
there is positive certainty of his brabminhood which is 
clearly proved by other means of knowledge, and 
because it is possible that the word iiciirya is used 
figuratively (a(Qrya as one who "accumulates"� 
acinoti the pupil's knowledge) for a Brahmin teacher, 
then in our case, too, the same argument can be made, 
namely thus : even though they are denoted by the 
terms Satvata and Bhagavata, which denote another 

'- caste, yet there can rise no suspicion that they actually 
are vratyas, because the brahminhood of these 
followers of the Bhagavan's doctrine is firmly known 
from the recollection of completely obvious clans, 
Vedic ancestry etc., and because it is pOSSible that the 
terms Satvata and Bhagavata have a figurative denota
tion of $attfJll�valm and hhaga�vat. 

In other words, the fact that the Same word de
notes both classes of people does not mean that there .. 
fore both belong to one and the same caste, lest the 
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true brahmin be not mnde into a low-caott man 
became he is also denoted bl' the word lila,).. We 
fint! that the 1I'0rd Iz.,i''' aha mean. 'frog.' Does it  
follow that a lion ;' n frog became both are denoted 
by the same word ? Then word ihelfwould be horned, 
s ince "word' is dcnocrd by gau!1 F'" 

Consequrntly, just as the words sudhanl.'an, iicuryQ 
ctc., which denote more than one me;ming, arc also 
ll'lied for someone born from :1 vaisya vratya, 50 abo the 
word, Ilhagavatn nnt! Satvata. 

128. TIle contentiont!.o rh:1t when die conven .. 

tional meanin� nnd tl,e et)'mological meaning o f "  
word coJHdc, i t  is right to assnmr the conventional 
meaning of the term, in this case of the terms 
Bhiigilvata and Satvata, i! not carrtel ; for when a 
dc:notation is appropriate which is the composite of the 

denotations of the component dements of the words, 
then it is not right to assume a nonecornpositc denota
tion. For he: who tlu:orizc:s that the words la/vala and 

hhiigauo.tn Im.vl"! th�ir conventiona l  meaning in denoting 

somcon� born from a vaHya. vrat�'a, must also theorize 
that tbe words lallcacl1l and bhaCI1!.'tll, which are the 
strm and the taddhita sulli" built on the stem,26! Imve a 

different meaning in a sentence like, "having observed 
the satvata rules, a man becomes a Bhagavata because 
of the merits he lias won in a previous existence."261 
This goes to prove the assumption that in this case the 
word may have a double meaning by etymology alone, 
because it is possible for it to be used in the sense of 
"issue of a vaisya vratya." And it is possible that 
those vratyas too, despite the fact that they fail to 
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worship the Bhagaviin d irectly, yet may be denoted by 
tbe words siilvala and hhiigauala, because of their work 
discipline of cleaning up Viisudeva's temple, clearing 
away tbe hali offerings. guarding the idol etc., for it is 
taught that the cii� sum. may occur in the sense of a 
simple relation, "this is of that."Z61 And it is declared 
that tbe issue ofa vaiSya vriitya has the work d iscipline 
of cleaning the Bhagaviin's temple etc., Cland (the task) 
of the satvatas is the cleaning of the deity's temple, 
the eating of the offerings, the guarding of the idol;" 
and Uhe must worship Vj�l).u's sanctuaries."264 

129. Herewith is also rejected the contention that 
tbe Bhagavatas are vriityas because they would have 
the same profession. For it is one thing to clean the · 
templc, clear away the bali offerings, guard the idol, and 
quite another thing to perform the variety of actions 
that are daily observed by the Bhagavatas : the cleaning 
of the way to the idol, the preparation for worship , 
offering, daily study, and meditation. It is as it is in 
the case of the jyoti�toma etc. In the jyoti�toma, too, 
a carpenter has a task in making the various receptacles, 
soma·cups, soma. decanters, Jadles etc., while the 
officiating priests bave their tasks in reciting various 
different mantra recitations, representing the deity, pres� 
sing of the soma etc. And this occupational similarity, 
limited as it is, does not raise the question whether the 
priests have the same caste as the carpenters ! So here, 
too, there is a difference between those who perform the 
paFicakiilikiP6S ritual, which is established by the 
Bhagavan's doctrine, and the low.ca.'!te people who do 
the cleaning.up of the temple and are also called 
temple.guards. 
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130. Further, the contention26G that, if the �vords 
bhiigavata and siitvata have their etymological meaning, 
this entails that the word ratkalrara in the injunction 
" the tathakiira must build a nre"UT denates someOne 
belonging to the three vartzas on account of its 

etymology of chariot�making, 268 is not correct. For in 
the case of rathakiira it is correct that the term refers to 
someone belonging to the three var�las, because other
wise the springtime etc., which are given in the state
ment on the origin of this fire-building, would be 
invalidated, and because usages of a word in tbe sense 
of different castes, which is given in tllc mantra 
"saudhanvanii rbhavalz st7raca"�asa!I"rQ9 would be invalid
ated.270 Despite the fact that rathakcira is also a name 
for another caste-as learnt from the smrtj "the 
rathakiira is born out of a kariQi by a mahj�ya"m (so 
that the rathaklira is born from an anuloma marriage 
of a k�atriya man and a vai�ya woman), nevertheless, 
since, on Sankha's evidence272 that the TaJholiiira is not 
forbidden to perform rites of sacrificing, fire-building 
and initiation, there is no conflict of qualification for 
rites that can only be realized through knowledge of 
the Veda,'" and since the word ratkalriira (in its 
etymological meaning) is inappropriate for members of 
the three VQT!1QS because they are forbidden [0 follow 
an artisan�� profession, therefore we can only conclude 
that in both cases different casteg arc denoted by the 
term, and so there is no conflict. 

Moreover, when knowledge of the thing meant by 
a word is obtajned from the denotation of the sepJrate 
members that compose the word, then the Author of 
the SCitras rules out the validity of a denotation in 
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which th e meanings of the component members are 
lost, namely in prokfa�!if1J arthasa�n'yogiil:m 

Therefore, those eminent brahmins are called 
siitvatas and bhagavatas who because of their pure 
character (sattva) devote themselves to tbe Bhagaviin 
who is the Supreme Person. Later on we shall show 
that other smrtis set forth the eminent brahminhood of 
the Bh.gavatas. 

1 3 1 .  The further objection,'" namely why these 
people should invariably be denoted by the exclusive 
names of Satvata and Bhagavata, if their brahminhood 
were the same as tbat of others, can be answered thus: 
there is no defect in that, for it is as it is in the case of 
the nameS parivriijaka and nigadrJ. Certain brahmins 
are called bhagavatas, just as certain brahmins are 
called parivrajakas, and certain yaju{l formulae nigadas, 
though both arc equally brahmins and equally yajulz 
formulae j namely in the statements :  "The brahmins 
should remain, the parivriijakas must be fetched ;"276 
"the Jaju!l formulae take place, Dot the nigadas ; the 
nigadas ttlke place, not the yajub formulae ;"211 and 
this is so because of the interpretation : "the nigatlas 
are the fourth mantra collection, or the )'aju!, formulae, 
because they arc identical." 

132. The contentionm that the Bhagavatas nrc 
bad brahmins because they perform pujii to the God 
partake of the offering substance etc. for a livelihood: 
is countered in the following manner : Surely not all 
Bhagavatas worship Hari for their profession, for many 
Satvatas are found who perform puj:i for themselvo. 
I f there are certain people who, while being Siitvatas, 
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follow a reprehensible profession and perform sacrifices 
for respectable Bhiigavata, professionally, this fact 
alone does not mean tbat one may say that they are not 
brahmins. A vedic priest who officiates as an odhvaryu 
at a jyotif!oma does not thereby lose caste. If the priest 
were not to receive fees, the piija itself would remain 
fruitless ; they take fees in order to realize completely 
the excellence of the piija. At the conclusion of the 
worship one must give gold to the priest according to 
capacity ; otherwise the fruit will go to the pUja priest 
himself, as is shown by the smrti : UA sacrifice for 
which a small fee is given kills (the sacrificer)."'" It 
is however prohibited that a covetous Vedic priest 
officiate as a priest after he

' 
himself has put up his 

demands for a fect c.g. in the statement : ("There is an 
error called 'garbage" '). When the sacrificer appoints 
as a officiant priest who covets the office, thinking 
either "He should give me (a fee)" or "He should 
choose me." "This is as far from the sacrificer as 
garbage ; this does not benefit the sacrificer."280 The 
donation of the sacerdotal fcc which is purified by 
faith is felicitous for both, as according to the smrtiJ 
"He who receives the offering and he who denotes it 
both go to heaven."281 

133. The statement282 that professional worship 
of the deity and living off the god's treasure makes a 
man a dcvalaka must be taken to refer to the profes 
sional worship of, and the living off the treasure of, 
other deities than Vasudeva. Thus the blessed Vy3sa : 
"A devalaka is he who lives on Rudra etc."ZIIJ And 
there is also SaI).4ilya's word : "All those who perform 
sacrifices professionally and nrc also not consecrated 
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are the only ones who are traditionaUy known as 
karmadffJa/akaf in this world, a sage. One should not 
touch them or consort with them for a year." Like� 
wise: "Certain people who arc karmadtualakas and 
kalpad,ualakas arc unqualified for ritual before the 
deity for a period of three years. Those bra!lmins 
who, without being consecrated, perform rites set forth 
in the Kalpa, either professionally or for the fame of 
it, afC kalpadevalakas. One must have piija offered by 
another professional priest �ho has been properly 
consecrated ; one is unable to worship the god oneself. 
This is the principal offering ; in another manner it is 
secondary." 'In another manner,' that is to say, when 
it is done by a non·consecrated priest. This the author 
elucidates : "The rite performed professionally by 

'some priest who has not been properly consecrated is 
called of the lowest degree." By considering these and 
a hundred similar smrti statements we can be sure that 
living off the deity's treasure and professional piija 
offering of brahmins who go without the sacrament of 
consecration as established by Paficaratra renders them 
sub-Brahmins and devalakas. 

134. As to the statement21M that the Bhagavatas 
cannot pass for exemplary persons because they make 
use of flower and food offerings, which practice is 
abhorred by exemplary persons, to this we say : what 
does the srotriya2SS mean by left·over flowers and left� 
over food? "Then he takes it only as the flowers and 
the cakes,t8G he is contradicted by all the world, for 
nobody approves of wasting flowers and cakes. Also, 
a particularized prohibition21l1 is not in order, because 
it is not established. No notion of a particularized 

15 
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thing occurs when the particularization is not deter
mined ; and here it is impossible to determin(" the 
particularization. 

OBJECTION. Why should it be impossible, since 
the particularization is that'it is forbidden to use food 
what has been offered up 10 'Ih, ddty ? 

REPLY. Are you now accepting the validity of 
Paiicaratra? For only when one admits that there is a 
deity present in the idols that are erected with the 
sacred formulae enjoined by Paficaratra Tantra can one 
postulate that the particularization ofthe prohibition lies 
;n the offering·up to th, deity. For unless the validity 
of the Tantra is admitted, how can an idol which 
is set forth in the Tantra be a deity, and, 0 jortz'ori, 
how can the substance that is offered up for this deity's 
sake be nirmalya and niveqyn.1ea For a deity does not 
exist by just being a deity ; only that deity which is 
known to be correlated with an oblation on the autho
Tity of scriptural testimony is the deity to that oblation ; 
that is your own doctrine. 

Or if it be held that something is nirmii!Ja and 
llivttfya because it is admitted by the Pancaratrikas that 
it is offered up to the deitYJ well, in that case you must 
also admit its purity because the Paflcaratrikas accept 
also that the utilization of nirmalj'a and niz'tdya is per
fectly pure. 

Or if you do not accept this peculiar excellence, 
since in your opinion the Paflcaratrikas have accepted 
as pure something that is really impure,-weU, in that 
case you mll.:;t accept it that the substance which is 
()ffered up is not rean)", n;rmiil)'o and nivll/.J'o, since then 
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you opine that the Pailcariitrikas have adopted some
one who is not really a deity by mistaking him for 
a deity ! 

In other words, inasmuch as the offering up of 
mere flowers, cakes etc.289 is not approved, and because 
it is impossible to particularize the prohibition o f  
utilizing these substances according to t h e  terms o f  
one's own doctrine, therefore the particularization 
must be determined in the terms of the others', i.e. the 
Paficaratrikas', doctrine ;  and thus the offering up 
becomes greatly purifying. And inasmuch as therefore 
the utilization of nirmii{ya and nivedya becomes most 
purifying, it must needs be accepted by those who 
admit the validity of the Paiicaratra Tantra as well by 
others who do not. 

135. OBJECTION. But how is it possible then 
that even one who admits the validity of Paiicaratra 
should reject nevertheless the nirmiilya and nivtdya ? 
For in the Tantras the tasting etc. of the nirmalya is 
prohibited. For instance� it is said in the Sanat_ 
kumariya Sarphita : " The offering that is proffered (to 
the deity), flower or fruit, is called nirmiilya;  that must 
be avoided meticulously." Similarly in another 
passage : "When one has eaten nirma?Ja, or the food
rests of someone who is not one's guru, one must 
observe a milk-vow for a month, continuously recite 
the eight-syllable formula, and drink the pancagavya, 
in order to be purified. "290 Likewise in the Indraratra : 
"One should not live off the Supreme God, nor eat the 
nirmiib'a offerings." Also: ClAnd the nirmiiga offerings 
are never fit for consumption." Similarly in another 
Sarp.bita :  Cl One should not eat the nirmii!Ja offerings, 
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nor smell them, nor step over them.n�How then can 
one accept the purity of the utilization of the nirmii!)'a 
when we thus know from several Samhitas that it i, 
prohibite d ?  

. 

REFUTATION. To this he says : Tbe utilization of 
a proffered substance which has been offered up to the 
deity is not condemned if it is done within a period of 
ten ntitjikiis.:.rJJ Thus in the same Indraratra : "The 
wise one must let the offering.cake stand for ten 
niiq.ikiir. This period of time has been prescribed both 
for night and for day. They condemn the nirmii{ya 
that has stood for more than this period of time; 
thereupon he must throw it in water, or in fire) or bury 
it in the ground." 

OBJECTION. But what is said here is not to praise 
the tasting etc. of the nirmii[yo, but to prescribe that 
the substance of the cake piijii is thrown away after a 
period of ten nii{iikiis. In the- statement : "He must 
let the offering cake stand for over ten niitjikiiI/' the 
injunction is laid down that when the proffered flowers, 
cake etc. in general have been taken off as nirma/ya, 
because they have now fulfilled their ritual function, 
they must be kept by way of accessory pfija rite for a 
period of ten niitJikiis. And consequentl), even a stud}' 
of the conc1usions of your own Tantras shm,,'s that the 
touching etc. of tllC turmeric powder, the food offerings 
and the water used to clean the idol's feet is not 
established by Tantric doctrine:. Now, where are )'OU l 

RE.FUTATlOS. \Vhere are you, Joquacious debat .. 
ers, witless fools WIlD have been swallowed by your 
own tongue whkh plays around with n grnin of 
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knowledge ! Your objection looks black and white a t  
once, like the moon with i t s  spots. This prohibition 
applies only to fools like you, since all this is indeed to 
be observed by Vai§Qavas who are qualified to do so, 
and thus il is capable of wiping off a multitude of sins 
in the same \ ... ·ay as the drinking of soma at a Vedic 
sacrifice ; for it is not to be touched by others, just as 
the puro�a§a caket,)1 is not to be touched by dogs ! 
Thus in the Isvara Satphita, HIt is d ifficult to find in  
this world a true votary of the lord, my son, and, 
among those who are, it is even more difficult to find 
a disposition which is truly pure enough for the fool
water, or to use the garlands etc. which have been 
mentioned in the doctrine. Therefore, 0 six-faced 
One, all this which is purified by the formulaf" and the 
glance of the Bhagaviin is forbidden to those who lack 
this dispos.ition and are not votaries." And in another 
pass.age : "The saffron, sandal, camphor and oils that 
have been taken off Vi�1).u's body are supremely puri. 
fying." Likewise in the Padmodbhava : "He who 
wears the powder that is taken of ViglU'S body on his 
head obtains the fruit of a Horse S!lcrifice and glories 
in Vi�r:lU's heaven." Similarly in the Uvara Sarp.hita, 
"No blame should be put by statements arising from 
ignorance on all that is used, the perfume, flowers etc., 
(the water) of the idol's bath etc., and the curds, milk 
etc. Those who condemn this divine purifying agent be
cause they consider it nirmiirya, those witless detractors 
()f its power will go to hell." 

The above statements which to the consecrated 
prohibit the uSe of nirmii{ya at the time mentioned in 
the time instructiont93 must be understood to mean a 
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time subsequent to that when the (offerings to) the 
chief of the Bhagavan's retinue294 is being used. Since 
the garlands, sandal etc. which arc offered up to the 
Bhagavan, later on, after the Visvak�ena offering, 
become unfit to eat, therefore the Satvatas use the 
nivtdya etc. before that time. Consequently the use of 
the nirmiib'a is a cause of excellence for the Satvatas. 

136. Moreover, it is our postulation that the 
exemplary people bold the nirma(ya of olhlT gods in 
contempt ; this is postulated like the drinking of soma 
(which is good) because it is Vedic (in contrast to the 
drinking of liquor which is evil). So I have said that 
those who do not accept the validity oCthe Bhagavan's 
doctrine are unable to detennine what is nirmaV'a. 
When it is properly determined (namely according to 
the Bhagaviins doctrine) the Bh.gavan's nirma(,-a proves 
to be extremely purifying, as is demonstrated by the 
statements of all Vedic teachers. In a matter for 
which the only means o f  knowledge is verbal testi
mony) it must be so as verbal testimony says that it is. 
Unless One is deaf, one cannot say that there is no 
verbal testimony concerning it. 

For instance it is said in the Brahma PuriiJ;la : 
"The niurfyo of Vi�t;tu is declared by the sages to be 
pure and fit for consumption ; one who cats other 
nirmat;'o and niC'ld)'o must perform the candrii)'o!ltl in 
expiation. The mdlj'a which is t;\(.:en from (he hody of 
Vi�1)u takes away evil and is holy. He who wcars it 011 
hi� head goes to suprrffic blis'i." It follows that the 
smrti statement that a man ''''ho cats nirrr:5{Ja find 
nivufJo must perform the ciindu'iJa!,afllJ sflOUJd be (alen 
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to bear upon the nirmii!>a ofRudra, K:ili etc. Thusin 
the Mababharata : "Meditating in one's heart upon 
Hari, one must offer food to Him with full attention, 
thereupon pick up this food again with the middle
finger and the thumb, and then sacrifice it bit by bit, 
saying: "Pral)aya svflha, Apanayasvaha, Vyanaya svaha, 
Udfinaya svaha, Samanaya sv5h5.n Likewise in another 
passage, Hwhat has been offered to the god must be 
given to a hrahmacarin."296 Thus in the l\.fahabh:irata :  
ClThe saintly knowers of the Pancaratra ate in his house 
that which had been left over by the Bhagavan, as a 
means to attain to bliss, as supreme nourishment. "197 

And likewise the blessed Saunaka : "He himself eat, the 
nive&a." He who condemns Vi�J).uts nive4,Ya, whose 
purity is proved by hundreds of similar smrtis and 
which dispels the fear of rebirth, really ignores the 
statements of the smrti because of his heterodoxy and 
ought to have his tongue cut off 

137. OBJECTION. But how can the nivedya be a 
means for the prii�iignihotra? The exemplary people do 
not approve of a means for homa etc. for which no 
building bricks are used. Nor can a substitution of 
another substance do duty as a horna, because he lives 
off food that has been obtained according to taste. Nor 
can a substitution of another consumption be made to 
replace the nive4Ja, for scripture enjoins upon the 
twiceborn a meal in the evening and a mea1 in the 
morning, as follows from the prohibition : ClOne 
should not take food in between." 

REFUTATION. That is no defect, since the multitude 
of deities, like pratp. etc. are revealed to be parts 
of Vi�I).u. in the same way as Visvaksena, the chief 
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of Vi�Q.u's retinue. For just as the flowers, cake etc., 
though proffered to the Bhagavan but actually given to 
Visvak�ena shows that He is familiar under various 
guises, or just as at a sacrifice the soma juice that is left 
over by the holar is pure to the adhvaryu, so it is a]50 
with the nirmalya.2!lg 

Moreover, only scripture can be our criterion for 
what is to be eaten and what js not to be eaten. When 
it says that something is fit to be eaten, what injunc
tion are we to invent ourselves ? Just as the same rule 
governs both the periodical and the de,iderative aglli
holra, so the same rule governing the eating of the 
nived)a applies also to the pTii�iignihotra_ 

1 38. As to the rernark299 that from the observance 
of different sacraments, from conception ceremony to 
crematiun, it follows that the Bhagavatas ar� not 
brahmins� here again ignorance is to blame. It is not 
your Honour's fault that the Bhagavatas, who have the 
Vajasane..vafiikha in the transmission of their (1.mily 
line, observe the sacraments of conception ceremony 
etc. according to the manner laid down by the grhya� 
sutras of K atyayana etc. Those who perform the forty 
sacraments which are enjoined by the Ek5.yana scrjp� 
ture while giving up the dharmas of the Veda, fronI 
the recitation of the giiyalTi onward 300 they properly 
follow the rules Jaid down by the gri1yasutras of their 
own sakb5. and do not abdicate their brahmin hood 
becau�c they fail to foHow the rites of a different 
sakha ; since otherwise it would follow tllat other 
hrahmins too WQuld forfeit their brahminhood bec.')US� 
they fail to perform the rites enjoined by other 
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people's �akha. For everywhere among brahmins \\o'e 
find customs that differ according to birth, ciiraQa, 
gOlra, qualification (tc. Even though one ritual is 
understood for all siikhas, still all the various dharma! 
relating to mutually different qualified performers do 
not all togt:thcr accumulate in anyone place. And the 
Aspirants who arc distinct from those brahmins who 
are qualified for rites of the aindriigntytl etc.,SOI which 
aTe means leading to the enjoyment of rewards 
like heaven etc., a. enjoined by the three Vedas, and 
who them' elves are qualified for the rites of the 
Eknyana, rites which alone are the means of attaining 
to the Bhagavan, viz. knowledge, cleansing the way to 
the Lord ,  preparation of worship and oblation, a! 
enjoined by the Ekayana scripture, are brahmins too. 
It follows that the non-observance of certain rites en
joined by d ifferent �akhas does not mean that either 
one forfeits his brahmin hood-that the Ekayana S'akha 
is preterpersonal scripture has been enlarged upon in  
the Treatise on the Validity of Kasmira Agama,!O% and is 
therefore here not further discussed. But since it is 
quite obvious that the Bhagavatas, which we are dis
cussing here, are connected with the dharmas of the 
three Vedas, like the savitri recitation, tl1ere is no 
possible support for the suspicion that they are really 
vratyas because they would have abandoned these 
Vedic dharmas. 

139. May N5.thamuni,o:J be victorious. he to 
whom the Three Principles are immediately evident by 
virtue of his own miraculous power, he by whose pupils 
the arrogance of the rivals of the: Satvata Doctrine is 
terminated after their OWn view was rent to pieces by 
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variously appositr arguments, he whose spirit is for 
ever the abode of the feet of Mukunda. 

May, for the length of this Aeon, play on the 
pious, enchanting and irreproachable sayings of the 
extensive collection of prose and verse compositions 
which eclipse the cleverness of the befUddled, conceited 
and witless assembly of the evil crowd of the rivals 
of the Satvata doctrine, whose spirit has been increased 
by the glorious Nathamunindra,

SOf and by which all 
the unholy powers are cleansed. 

Prinu:d at Prahl,. Printil'lg Jlo\Ue, »angdore-f. India 



N O T E S  

1.  To Yamuna, God's omniscience consists in this un1imited 
percipience. !to that, as he will argue helow (§ 109), the 
va,1idity of Pai\caratra does not rest only on Scripture, 
but also em Perception. 

2. In the piiruapak,Q the principal opponents introduced are 
what one may already call smarta brahmins. and among 
them especially the orthodox followers of Mimarpsa. No 

Vedanta opposition will be discussed. 

3. laMa, and its synonym!, have been translated variously 
as Vt=rbal Testimony, Verbal Evidence in general, 
Scripture in particular, depending on the context. 

4. priimii,!Q has generally been rendered with Hmcans of 
knowledge," sometimes with " criterion." 

5. jagali or loke : ccin the world C:r cxpl"rience. in common 
experience. II 

6. Punctuate after iti which closes the question introduced 
in Pr1!o rJyiieas!iim ; abhi-ni-rJi/ " to stick to a partisan view 
(in the teeth of contrary evidence). "  I take MIa iva as 
sandhi for MI, iDa, the meaning being that the ohjector 
takes the view that something limited (the boy) is really 
unlimited (mature adult). 

7. Jiddhasiidhana. one of the ddeclS of an argumentation by 
which proof is sought of that which is already proved or 
e!tablished. Space (aka/a) is, by definition, unlimited 
and cannot illustrate the thesis that something finite can 
be infinite. 

8. fJibhu in the sense of .. omnipresent, infinite." 

9. namely, the Paflcaratra poswlation tha.t such tantric 
ceremonies as consecration (dihd), etc. are means leading 
to the ,ummum bonum. 

10. In the standard inference : the mountain has fire, because 
it has smoke, as in the case of the kitchen. 

123 '5 
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1 1 .  Yimuna throughout treats Satvata and Dhlgavata as 
synonymous. 

12. pauru1lJtJ and aJuJurul'.Y0; the latter has in the sequel been 
rendered with "preterpersonal." Person here does not 
tnea.n only If humnn person" but "ony being endowed 
with penonal features, including God." 

13� HEler»a) Scrjpturc" (ogama) 1s preter-per301'la) scripture, 
since any verbal statement originating from a person is 
cotempor.:I.l with that person, nnd the jJuruapoJ.';n does not 
admit the existence of an eternl1.1 personal deity. 

14. II,JhiipIIUi, throughout trandated ucircum't3ntil'll_impH_ 

cation". It is a kind of inference by which is established 
somerhing that must be established, yet j, nor established 
by another means of knowledge ; for example : "Deva .. 
datta3 who is well�fed, does not eat by day :" since he 

cannot be well�fed without eating at all, it is deduced, by 
circumstantial implication, that he eats by night. 

15. namely, the relation of being a means to a certain end. 

16. KMS 1.3.2 ap; cd karlrsama"yal pramii(lam OflUmaflt11ft qat 
u.lmrti is authoritative, because both Jm,l; 3nd Veda have 

the ,arne agent performing its mandates." 

17. The morning and evening oblations, the New and Full 
Moon ohJations, and the 50ma sacrifice, examples respect� 
iveJy of nilJO (dailY recurring), naimilaka (occalJonaJ) 
and };iimya (de,idecative) c.iles. 

18. ar!akii h' the name of the 8th day after Full 1I.foan in the 
winter and Jilira months, on which an oblation is per
formed for the deceased (Manu 4.119; 150). 

J9. the crepuscular observances. 

20. the point is taken up in detail infra §§ l l 9  ff. 
21. re!!pectively yoga, whereby the component parts of the 

word are given their own meaning ; and rii{ihi, the total 
meaning of a word that has become conventional and 
doe!! not neccu:U'iJy COrTC!',pond 10 the meanjng!; of it, 
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component ,parts. Ral,*akiira means by Joga ucbadot· 
malter. cartwright," by rU4hi a caste which is not at all 
characterized by this prOfession. 

22. tJdlz.1tJ.yanasiddhahuddh.J,dgaf'CIahhangtnapi, Such a "can nota. 

tion" is. for example, that the rtJllaakiira in the literal sense 
of cartwright is disqualified (or Vedic ritual, because a 
cartwright is a 4ti.dra ; on this point sec: infra. 

23. upafltJ.1ana. which is the firn step to his acquhition of 
Vedic knowledge. 

2·1. Manu 10.23. 

25, the term "by royal decreeu shows that it is a east, profes. 
sian. QuotAtion not identific11 

26. not found in AubnaS3smrti (AAS 43). 
27. unidentified. 

'26. unidentl.f�d. 

29. Manu 10.10. 
Th!s point is detailed upon inrra � 13l IT 

30. unidentified. 

31. unidentified. 

3Z. not in Deva)umrtl. 

33. unldentified. 

3-l. not In Atrhmrtl ; Adhllt:. it un\;nnwn to me . k�'p.l. 
d�\'.b.k. C':to be upl.dn("d IU • prore'HioMI h.fp .. pri�Jt. 
h1ru either in 1he stnse or t"unorthodo't:) ritu.al"� or 
·;utrologic.d mJ.nsion · ;  g2{'1J.bhC'lt;'sd<"v3.I.lb is W.�wiJe 
ob1cure. hilt rrnh.2bly r�refllo unorlhn.lol'll: rriest �rI�3h""\t 
In g..lt'l" worthlp. 
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37. namely, aU,a. 

3B. namely, the four Vedas. six VedaJigas, the PUliip3S. 
M'Jm3rp.s:l, Nyclya and Dharm.,§J.lra, 

39. B,S. 2.2.42. 
40. A Naiy3yika. Traditionally, Nyuya docs not accept the 

MJmarpsl view that the Vcdu ha\'e not Qriginated from 
a person. 

41. The argument i.t thus ; The VCd.1 is fir personal origin) 

because it is language ; language is invariably found to 
originate from persons. The Naiyayika compares the 
MJmaJllsaka',s view in the terms artbis argument with the 
standard inference; the mountain has lire. because it has 
smoke. 

42. ava/ora "de:scen(, emergence. H The meaning is as follows : 
Dharma is by definition that action which leads to a 
certain end by suprasensiblc law. Since the process (the 
znean.!l�lld reJation) js suprasenslble, thue can be no 
other authority [or it than Scriptural authority. 

43. This envisages the world as the sum total of the fruit! 
(plla/a) brought about by observance or non�observance 
of dharma, which is thus instrumental to worhl creation. 

44. cr. Udayana, Kummlt1jaJi4.J. 

-45. Since they arc products, they have been pcoduccd by a 
penon (God) who knew the means by which to produce 
them (dharma and adharma). 

46. This is the Mimarpsa view which holds that the dharma 
and adhatma as instruments in creation are always the 

dharma and adharma of a particular intelligent being 
whose body is itself tne produce of dharrtt& and ada&rms 
and can therefore never, however intelligent he may be, 
control them. The Mimamsaka admits that the universe, 
being made up of parts, is subject to origination and 
destruction, but never at one time, since all entities 
presuppose former aeU tbat have brought them about. 
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The law or dharma and adhatma necessarily operates 
eternally. No agency is possible which can intervene in 
this eternal operation from act to act, by either beginning 
or ending the universe. On this cr. PtakaraQ-ap;\i\dkaJ 
p. 137 fr. for the Priibhakara view, and Slokav3rttika, 
Sambandhlik�epaparihara 47-116 for the nhatta vie\v. 

47. tit. Hlhal which ;,s unprecedented, m�t known beforc, sc. 
by other means of knowledge ;U in Mimarps3. il describes 
especially that supr3scnsible power inherent in the act 
which makes it produce its result. 

48. The argument is that one cannot know that the act wiH 
indeed produce an effect until this effect has malerialized ; 
thus the act', power-apurva-cannot be known before. 
hand as the: instrument of effectuation. Dy the 
Naiyayika's definilion only one who knows what instru
ments are effective in production can actually produce. 

49. unidentified. 

!iO. mantra and arlhaviida : the terms indicate that the 
Naiyayika continues to address the Mimimsaka, for thele 

of coutlle are Mimamd terms, mantra being the Vedic 
formula used at the ritual. arthavada the descriptive. non
injunctive pMsages of Briihmll1;.\3 nnd later Vedic tex1s. 

51. RV. 10. 00. 14. 

52. Yiimuna concurs in the Mimam!aka's refutation of the 
Naiyayika's views, to the extent that he too rejects that 
the cxistem::e or God can be proved by reason; but he 
will counter the Mima['fls1i. assertion that God cannot be 
proved at all, that in fact there is neither room nor pUr
pose for a God in the universe. For Yamuna. God has all 
the characteristiC!! He hall for the Naiyayika. but he 

proves them (rom Scripture, not reason. 

53. That which makes the Veda authoritative. i.e •• a means of 
.... a\i.d knowledge, ls just. t.hi.s l.hat. it Communicates 
knowledge of aPiirv(f facts. e.g •• that a soma sacrifice is a 
means of attaining heaven, i.e •• generally malters pertain_ 
ing to dharma. 
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5-1. the individual soul. 
·55. supra note. 

56. Since the apliroll power is !uprasensible, it can never be 
perceived, nnd «lIe assumption or a God who Ilupervhes' 
and controls this power because he perceives h is absurd. 

57. read na lahh,Yatt fDirodh,' pi; the meaning is this: when 
n eerlain fact (the etcrnalilY of pots) cannot be proved by 
a ground (recollection) bec:mse this ground contains a 
contradiction (it is recollected that pOlS having existed 
cease to exist), this does not prove that the same ground 
(reCOllection) cannot prove the eternality of earth, 
mountain., etc., when there i, no contradiction contained 
in it (nobody has recollection of a vanishing mountain). 

50. (uihikara1)QsirU/uinla is a con�lusion which, as soon as one 
thing is established (e.g., that there is a world creator), 
eS1ablishe!J another topic discussed (e.g., omniscience). 
On this question, cf. Ttlrkabhi�a 43. 

59. It is the contention
' 

of Mimarp.s3 that word!! and their 
capacity or conveying meaning are eternal. 

60. Sequence, of COUT.'e, lI'uppo!eJ' priority and poJ'teriorHy of 
the entities in J'eqtJence, while eternab are co-eternaJ. 

6t. ktamduiinlarajiHij the difference resides in the createdness 
of the Pancaratra and the uncreatedness of the Veda, 
which introduces a difference or d�gree between the word 

sequences of both corpora ofvetbal statements. 
62. This is Yamuna's objection, which states tbe extent to 

which he concurs in the preceding Mitnarpsa argument 
against Nyaya. 

G3. This starts the discussion Qf the Prabhak�ra theory on the 
limitations of the validity of verbal statements. Fitst 
general Mimarpsa views on the subject are discussed. 

64. The validity of laMa lies in its communicating content! 
that cannot be known through other means of knowledge. 
What I translate a, '[acts' are more literatly " establhhed 
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entities," established, that is, by other means o f  
knowledge than Jahaa. A scriptural statement of the 
kind "grass is green" is not strictly valid in the sense 
that. in order to know that gran is green. we need a 
scriptural statement to that effect. Another proving 
factor, e.g., the meam of knowledge Perception, may turn 
up conceivably and thus mah: the scriptural statement 
superfluous ; or we may find that grass is not invariably 
green, but changes its colour, which would reverse the 
scriptural statc:ment. Scriptural validity, i.e., Scripture', 
bdng a meam of knowledge, is to the Prabhakara 
Mimarpsaka. its being Ihe solt means of knowing a parti
cular thing. To the Prabhakara thi! validity is ideal in 
the case of injunctions concerning actions which, supra. 
sensibly, lead to a certain desired end. 

65. The injunction concerning the (Jriana oblation includes I'ln 
injunction concerning the preparation of the oriana and 
the fetchingof firewood for the cooking. Since experience 
shows tbat for a cooking fire onc needs firewood I this 
kiirya is not strictly known on scriptural authority. 

66. This objection ignores the priorities among pramiQ3s, or 
means of knowledge ; for the Pribhakara, Perception, etc. 
are prior to, take prettdence of, Scripture in case of 
perceptible, etc. contents. Generally Perception is prior 
to Inference. To Yamuna, therefore, no priority of 
Perception to Scripture is given. which is expected since 
in his view Scripture may abo be an account of (God's) 
Perception. as in the case of Paftcaratra . 

• 67. This sums up the conclusion of the refutations of both 
the Nniyayika's and Mimarpllaka's views : the defects 
consequent upon the Nyaya proofs of God are avoided on 
the basis of scriptural examination, since Scripture can 
indeed validly pronounce on God. 

68. The Prabhakaras, who are notorious tor the gaurava 
'complicatedness' of their argumentations. 
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69. If Denotation, denotjng power, denotatJvenes3" jn the 
fonowing Prabhlikara discussiollS' have to be understood 
as the power of verbal statements to provide unprece
dented and non-superfluous knowledge concerning their 

contents. In the Pr.5bhakara view, a verbal statement by 
itsclf is denotative only in injunctive forms, while 
substantive statements ha'Vc denotation either through 
contextual connection with injunctive statements, or 
(but this is not strictly "true" denotation) through Tepef. 
ition of otherwise knowable facts. This view, which has 
obviously been developed for scriptural statements in the 
first place, i:s thereupon extended to ordinary languagt: as 
well. and ;s thus expressed jn the (oHowing 'heDry about 
learning language which is here understood. A child 
learns what certain sentences "mean' by observing the 
action which his elders t<lke upon hearing these sentences. 
When he knows no language mr.aning (vyu.tjJatli). he may 
acquire knowledge by first hearing one adult teU another 
to "get the cow," and SUbsequently observing that the 
other is getting the cow: by associating the two events 
he knows that an order to get the cow was the content of 
the first adult's statement Uget the cow." A remark 
without consequent action (e.g., " It is hot today.") can· 
not convey any such knowledge to one who does not know 
language. The process of the child knowing the sentence 
meaning is  here described as artnapalh" ureasoning by 
circumstantial implication ;" since there js no other 
ground for the $e�ond man's getting the caw, it must 
have been the tirst man's statement, 

70. Thus SaUkanatha, Prakara\1apaficiki, p. 182: niyo,ba{t 
Jarvakarye ya!z JvaA:!)12tvena I;udh;lal,. 

71. That is to say that tbe denotativen�!s of the word. 
composing the statement is dependent upon the injunctive 
denotation of tbe statement as a whole. 

12. The litUidi verbal terminations of Sanskrit to which in 
EngJi'h correspond verb.s compoundM with au:tiliaries 
like "should, muse, to be to, ought to."' 
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73. For example, 11 sentenee : " He desires to go to heaven. II 

which has the verb in the indicative, followed by a state .. 
ment tt he should sacrifice with n soma sacrifice," where 
the verb is injunctive, is truly denotative in spite of its 
indicative form, since it i.t obviously subordinated to the 
injunctive sentence, to which it describes the performer's 
qualification :  only one who desires to go to heaven has 
title 1o, h quaUfied ror, the performam:e of a soma 
sacrifice. 

74. This is an example like "it is hot today j" the young 
father', happy countenance is not considered an action. 

75. E.g., the sentence It he who desires to go to heaven offers 
the soma sacrifice," is an injunctive statement in indicat
ive form. 

76. This hi the Prabhakara view of the denotativl"!ncss of 
single words, summarized in the formula anuitiibhidhiina, 
which is short for kiiryanfJitabhidluina "denotation of words 
syntactically connected in an injunctive ,entence." 

77. This point will be taken up and confirmed infra § 64. 
78. E.g., a statement "there arc fruits on the river bank" 

does not by itself. self.sufficiently. create in the hearer 
the knowledge that there are fruits on the river bank ; 
the means of knowledge here really is inference� since the 
hearer must infer that the speaker knows what he is 
talking about, that he knows that fruit means 'fruit', 
riutr bank 'river bank,' etc. 

79. This is again the Pr::;.bh::;.kara view. The Bhana view is 
somewhat differen t ;  according to the latte!:' the upaniij'ads 
afe arthar:'acias (subsidiary substantive statements laudatory 
of elements of injunctions) to the etcrnality of the 
performe!:" s personality (4Iman), which eternality is pre. 
supposed by the efficacy of the injunction : e.g., the 
injunction II he who desires heaven must offer with the 
soma sacrifice" supposes the immortality of the 
pe!:'former. 

17 
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80. Ch Up. 1.5.1.  

81. In this the Prabhakara concUrs with the Bhana. Injltnc
tions without time of fruition specified are not guaranteed 
to bring about tbe desired effect during the present 
lifetime of the performer. 

82. I read ala tviirtnavtidaniim. 

83. On this point see KMS 1.2.1, with Sabara's bh4y;a:. 
84. On the RhaUa view of omniscience, cr. Kumarila, Samb. 

47-59 ; 114-116. 

85. i.e , the appropriateness or propriety of a word in 
collocation with other word s ;  in the sentenC'c uhis 
mother is barren," 'barren' is obviously inappropriate. 

86# The identification is condueted an arthalloda, i.e., lauda· 
tory of th� sacrificial pole 

87. The relation between God and the texts has to be proved. 
I read J adi en for api ca. 

88. unidentified. 

89. RV. 10.90 14 

90. 
9J. Mahanar Up 11 .12. 
92. Kath Up. 3.9. 
93. Svet Up. 6.9. 

!H. ViqQu Pur. 1.1 .3J.  
95. Nnt in l\{anllllmrti ; reference perl1ap� to Manu 1.9 -IO? 

96, I read 'athO)i. 

97. Mm;H.I Up. 1.1.9. 
9B. Svet Up. 6.7. 
99. unidentified. 

100. supra § 12. 
JOI. supra § 1 1 .  
102. Kumlrita. §lokavaruika 2.114. 
\03. nA Up. 4.5.14. 
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10-1 Ch Up. 6.11.3. 

105. Ch Up. 6.2.1. 

106. Ch Up. 6.2.3. 

107. Taitt Up. 3.1.1. 
The whoJe sentence includes 'tria Jleanti, on which the 
present exegc!!is of bhiita is based. 

lOS. Dh G. 18.61. 

109. namely, that they are born Uritani) and die (praj'tJlIti). 

II  o. Svet Up. 4.5. 

I II.  Bh G. 13.19. 

112. Kath Up. 2.1S. 

113. Kath Up. 2.17. 

114. se. or knowledge. 

l15. here used as synonymous with P,Hupata. 

lI6. I read ,iVa. 
117. pratijiiarlnab. the object or content of the praliJna, which 

h the first step of the five-membered syllogism, e.g., "the 
mountain ha! fire" (jJarvaltuyagnimallvam). It doc! not 
therefore coincide with the Subject. In- the proposition 
both S and P mmt be siddha, established as existing 
somewhere ;  a non-thing like a harc's ho!n can be neither 
S nor P. 

118. this unon.apprchemion of what should be there (yoganupa. 

lamhha) is the criterion by which we know the absence of 
a thing. Here it is the absence of truth in Pancaratra 
that needs be proved by Jcgiinupalambha, if the objector's 
contention that Paficaratra is invalid·through.reversion 
be correct. 

119. I have difficulty in understanding the argument uflless 
I assume an illogicality. By stating as bis ground Hsince 
in agama we have its meaning exactly conveyed as it is" 
the objector not only agrees witli the preceding argu_ 
mentation that on inferential grounds Paftcaratra is not 
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inualidl but even goes so far as accepting that it is valid 
in other words, confuse non·invalidity with validity. 

Then, because of this val idity (sviirlnalj'a lathiitviivo

bodhaniit), there arises a conflict with a deviating state. 
men! of the Veda which has jts own validity ; since only 

{Jne can be true, it follows that when Paficariitra is true 
by inference, it is untrue by Veda. But I don't see how 
the objector can reasonably infer the validity of Paiica
ratra, since its meaning or content is admittedly 
suprasensib1e# Y�muna himself has not argued that 
Inference proves the vaHdity, hut tliat Inference cannot 

disprove the correctness of the thesis. 
120. II h.�/lJDnlbrl1m constitutes on the paTt of the debator a con. 

fession of importance since the ground which he gave 
does not hold and he has to produce a different ground. 
By the rules of debate this means a defeat.� 

121. infra §§ 76 f. 

122. The founder of the school of logic. 

123. The Vedic injunction na hi1!ISJ'iit sarvaMiiiiini "one should 
not injure any being" raises the question or the validity 
of injunctions which do require injury to beings. But 
this is a secondary question which does not affect the' 
validity of the Veda as a whole. Similarly, the thc5is 
U Paficariitra is valid H is not disproved by the possihle 
mention 1n the valid Veda of somt."lhjng that conflicts 
with something in PaiJearatl'3. So far the argument is 
not for validity but against inv.tJidity. 

124. Since pots arc knowable, the ground would �Iso apply to 
prove the eternaJhy of pots and all things that are 
knowable. 

125. Since only earth (as an element) possesses smell, this 
groun!:l has no general applicability. 

126. Lik.e the ground H because it is knowable" whic11 appl.ic;f 
to things r�t:::ardr�s! of whether tney are eternal or not. 
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127. Obvioudy, if the ground ,vert nat known, it could not be 
stated. 

128. This objt:'ction seems to speak to the summary denial that 
the ground is unestablished through reversion. 

129. De it repeated that the validity, authoritativeness, etc. of 
Verbal Statements (i.e . labtfapramti!')a) is founded on the 
basic:: assumption that statements truly and accurately 
communicate their things-meant (Il'rlkll'), that a word 
accurately conveys its meaning. Among thc5C things
meant Yamuna includes facts as well as J;§'.}aJ, hence the 
following debate with the PrliblJakara. 

130. supra § 37. 
131. Yamuna here takes up the Prabhakar:t's theory that a 

child learns the meaning of language through the action 
his elders take on hearing a statement, so that the 
denotativeness of language is defined by its injunctive_ 
ness. He uses the Prabhakara's example of the factual 
statement : II A child is horn to you." A child who does 
not know language has no way of understanding the 
meaning or this statement hecause the young father'oS 
happine,s conveys nothing specific But, asks Yamuna, 
suppose the same child has witnessed his father reception 
of the cheering news and the �ubsequent preparations for 
a birth ceremony. Since one follows immediately upon 
the other, the child associates one with the other and can 
thus unuerslaOll the meaning of tbe statement, though the 
statement itself was no injunction. but a communication 

of an established fact. 
132. Then, one may suppose, the child would not so readily 

associate the birth cerem.ony with the previoul com. 
mueniation. 

133. supra § 36. 
134, The things-meant or denoted by the word. 

135, Yiimuna.'s argument is that the injunctive, etc. termina_ 
tions of the verb denote the injunction as their thing_ 
meant (pildtirlha) ; but what makes this injunction 
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'meaningful' is not thai it is an injunction. but that it is 
connected wilh someone who is qualified Co accept the 
injunction, e.g., in the injunction Jvargalciimo yajela. The 
injunctive yajeta has no meaning or purpose unless there 
is a Hdesire for heaven;" the meaning of the injunction 
thus i.s connected with the consequence of this desire of 
heaven, namely, that somebody who has this desire is 
prepared to do something about it. 

136. ardhajarati is a half-old woman ; the ardhnjaraliyanytiya is 
used to indicate that the opponent wants to have it both 
ways and that consequently his argument,-like a haJf�old 
and half_young woman, is useless either way. 

137. Misra's text here has yarly afi pravr1lyanupapatlisamadfu', 
gamaniyalva lahdalaktis "the denoting power of language 
is to be known only through lh� impossibility of 
operation, U which makes no sense. The reading must be 
corrupt. in anupapaUi we may find a corruption of 
f!Yutpatti, in Pr41Jflti perhaps a corruption of kiiryiitlnf or 
kiiryii1Iha_. r read conjecturally kiit)iirlhe l!JIulpaUi. 
ulmadhigama17iya;va, which gives the required sense. 

138. This holds for those statements which are not verifiable 
by other means of knowledge) for if they are verifiable, 
they arc no tneans of knowledge in their own right. 

J39. read na /Ii kriyakiirye vyutpannaft stltiiji };4rytJ/f1. 

140. Jalfiyi ; the Prabhikan.\ view is that the "aryo has a lasting 

efficacy beyond the inevitably transient action it involves ; 
for tht: ktiry(l must remain in order to effect the fruit of 
the action at any time after the completion of the action. 

141. Yamuna objects that we canllot have two altogether 
differcrlC denoting powers in langaugc, ODt to convey JJ 
transitory thing, another to convey a non.tramitory 
thing. The onJy po:u:ible ex-planation i& that of 1aJ:/II!'o 
" figurative usage," whiCh remains rebted to the muk,yoi 
llrui{1 II principal u:Jage." Due lIe will deny che entire 
construction (67J. 
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H2. This is the Pr:ibhilcara view, which holds chat in the 

injunction tlIJoga srargakdmo yajtla the siidhya (object to 
be realized) i, not srarga. but t1\C entire ftVOOZtl {d. 
Prakaral)ap:li'lcik3, p. 190), so that the s tatement of the 
injunction would become the mean! (sadflo.na) 10 re:1lize 
that siidhya, St. the injunction. 

143. cr. Prabra�apai'lcika p. 182. 

144. Nothing can become a fact (siddha) as long as it is still to 
be made a fact (sadhya) by a ffactualiting:' means 
(Joclltona) ; thus as long as i, is relatc:d ,vith such a means 
it cannot be a fact. 

145. This is the principle of t!:avtiJ.Jalii: a suuement can 
contain only one injunction, otherwis-e there is Diikyahlwla: 

what should rn: onc sentence b split up into two. 
146. Quotations nol identified ; but for the argument, 

Prakaral)apaficika. p 183 rr 
147. No specific fruits are attached to lIIrya rit!.":s. 

148. miihiilmya, which cotrespond9 to priidlriirryfl, pradhrinalii 

149. Ell Up. 5.6.1. 
ISO. Not to be found in the major Up:l.Oisads. 

151 .  supra §35. 

152, supra §42. 

153. read i!J asa' for itiJllt. 
154. �vet. Up. 3.19. 
155. !:1vet Up. 6.B. 

156. cf supra nole. 

157. supra nole 86. 

158. !upra § 36. 
159. Thh must tern to thl': stud sa yo Aa DlIi tll' pDTQm vdQ 

'brahma Vida hralzma Macati (quoted Ramanujil. Ved
'
artha-

• !arpgraha, 91), which I have been unable to loc:'Ite. 

160. Taitt Up. 2.1.1. bTahmavid apn�fi palam. 
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161. This must refer to Taitt Up. 2.1.1 sO'{nute saroan !climlin 

.taka brahmattii vipaldtii, but sa siimaga{l. is obscure, unless 
one may regard it as a corruption of tJi/Jafcila. 

162. Partial quotations from Taitt Up. 2.1.1, MUQ� Up. and 
an unidentified �ource. 

162a, Nrsirp.hapurvatap",ni Up. 2.4 (which reads puraslaa for 
parastad) and Svet Up. 3.9. 

163. not identified. 

164. not identified. 

165. Could this refer to Varaha PuraQ,a? or. infra. 

166. Vi�TJ.u Pur., 1 .1 .31.  

167. Not i.n Manusmrti. 

168. A little known Vedjc branch (if it was a Vedic tradition), 
from which certain Vni�Q,avn sects derive their authority; 
cr. infra §13B. 

� 

169. These quotations could not be identified. 

170. B)\ Up 4.1.5. 

17L Vj�(lU Pur. 6.4.40. 

172. cr. Varaha Pur., 72.4-. which reads Ptu!)'oJe in b. 

173. cr. Varaha Pur. 7026 na tasmut parata dtoq bkaoilii na 
Maviryoti. It IS deal" from several quotations from this 
Puratla that Yamuna's text had different readings. not all 
of them better. 

174. Matsya pur. 290.15. 
175. The Linga. Vayu and Bhavhyat quotations could not hI'" 

verified. 

176. Title of one of Yamuna's treatises. 
177. read sa Iii salrajasalflrJedanasiikliilkrlat!i!qiiTiJdlllmndidha,mo/l. 

178. ElI:ternal signs worn by Saiva sc:ctarians. 
179. Svet Up. 3.B. 
lBO. "The Doctrine of the Five Chapters." 
IBl. The highest material evolute; the slob is out of order. 
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182. The text reads ga{lh4cdramukhosmaJartcbhasit4:;asiina!r parc!., 
which is a corruption j I read, wholly conjecturally 
gii;jhat;abhannrJJnanaJayaniirlikriyapara{l. 

163. The text reads yogI) dhiira!la1l'l tU:Ja/, hrdi dhi;'um o'!l1.:U-ra
piirrlllfl 'atha, and seems out of order. The sense is clear 

however. 

184. corresponds to Varaha Puriva, 70.36 ttJattJ (a rudra maM. 
baho mohaJiiJlrd!li karaya I alpiijaJQ1[f JarJayitvij maha)'iilu 
maluJrJaTa{:. 

185. cr. Varaha Pur., 70.41, which in cd reads no,QsiddhiinJtl4 
sIl1[ljnabhir maya laslral." tu dar/itam. 

186. cr. Var5.ba pur., 70.38, wMch reads in cd iiistrel1Jtlbhiralo 

101.0 hrihu1.JtM. Mated alab. 

181. nearest is Varaha Pur., 70.42, Iada pa!upolatrt iiislro1[fjiiyalt 
r!tl!afQ1!ljiiilam. 

ISS. cr. Variiha PUf., 70.21, yod Dldabiihyal'Jf karma SJiicduistram 
uddil.Ja sUJ.}ale I lad raudram iti Dikkyiil4m tan nestam garlitam 
nnllim. 

1139. cr. Varaha Pur., 70.40, mam r:iwor DYlltiriklam yt hrahmarial 
etJ dDijotlamll I hhajantt piipakarma!las Ie yflnli narakam IJQrii�. 

190. not identified. 

191. read,'Fam ror 'jam. 
192. not identified. 

193. supra § 52. 

194. Taitt Up. 2.8.1-

195. supra § 12. 

196. Aitareya Br. 

197. ManulImrti, 4.124. 

198. �r8aabbarat.a 1..265 L 
199. supra. § 17 

200. supra § 17 

201. agnavaiglava, name or a sacrificial take offered at the 
dik,aniy�ti. 

18 
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202. supra § 17. 

203. The �uthor of the Brahmasutras is identified with Vyasa. 
Dvaipayana, composer of the Mahabharata 

204. M.h.bhOrata, 12 340 ( 129.76) If. 
205. Mahabharata, 6.66 (3012). 

206. Mahitbharata not identified. 

207. Mah1ibharata not identified. 

208. BrS , 2.2.42. 

2D9. 'Divisions' of the Supreme God as Viisudev3, S3tpbro?3{l3, 
Pradyumna and Aniruddha. 

210. tanmiitras here in the sense of the Uhigher evolutes." 

211.  toytn4jiIJan vis(Jsarja bhiimyiim, MahanarUp., 1 .4. 

212. BrS. 2.3.16 (17). Translation : "A word descriptive of 
moving or unmoving beings, has not a secondary meaning 
[in referring to Brahman], because ::Iuch a being's 
exi!'ltence depends on Brahman's existence." 

213. BrS., 2.3. 17 (i8). Translation : "The iitman is not born 
bt:cause there is no sruti to that effect, and because of 
its eternality, which is proved by the srutts." 

214. BrS., 2.2.43. 

215. MUI;HJ. Up., 2.1.3. 
216. BrS.� 2.2.44. 
217. RrS., 2.2.45. 
21B. In BrS., 2.2. 
219. tlliimaiijasya. taken from DrS., 2.2.37. 

220. supra §§ 96, 9'7. 

221. i.e., as a tatpuru§a compound lithe beginning (source) of 
\llaltd� kn.awt.e.dge !,. oijiiiint1(iI'bMlJr " since He (God) is a 
source of va tid knowledge." 

222. cf. supra § 18. 

223. i..ttrmari {yuJ PaJ;lini. 

224. not identified. 
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225. in order to understand any statement, one must fir,t 

know the meaning ofthc: words that compose it ; this may 

be called dependence. so that to this extent any datement 
is depe:ndem for it! inrorrnaliveness on other and prior 
knowledge ; but this must aha apply to Vedic statements. 

226. lfthe cause (here : God) is above suspicion. the sta,ement 
will be accurate. 

227. gU1}ata� prarni1!lJasya}u/..lalrua anabhJllpagama(; my under· 
standing is that a statement has its validity by iucJ{. and 
no secondary validi.ty in the sense that its content must 
first be validated by some other means. The validity 
itsdr must Ix: proved (nllmdy by the character or the 
personal author or by iu preterpersonaJ origin), bUI once 
proved, the statement i.tself is valid. 

228. Vai��ava rite observed five times a day: paileakalika. 

229. Slokavarttika, 2.6 1 abo 

230. ib. 2. 67 cd. 

231. not identified. 

232. thi!. !.pea.b to 108, that the independent cognition cancelli 
the dependent cognition, if there is conflict between 
them. Yamuna makes the point that this i! not 
invariably true; that neicher dependence nor independ_ 

ence is a cause of invalidation, sop,kfanirapeJ.ftllvt is a 
dual and requires the correction of karavtJtp. into kira!Zt, 
tfmy understanding of the tCJI;t ill correct. 

233. namely, because it require! another cognition in order to 

be denied. 

234. namely, in the example of the burning lamp : is it the 
same flame that burnll at 5� o'clock and al seven o'clock? 
\Ve don't see the flame change or � succeed�d by anoth�r 
flame. onl}' inference shows that since there is a differ_ 
ent amount of oil in the lamp al different times, it is 

different oil that is burning as a flame, so that the flame 

is reaUy different. The sense per�ption is of the varying 
amounts of oil. 
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235. The Naiyayika5. 

236. Since Brahma is the creator of the world, he can know 
whether 'there were Vedas or not before creation ; by 
taking away Brahma's memory, God in His omnipotence 
could start the myth of the pretcrpc::nonal origin of the 
Veda • .  

237. not identified. 
238. not identified. 

239. Sabarabha�ya and KMS. 

240. supra § 17 : vrdabiihyogrh1Joll'iil. I have rendered crhila 
by 'accepted' to cover appro"imatel)' the variety of 
meanings that Yamuna detects in the word. 

241. Mamumrti. 8.101. 
242. People who do prohibited acts follow Vedic expiations; 

but if acceptance by people who commit forbidden acts is 
sufficient to deny the validity of what they accepr� 'biJ 
means that the validity of the Veda would be denied. 

243. M'anusmrtI. 

244. supra § 1 7 :  this Buddhist injunction is outside the Vtdll. 
in one sense. 

!N5. For the observance of 11 prohibition is as much a ritual 
action as the observance o(an injunction. 

246. 3upra: § ] f. 
247. supra § 16. 

248 .upra § 59. 

2-19. Quotations not identified; (he groups enumt"Tsfcd are 
�udtas. and yet by Vedic injuntdon have to oblerve, i.e., 
to accept, the few Vedic injunclion, addrlilcd 10 them 
Do they by their ac(:"cplllnCe invarjddc (hue injtmctionl'l 

250. not identilil:=d. 

25J. read ddak!Ju:'lJP,lhlnldul. 

252. not identified. 

253. .upra § 15. 
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254. i.e., is the same name used for several groups or only one? 

255. The argument is: if S is P, then P is not thererore S. 
The example is 'parvata 'gniman dhOmavauvat' if we 
interchange S and P, we get parvalo dhiimavan agni .. 
maltv:lt, but this is not true. for though there is � no 
fircIen smoke, there is smokeless fire. SimiJarly here : 
the firth may be a satvata or a vai�ra vratya., but being 
the firth does not make the sItvata a vaisya vratya. 

256. In the 1fanu quotation supra § 15. 

257. explained below, § 130. 

258. Had has apparently a meaning jlion.· Or did Yamuna 
think of Nrsimha ? 

259. gaul) can mean 'cow' and 'word.' 

260. supra § 15. 

261. taddhita suffix, cr. Paoiu.i. 

262. 'conventionally' the two words nrc synonymous, 'etymo-
logically' they have different meanings. 

263. Pal)ini. 

264. quoted supra. 

265. supra note. 
266. supra § 15. 

267. not identified. 

268. For the word means etymologically "maker of ehariots� 
carts." 

269. Dot id<=ntified. 

270. By refusing to accept a n1r;1hi meaning the authority of 
the Vedic statemeDts concerning all the features of the 
sacrifice made by the now di!qualified chariot-md;er 
would be lost. and theaulhorityof the !tatement that caste 
names may designate more than one caste would also be 
lost. 

271. cr. Amarako§a, 10.4. 
272. not verified. 
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273. which is the prerogative only of the three van;las. 

274. KMS. 

275. supra § 15. 

276. not identified. 

277. not identified. 

278. supra § 16. 

279. cf. Manu, 1 1 040. 

280. AitBr., 3.46. 

281. not identified. 

282. supra § 16. 

283. This and the following quotations could not be 
identified. 

284. supra § 16. 

285. a Brahman erudite in the Veda and following its 
observance!. 

286. If he does not believe that God is present in the effigie, 
the offerings arc obviously not used and cannot be 
characterized as left-overs. The priest's avoidance of 
them would simply amount to sinful waste. 

287. He must make his prohibition specific, in order not to 
prohibit the priest from using food that h otherwise 
wasted. But he cannot determine the specification on his 
own terms. 

288. used flowers and used food offerings. 

289. without divine utilisation. 

290. The pai'lcagavya is a sub�tan�e in which the 5 products 
of the cow are mingled. 

291. one na�1ika is a half muhiirta. 

292. cake used at Vedic offerings. 

293. namely, in the above statement on the 10 nl�iU,. 
294-. Vi�vaksena, to whom pujo. is performed afler the main 

pujl. 

295. ns quoted supra § 1 6. 
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296. hlahlbh1rata quotations not verifiable. 

297. The rhua) taking of food is considered a performanre of 
the praQ3gnihotra. 

298. The hotar is the principal reciting priest at the soma 
sacci6ce, the adbvaryu the main executive 

299. supra § 17. 

300. namely, at the up:tnayana ("e�mony. 

301. aindragneY3. name of a sraUla ritual. 

302. Name of a work of Yamuna. 

303. Predecessor of Yiimuna at Sriranga. 
3M. Nathamuni compilrd the sayings of the Vai��ava saints, 

the Alvan. 
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